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Abstract 

 Marine hydrokinetic technology is a fast growing field that aims to capture energy 

from flowing water. Micro-hydrokinetic technologies are a subset of marine hydrokinetic 

systems, operating at much smaller scales generally considered less than 100 kW of 

power production. Small-scale production is applicable for disaster relief and for military 

application. A propeller-type hydrokinetic design with a high solidity was designed to 

meet the needs of the Marine Corps in providing 500 Watts of continuous power while 

also providing portability. 

 The finite volume method was used to solve the Reynolds-Averaged Navier 

Stokes equations with the k-ω Shear Stress Transport turbulence model. The boundary 

layer was resolved using wall functions to efficiently and effectively predict power 

production. The Volume of Fluid multiphase model along with Open Channel boundary 

conditions and a Numerical Beach was implanted to capture free surface effects. It was 

determined that at a Froude number of 1.0 the mechanical power drops by approximately 

33%. The drop in power production was due to enhanced wake-free surface interaction as 

the blade tip approached the free surface. 

 Based on turbine-diffuser characterization, rapid-computational fluid dynamics 

simulations, and free surface, multiphase simulations, a prototype was designed and 

developed to produce 250 Watts of power. The final design utilized specific flow 

conditions corresponding to the greatest percentage of potential installation sites where 

the unit could be deployed. Numerical predictions were produced for the final 

hydrokinetic turbine system, with a peak power coefficient value of 0.51 at a tip speed 

ratio of 2.5. 
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 Experimental tests were conducted at the Circulating Water Channel (CWC) at 

the Naval Surface Warfare Center. The turbine operated in various flows ranging from 

1.0 m/s to 1.7 m/s. The system produced 388.0 W of power at 1.7 m/s of flow, yielding a 

peak efficiency of 0.36 at a corresponding tip speed ratio of 2.5. The power observed 

from experiments showed positive agreement, with relative error less than approximately 

3%, with that of the numerical predictions. The positive agreement between the 

numerical and experimental results validates the numerical methods applied to the design, 

modeling, and optimization of the turbine blades. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Motivation 

Hydropower provides about 78 GW of energy production per year, which 

amounts to 8% of total U.S. electricity generating capacity and nearly half of the nation’s 

renewable energy capacity [1]. Conventional hydropower requires large capital 

investments for development of civil structures required for energy production, storage, 

and transfer. Many of the structures, dams specifically, may result in adverse reactions 

involving the watershed, habitat, and overall ecosystem. Since marine and hydrokinetic 

(MHK) energy conversion does not require such grandiose structures, it offers advantages 

over the traditional forms of hydropower. 

Hydrokinetic turbines use kinetic energy from natural streams to drive the rotor, 

thus reducing the need for large-scale civil construction to smaller scales for mooring. 

Hydrokinetic technologies encompass a broad spectrum of systems and designs, which 

include horizontal axis turbines, vertical axis turbines, and oscillating hydrofoils. 

Although substantial strides have been made in hydrokinetic technologies, these 

technologies still lag behind the bulk of work done on hydraulic design, economic 

analysis, and implementation of conventional hydropower systems. An estimated 1,381 

TWh/yr remains untapped for MHK technology deployment and implementation. The 

conservative estimate of technically recoverable hydrokinetic energy in the continental 

United States is approximately 120 TWh/yr [2]. Hydrokinetic turbines will be able to 

exploit energy production potential in areas where conventional hydropower is not 

feasible or is otherwise uneconomical. 
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Hydrokinetic Turbines 

Hydrokinetic Turbine Types and Components 

 There are two primary characterizations for hydrokinetic turbine design: 

horizontal axis and vertical axis. Horizontal axis turbines have the central axis of the 

rotating blades aligned such that it is parallel to the normal vector of the oncoming 

velocity, under ideal conditions. Vertical axis designs have the central axis perpendicular 

to the oncoming velocity. Vertical axis turbines are generally have less complicated blade 

designs and are easier to implement with the downside of lower operating efficiencies. 

Horizontal axis turbines offer improved efficiency however require adequate blade design 

and unit orientation during operation. In addition to the design of horizontal axis turbines, 

mooring, or the means of holding the turbine within the flowing medium, is complex and 

varies depending on the environment in which operation will occur. Figure 1 includes the 

hierarchical breakdown of hydrokinetic turbine design and corresponding mooring 

methods. 

 

Figure 1. Hydrokinetic turbine classification [3] 
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 Turbine units are comprised of approximately five main components. The primary 

component is the turbine blades, or runner. This component serves as a mechanism for 

converting the kinetic energy of the free flowing fluid to mechanical power in the form of 

torque. A gear box is used to convert the torque and angular velocity of the runner shaft 

generated by the blades to a torque and angular velocity that is more advantageous for 

mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion. In essence, the gear box allows for 

mechanical-to-mechanical energy conversion predicated by design requirements. A 

generator is used to convert the mechanical power converted by the gear box to electrical 

power. The nacelle is the component that holds the gear box, generator, and any 

necessary wiring for electrical power transmission. 

Actuator Disk Theory 

 The theoretical limit of power that may be extracted from an open flow field is 

credited to German physicist and wind energy pioneer, Albert Betz [4]. The derivation 

conducted is based on conservation of mass and linear momentum of flow passing 

through a stream tube. It is assumed that the stream tube is the control volume and that 

inlet and outlet serve as control surface boundaries. Several underlying assumptions are 

made for the Betz derivation: 

 No frictional drag exists within the control volume 

 The control volume consists of a homogeneous, incompressible, steady flow 

 An infinite number of thin blades distributed about the actuator disk 

 The thrust distribution about the actuator disk is uniform, this includes the 

assumption of a zero-drag hub 

 Flow in the wake is linear and has no rotation 
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 Static pressure upstream and downstream of the rotor is equivalent to the 

undisturbed static pressure of ambient airflow 

 Glauert [5,6,7] provided derivations to determine maximum power of a rotor that 

were not limited to linear momentum theory of a stationary actuator disk as Betz had 

done. The flow was still considered to be incompressible, steady, and homogeneous. 

Additionally, viscous effects within the flow were neglected. Therefore, flow effects 

commonly observed in modern wind turbines, such as flow separation and turbulence, 

were neglected. In Figure 2, the stream tube used for both derivations is provided in 

Figure 2a and the rotating actuator disk used in Glauert’s work is provided in Figure 2b. 

Each position used for the performance analysis is included in Figure 2a. Position 1 and 4 

are the upstream and downstream positions of the actuator disk, existing where the stream 

tube begins to increase in size. Position 2 lies slightly upstream from the actuator disk 

while Position 3 lies slightly downstream. 

 
Figure 2. Stream tube through an (a) actuator disk and (b) schematic for rotating actuator 

disk 
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 Derived values of the maximum power coefficient (CP) terms  are contained in 

Table 1. Additionally, Figure 3 includes both the Betz limit and the Glauert limit as a 

function of tip speed ratio. From both Table 1 and Figure 3, the maximum power 

coefficient does not reach 50% of the potential from the flow until the tip speed ratio is 

approximately 2.0. 

Table 1. Glauert derivation data 

λ 𝑎2 CP,max 

0.25 0.2796 0.176 
0.5 0.2983 0.289 

0.75 0.3099 0.365 

1 0.3170 0.415 

1.25 0.3215 0.451 

1.5 0.3245 0.477 

2 0.3279 0.511 

2.5 0.3297 0.532 

3 0.3307 0.545 

3.5 0.3314 0.555 

4 0.3318 0.562 

6 0.3327 0.576 

8 0.3330 0.582 

10 0.3331 0.586 

 

 

Figure 3. Betz limit and Glauert limit. 
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Turbine Design Parameters 

 For axial hydrokinetic turbine design, two approaches may be applied: bottom-up 

and top-down. The top-down approach involves looking at the global characteristics that 

are desired and composing subsystems that result in the desired characteristics or to 

emulate them as closely as possible. A bottom-up approach starts with subsystems and 

results in global characteristics after subsystems have been modeled, designed, and/or 

created. Both approaches may be applied to hydrokinetic turbine design procedures. 

 A propeller-based turbine design is produced through inputting the desired 

efficiency (in this case, the power coefficient), power, and flow velocity. In this top-down 

method, diameters of the overall system are approximated using the following equations: 

𝐷𝑡 ≅ √
8𝑃

𝐶𝑃𝜋𝜌𝑈3
 (1) 

𝐷ℎ ≅ √𝐷𝑡
2 −

8𝑃

𝐶𝑃𝜋𝜌𝑈3
 (2) 

𝐷𝑚 = √
1

2
(𝐷𝑡

2 − 𝐷ℎ
2) (3) 

where: 𝐷𝑡 is the tip diameter, 𝐷ℎ is the hub diameter, 𝐷𝑚 is the mean diameter, P is 

power, CP is the power coefficient, and ρ is the density. Both tip and hub diameters are 

approximated through the use of equations (1) and (2). This relationship for tip diameter 

is derived from the relation between diameter and power flux through the rotor blade 

from equation (12). Since an underlying assumption in forming equation (12) was that no 

hub existed, the result must be rounded up to account for the area lost by the hub. Once 

the tip diameter is selected, the hub diameter is predicted as depicted in equation (2). The 
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formation of the mean diameter allows for blade angles to be prescribed to preliminary 

turbine blade designs. Multiple diameters between the hub and tip may be utilized to 

increase user control of the blade angles. 

 Following the formation of the tip, hub, and mean diameters, the relative flow 

angles to the rotating frame of reference of the turbine are determined. A simplifying 

assumption used is that the relative flow angles entering and leaving the turbine are only 

functions of radial distance. This implies that the relative flow angle incident to the 

leading edge of the blade is the same as the deviation of the flow from the trailing edge 

(𝛽1 = 𝛽2 = 𝜉). This leaves the local tip speed ratio (𝜉) and relative flow angle to be 

calculated from the following equations: 

𝜉 =
1
2
𝐷𝑚𝛺

𝑈
 (4) 

𝛽 = tan−1 𝜉  (5) 

𝛽′ = 𝜓′ = 𝛽 + 24.874𝜉−0.876  (6) 

Here, 𝜉 represents the local tip speed ratio used for propeller design, 𝛽 is the blade angle, 

𝛽′ is the relative blade angle, 𝜓′ is the stagger angle, and Ω is the angular velocity. Due 

to the equality between relative incidence and deviation flow angles, the leading edge and 

trailing edge relative blade angles have the following relationship: 𝛽1
′ = 𝛽2

′ = 𝛽′. 

Additionally, the relative blade angle and the stagger angle are equal (𝛽′ = 𝜓). Cebrián 

et al. [8] empirically related the relative blade angle to the relative flow angle and the 

local tip speed ratio for maximum pressure loading in flat plate cascades as seen in 

equation (6). 
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 In addition to parameters used to determine the tip, hub, and mean diameters, 

additional design parameters including solidity, blade thickness, and, typically, the 

number of turbine blades are selected a priori. The circumferential spacing between 

blades, mean chord length, meridional blade length, and wrap angle are determined 

through the use of the following: 

𝑠 =
𝜋𝐷𝑚

𝑍𝐵

 (7) 

𝑐 = 𝜎𝑠 (8) 

Δ𝑚 = 𝑐 cos 𝜓 (9) 

Δ𝜃 =
2𝑐

𝐷𝑚

sin 𝜓 (10) 

where s is the circumferential spacing between turbine blades, ZB is the blade number, c 

is the chord length of the blade, Δ𝑚 is t he meridional length, and Δ𝜃 is the wrap angle of 

each blade. The preliminary two-blade design studied is pictured in Figure 4. The input 

and output design parameters of the preliminary turbine produced by Schleicher et al. [9] 

is provided in Table 2. Power predictions of the final design were within approximately 

7.0% of the prescribed power input. 

 
Figure 4. Preliminary turbine blade geometry. 
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Table 2. Preliminary design parameters 

Input Design Variables 

𝑃 500 [ W ]  𝜎 0.83 [ - ] 

𝐶𝑃 0.4 [ - ]  𝑍𝐵  2 [ - ] 

𝑈 2.25 [ m s-1 ]  𝑡 0.0127 [ m ] 

𝜔 15.708 [ s-1 ]     
       

Output Design Variables 

𝐷𝑡 0.5334 [ m ]  𝜓 72.26 [ ° ] 
𝐷ℎ 0.0635 [ m ]  𝑠 0.5882 [ m ] 

𝐷𝑚 0.3745 [ m ]  𝑐 0.4882 [ m ] 

𝜉 1.3072 [ - ]  Δ𝜃 142.29 [ ° ] 

𝛽 52.58 [ ° ]  Δ𝑚 0.1488 [ m ] 
𝛽′ 72.26 [ ° ]     

 

 

 Another design methodology for hydrokinetic turbines is the bottom-up approach. 

In this case, for horizontal axis turbines, hydro-foils are analyzed and used as cross 

sections of individual blades of the overall system. Different hydro-foils are implemented 

in the radial direction outward of the central axis of rotation. Each cross-section has a 

corresponding camber length, thickness, and pitch distribution (the rotation of the foil at 

that location). An example of this design method is highlighted in the work of Molland et 

al. [10] where preliminary foil geometries were analyzed to determine which had 

properties that would ultimately improve blade performance. The work done by Molland 

et al. [10] determined that the NACA 63815 series provided the best drag and lift results 

for turbine modeling. Batten et al. [11] of Bahaj et al. [12] tested a 0.800 meter diameter 

design using the NACA 63815 foil geometrie. The radial position, chord length, pitch 

distribution, and corresponding thickness of each foil are provided in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Turbine blade and hub design [12] 

r/R Radius (mm) c/R Pitch Distribution (deg) t/c (%) 

0.2 80 0.125 15 24 
0.25 100 0.1203 12.1 22.5 

0.3 120 0.1156 9.5 20.7 

0.35 140 0.1109 7.6 19.5 

0.4 160 0.1063 6.1 18.7 

0.45 180 0.1016 4.9 18.1 

0.5 200 0.0969 3.9 17.6 

0.55 220 0.0922 3.1 17.1 

0.6 240 0.0875 2.4 16.6 

0.65 260 0.0828 1.9 16.1 

0.7 280 0.0781 1.5 15.6 

0.75 300 0.0734 1.2 15.1 

0.8 320 0.0688 0.9 14.6 

0.85 340 0.0641 0.6 14.1 

0.9 360 0.0594 0.4 13.6 

0.95 380 0.0547 0.2 13.1 

1.0 400 0.05 0 12.6 

 
 Performance terms, including power, thrust (𝑇), drag (D) and lift (L), of the 

modeled hydrokinetic turbine designs are normalized based on swept area (A), fluid 

properties, and upstream velocity. Performance and normalized terms are included below: 

𝑃 = 𝜏𝛺 (11) 

𝐶𝑃 =
𝑃

1
2 𝜌𝐴𝑈3

 
(12) 

𝐶𝑇 =
𝑇

1
2 𝜌𝐴𝑈2

 
(13) 

𝐶𝐷 =
𝐷

1
2 𝜌𝐴𝑈2

 
(14) 

𝐶𝐿 =
𝐿

1
2

𝜌𝐴𝑈2
 

(15) 
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𝜆 =
𝛺𝑅

𝑈
 

(16) 

 

Here: 𝐶𝑇 is the thrust coefficient, 𝐶𝐷 is the drag coefficient, and 𝐶𝐿 is the lift coefficient, 

and λ is the tip speed ratio.  

Literature Review 

 Hydrokinetic technologies have had a growing interest as green sources of energy 

are increasingly pushed to replace fossil fuels. Hydrokinetic forms of energy remain one 

of the primary untapped resources, along with micro-hydro, within the hydro field. Bahaj 

et al. [12] and Batten et al. [11,13,14] have researched horizontal axis tidal turbines 

extensively with their work encompassing blade element momentum (BEM) theory, 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) predictions, and experimental turbine performance 

results. Specifically, Bahaj et al. [12] generated power and thrust profiles for a traditional 

hydrokinetic turbine design at varying angles of blade pitch and turbine yaw. Based on 

blade pitch and yaw, the influence of stall delay along hydrofoil sections on the overall 

turbine performance was characterized. Mukherji et al. [15] compared BEM results with 

CFD predictions for a horizontal axis turbine design rated for 10 kW of power output. 

Kolekar et al. [16,17] expanded on the work in an effort to optimize turbine based on 

profile, blade, and flow characteristics.  

 The effects of turbine operation in close proximity to the free surface were 

investigated by both Bai et al. [18] and Kolekar and Banerjee [19]. Bai et al. [18] 

expanded on the work conducted by Bahaj et al. [12] and used a multiphase solver to 

determine the power production of the turbine at a flow speed of 1.73 m/s and a depth of 
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0.55Dt between the initial free surface level and the turbine blade tip. Under the operating 

conditions applied, a minor drop in power output of approximately 6% was observed. 

Kolekar and Banerjee [19] numerically and experimentally tested the optimized turbine 

produced from their previous work near the free surface. The free surface to turbine blade 

tip depth investigated ranged from 0.01 m to 0.22 m. As flow increased, optimal turbine 

performance was reported to occur at a depth of approximately 0.25Dt between the free 

surface and the blade tip. Deformation of the free surface was also characterized 

according to vertical position along the air-water interface and location with respect to 

turbine position. 

 In addition to work conducted on hydrokinetic technologies, research involving 

horizontal axis wind turbines provides useful design improvements. Gilbert et al. 

[20,21,22] and Foreman et al. [23] experimentally tested the use of an annular diffuser 

that would provide significant improvements in power production of horizontal axis wind 

turbines. Application of the diffuser removed the Glauert and Betz limits [4,5] previously 

imposed. Early diffuser augmented wind turbine models tested were capable of 

production up to 4.25 times as much power as the same turbine operating at optimum 

conditions within a freestream. The same concept has been applied to numerous 

hydrokinetic turbines with varying diffuser designs being implemented. Mehmood et al. 

[24,25] numerically predicted diffuser designs constructed of hydrofoil geometries with 

the purpose of maximizing the flow along the center axis of the diffuser. The NACA-

0018 foil was determined to produce the most desirable velocity and was then augmented 

with to a preexisting turbine design [26]. 
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Objectives and Outline of Dissertation Work 

 The dissertation is comprised of six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introductory 

chapter which highlights the key, fundamental theory behind wind and hydrokinetic 

energy conversion. The two types of horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbine blade design 

methods are discussed with tabulated data provided on examples of both propeller blade 

designs and traditional radial profiled blade designs. 

 Chapter 2 highlights the numerical methods and mathematical models 

implemented in the body of work. Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations for both 

absolute and relative reference frames are provided. The k-ω Shear Stress Transport 

turbulence model and the Volume of Fluid multiphase model equations are outlined. The 

finite volume method is highlighted with a focus on the specific solvers that were 

implemented. 

 In Chapter 3, data obtained from the United States Geological Survey on river 

velocity, depth, and head is analyzed. Data in three year increments between 1960 and 

2015 are displayed to project approximate river flow and depth expectations for the 

future. Probability distributions of potential turbine operating sites are generated to 

highlight usefulness of the units over effective ranges of viable flow speeds and 

corresponding depth. 

 In Chapter 4, diffuser application is highlighted with respect to the propeller 

design method. Optimization methodology is characterized and implemented to improve 

the diffuser design. Three separate parameters were optimized for a prelimanry unit with 

the goal of producing 500 Watts of mechanical power while limiting the thrust generated 

to 125 lbf. A response surface was produced based on 15 generated results. The results of 
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optimization processes indicated that the design space needed to be adjusted to meet the 

desired power output design requirements. Performance characteristics of the diffuser 

augmented propeller design are highlighted along with the implications with respect to 

overarching design goals. 

 Chapter 5 highlights efforts to model the negative effects resulting from turbine 

operation near the free surface. The investigation is a result of the physical limitations 

presented in Chapter 3, where the river depth is one of the primary limitations to the 

turbine design for river applications. Lower river depth indicates a hard limit on turbine 

tip diameter and suggests that blade tip-free surface interaction is likely to exist. 

Performance results of the propeller design in close proximity to the free surface are 

compared to that of traditional turbine designs under similar loading. 

 Chapter 6 provides highlights and an outline for a prototype design constructed 

based on a optimized turbine design consisting of a propeller blade geometry and 

diffuser. The primary focus of the section is on individual components selected for the 

conversion of mechanical to mechanical, mechanical to electrical, and electrical to 

electrical energy and the selected blade design parameters. Performance characteristics of 

the final prototype system are included to account for all aspects of the design instead of 

only the blades and diffuser. 

 Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks and provides a brief summary of the 

primary conclusions generated, primarily from Chapters 3 through 5. 
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Chapter 2: Numerical and Mathematical Modeling 

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Flow Model 

 The hydrokinetic devices investigated operate in the presence turbulence effects 

occurring both within the entering flow field as well as the flow field occurring 

downstream as a result of the turbine obstructing the flow. Therefore, in order to 

accurately capture the turbulence coexisting with the turbine, an appropriate model must 

be implemented. Both propeller turbine design and traditional hydrokinetic turbine design 

presented in Chapter 1 requires modeling turbulence effects to ensure accuracy over the 

full range of operation for each respective design. The following chapter highlights the 

derivation of the flow model necessary to model these designs three dimensionally. 

 The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation derived in this chapter 

is for the absolute reference frame. The derived equation is extended to the rotational 

reference frame through correlating the rotation rate to the rotation speed applied to the 

turbine blade(s). Through this extension of the RANS equation, three dimensional 

simulations may be conducted using either transient analysis with the absolute reference 

frame or steady state analysis with the rotational frame. Each equations was formulated 

under the assumption that flow observed is incompressible. Reynolds decomposition is 

used to separate velocity components of the Navier-Stokes equation into two separate 

components: a time-averaged term denoted by 𝑈 and a fluctuation term denoted by 𝑢′. 

The velocity term and the time-average term are provided below: 

𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡) = 𝑈𝑖(𝑥𝑖) + 𝑢′(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡)  (17) 
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𝑈𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡) =
1

∆𝑡
∫ 𝑢𝑖(𝑥,𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑡+∆𝑡

𝑡

, ∆𝑡1 ≪ ∆𝑡 ≪ ∆𝑡2 (18) 

where 𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡)  is the velocity term variable in both time and space, ∆𝑡 is the time scale 

over which the time-averaging occurs, and the terms ∆𝑡2 and ∆𝑡1 are the upper and lower 

bounds of the time scale used for averaging. The upper bound must encompass all slow 

variations exist within the flow field that are not regarded as a result of turbulence. In 

many engineering applications, the time-scale condition existing in equation (18) is not 

fully satisfied and no boundary between the imposed unsteadiness and turbulent 

fluctuations exist [27]. 

Absolute Reference Frame 

 The derivation starts with the conservation of mass and the Navier-Stokes 

equations (conservation of mass and momentum) for an incompressible flow in a 

continuous medium, provided below in equations (19) and (20). 

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (19) 

𝜌 (
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

) = −
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
𝜕𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗

 (20) 

where 𝜇 is kinematic viscosity, 𝑡𝑖𝑗 is the stress tensor, and 𝑠𝑖𝑗 is the strain rate tensor. For 

simple fluids, including water which is the primary focus of the work contained in this 

manuscript, the stress and strain rate tensor are symmetric (𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑗𝑖, 𝑠𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠𝑗𝑖). The 

production term from equation (20) is expanded in equation (21). 

𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 2𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑗 = 2𝜇 (
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

+
𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖

) (21) 
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The 
𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕 𝑥𝑗
 term is reduced to zero due to the conservation of mass observed in equation 

(19). The final form of the Navier-Stokes equation is the presented in equation (23). 

𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝑢𝑗𝑢𝑖) −
𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝑢𝑗𝑢𝑖) (22) 

𝜌 (
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝑢𝑗𝑢𝑖)) = −
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(2𝜇𝑠𝑖𝑗) (23) 

Equations (19) and (23) undergo Reynolds decomposition resulting in time averaged 

equations shown below. It should be noted that 𝑢𝑖
′̅ = 0 and 𝑢 �̿� = 𝑢 �̅� = 𝑈𝑖. 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(𝑈𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖
′̅ ) = 0 (24) 

𝜌 (
𝜕𝑈𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝑈𝑗𝑈𝑖 + 𝑢𝑗
′ 𝑢𝑖

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )) = −
𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(2𝜇𝑆𝑖𝑗) (25) 

After eliminating terms and rearranging the time averaged Navier-Stokes equation in 

equation (25), the final time averaged equations for conservation of mass and momentum 

are provided below: 

𝜕𝑈𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (26) 

𝜕𝑈𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝑈𝑗𝑈𝑖) = −
1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(2𝜈𝑆𝑖𝑗 − 𝜌𝑢𝑗
′ 𝑢𝑖

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) (27) 

A term −𝜌𝑢𝑗
′ 𝑢𝑖

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  formulated in equation (28) is based on the term generated in equation 

(27). This new term, 𝜌𝜏𝑖𝑗 , is known as the Reynolds-stress tensor and 𝜏𝑖𝑗  is known as the 

specific Reynolds stress tensor. 

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = −𝑢𝑖
′ 𝑢𝑗

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (28) 
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Like the stress and strain rate tensor included in equation (21), the Reynolds stress tensor 

is symmetric. From this tensor, six additional, independent, unknown quantities are 

produced as a result of applying the Reynolds averaging to the Navier-Stokes equation. 

This is the fundamental problem with turbulent flow modeling. A sufficient number of 

equations are required to allow the system to be “closed” [27]. The primary goal in 

turbulence modeling in recent decades has been adequately prescribing a relationship for 

the Reynolds stress term. 

Rotational Reference Frame 

 Flow around modeled rotors is extremely unsteady even when turbulence 

conditions tend towards favorable conditions. Solving the equations for the rotational 

rotor in the absolute reference frame becomes increasingly difficult. Therefore, it is 

advantageous to transform the equations in the unsteady inertial frame to the steady, non-

inertial frame of reference. The inclusion of centrifugal and Coriolis forces is necessary 

to transform the transport equations from inertial to non-inertial reference frames. The 

conservation of mass and momentum in the non-inertial frame of reference are listed 

below: 

𝜕𝑤𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (29) 

𝜕𝑤𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑤𝑗

𝜕𝑤𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= −
1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖

− 2𝜖𝑖𝑘𝑙 𝛺𝑘𝑤𝑙 − 𝜖𝑖𝑘𝑙 𝜖𝑙𝑠𝑡 𝛺𝑘𝛺𝑠𝑥𝑡 + 𝜈
𝜕2 𝑤𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗𝜕𝑥𝑗

 (30) 

In equations (29) and (30), the relative velocity is represented by w. The permutation 

symbol is 𝜖 and the angular velocity of the reference frame is 𝛺. A similar process as to 

that used in converting equation (20) to the form in equation (27) is applied to the 

equations (30) and (31) to generate the time averaged  
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𝜕𝑊𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (31) 

𝜕𝑊𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝑊𝑖𝑊𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

+
𝜕(𝑤𝑖

′𝑤𝑗
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

 

= −
1

𝜌

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑖

− 2𝜖𝑖𝑘𝑙𝛺𝑘𝑊𝑙 − 𝜖𝑖𝑘𝑙 𝜖𝑙𝑠𝑡 𝛺𝑘𝛺𝑠𝑥𝑡 + 𝜈
𝜕2 𝑊𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗𝜕𝑥𝑗

 

(32) 

where W is the time averaged relative velocity and the 𝑤𝑖
′𝑤𝑗

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  ̅is the time averaged 

fluctuation term similar to specific Reynolds stress provided in equation (28). 

Turbulence Modeling 

 As previously mentioned, the time averaged fluctuation transfer term that appears 

in the derived Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes equation, −𝑢𝑖
′ 𝑢𝑗

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , results in an additional 

six unknown quantities. The influx in unknown terms relative to the governing equations 

of flow results in the system to be considered open. The goal of turbulence modeling is to 

derive relations for each of the six components in order to close the system of equations. 

 A common approach to generating the additional equations necessary for closure 

of the system is using the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approximation [28]. Under the 

assumption that a linear relationship exists between the stress and strain within the flow 

field, the specific Reynolds stress tensor along with the mean strain-rate tensor may be 

computed. Two new terms are introduced to allow for the specific Reynolds stresses to be 

defined: 

𝑘 =
1

2
𝑢𝑖

′ 𝑢𝑗
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (33) 

𝜏𝑖𝑗 =
2

3
𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗 − 𝜈𝑇 (

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

+
𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖

) (34) 
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta, and 𝜈𝑇  is the kinetic 

eddy-viscosity, which varies depending the specific turbulent model implemented. 

 Two separate dissipations terms are introduced in the relationship below: 

휀 = 𝑐𝐷𝑘3 2⁄ 𝑙 = 𝛽∗ 𝜔𝑘⁄  (35) 

where 𝑐𝐷 and 𝛽∗ are closure coefficients, l is the turbulence length scale, 휀 is the 

turbulent dissipation rate, and 𝜔 is the specific turbulent dissipation rate. The units for the 

dissipation rate and the specific dissipation rate are m2/s3 and 1/s, respectively. One 

turbulence model based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approximation is the k-ω Shear 

Stress Transport (k-ω SST) developed by Menter [29,30]. This two-equation turbulence 

model offers improved prediction of adverse pressure gradients in the near wall region as 

compared to the standard k-ω and k-ε models by incorporating Bradshaw’s observation 

that turbulent shear stress is proportional to the turbulent kinetic energy in the wake 

region of the boundary layer [27,31]. At regions near wall boundaries the k-ω SST model 

imitates the k-ω model. At regions far from wall boundaries the k-ω SST behaves 

similarly to the k-ε model. The equations for kinematic eddy viscosity, turbulent kinetic 

energy, and specific dissipation rate are: 

𝜈𝑇 =
𝛼1𝑘

max (𝛼1𝜔,𝑆𝐹2 )
 (36) 

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑈𝑗

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= 𝜏𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑈𝑖

𝜕 𝑥𝑗

− 𝛽∗ 𝑘𝜔 +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜈 + 𝜎𝑘𝜈𝑇)
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗

] (37) 

𝜕𝜔

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑈𝑗

𝜕𝜔

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= 𝛼𝑆 2 − 𝛽𝜔2 +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜈 + 𝜎𝜔𝜈𝑇 )
𝜕𝜔

𝜕𝑥𝑗

]

+ 2(1 − 𝐹1 )𝜎𝜔2

1

𝜔

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝜔

𝜕𝑥𝑖

 

(38) 
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where 𝜈𝑇  is the turbulent eddy viscosity, 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity, 𝑘 is the turbulent 

kinetic energy, 𝜔 is the specific dissipation rate, 𝛼1is a closure coefficient, 𝛽 is a closure 

coefficient, 𝑆 is the mean rate-of-strain tensor, and 𝐹1  and 𝐹2  are blending functions. The 

blending functions 𝐹1  and 𝐹2  are the key indicators in determining the relative distance 

from boundary regions and how the k-ω SST model will manifest itself through the k-ω 

model, k-ε model, or combination of the two. The k-ω SST model utilizes the strengths of 

the k-ω model and the k-ε model resulting in improvements to performance 

characteristics and wake profile predictions in cases where flow separation is present, 

especially in cases where adverse pressure gradients exist. For the sake of brevity, the 

blending functions of the original SST model are not included amongst equations (36) 

through (38). The functions themselves as well as the closure coefficient values may be 

obtained from Wilcox [27]. 

Numerical Method 

 Many computational approaches may be applied to simulate complex flows in the 

broad field of fluid dynamics. Methods used convert the governing equations, including 

the Navier-Stokes equation, into a system of discrete algebraic equations. Examples of 

discretization methodology include finite difference, finite element, and finite volume. 

Implemented numerical methods may obtain a solution to the system of nonlinear 

algebraic equations after discretization occurs. Two of the more common approaches are 

the finite volume method and the finite difference method. The difference between the 

two methods is in the discretization procedure. In finite differencing, the partial 

differential equations are discretized. In the finite volume approach, the integral form of 

the equation is discretized. Use of a finite volume discretization becomes advantageous 
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as the target geometry of a study increases in complexity. With the finite volume 

discretization, control volumes are used instead of the typical grid intersection points 

used with the finite difference approach. A drawback to finite volume approaches is that 

utilizing higher order discretization schemes becomes increasingly complex for three-

dimensional analysis. Commercial solver packages, including FLUENT and CFX, 

incorporate finite volume methods to solve the governing equations in CFD. 

 The fundamental basis of the finite volume method is the control volume 

integration with Gauss’ divergence theorem. The divergence theorem, provided below, 

intuitively implies that net flow from a region is equivalent to the sum of all source terms 

minus the sum of all sink terms. 

∭ (∇ ∙ �⃗�)
𝑉

𝑑𝑉 = ∯ (�⃗� ∙ �⃗⃗�)
𝑆

𝑑𝑆 (39) 

where V is volume, S is surface, �⃗� is a vector field, and �⃗⃗� is the outward pointing unit 

normal vector. The left side of equation (39) is the volume integral and right side is the 

surface integral over a smooth, closed surface. Applying equation (39) to generic flow 

variable, ϕ, in the x-direction, the change of variable ϕ in the x-direction can be 

approximated as: 

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑥
=

1

∆∀
∭

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑥
∀

𝑑∀=
1

∆∀
∬ 𝜙𝑑𝐴𝑥

𝑆

≈
1

∆∀
∑ 𝜙𝑖𝐴𝑖,𝑥

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (40) 

where ∀ is the discretized volume, 𝐴𝑖,𝑥  is the x-direction projection of the ith face of the 

discretized volume, and N is the number of closed surfaces existing on the discretized 

volume. Equation (40) provides the fundamental basis for solving partial differential 

equations of flow variables in three dimensional geometry. 
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Finite Volume Methods Implemented 

Coupled and Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) [32] pressure-

velocity solvers were the two primary methods implemented. Transient simulations were 

conducted using the PISO pressure-velocity coupling solver with neighboring corrections 

which require additional time per iteration but decreases the number of iterations required 

for timestep convergence. Implementation therefore greatly accelerates convergence of 

solutions where additional computational resources are required to account for transient 

effects. Skewness corrections were also applied to account for cells to reduce 

convergence difficulties present where cells may experience distortion resulting in issues 

with mass flux values between adjacent cell faces. In steady-state simulations a Coupled 

solver was used to determine the resulting flow field. The Coupled algorithm provides a 

similar robustness to steady-state simulations as to the PISO algorithm and efficiently 

solves continuity and momentum equations in simulations limed to a single-phase. 

Multiphase Modeling 

 To adequately model the interface between air and water, discretizing the control 

volume such that both phases may be accounted for is necessary. More specifically, the 

goal of the discretization is to allow for the interface to be tracked in both space and time. 

Three separate multiphase models exist: Mixture, Volume of Fluid (VOF), and Eulerian. 

The Mixture and VOF models solve a single set of equations for all discrete phases. The 

Eulerian model solves a set of governing equations for each phase. The Mixture and VOF 

models differ in that the Mixture model allows for the phases being modeled to be 

interpenetrating and to move at different velocities. The VOF model is the focus of 
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efforts made in modeling the effects of hydrokinetic turbine operation at a close 

proximity of the free surface. 

 With any multiphase simulation, multiple phases must be accounted for in relation 

to each cell. The volume of each cell based on the volumes of each phase, the equation 

for volume fraction, and conservation of mass represented by volume fraction are 

provided below: 

𝑉𝑐 = 𝑉𝑞 + 𝑉𝑝 (41) 

𝛼𝑞 = 𝑉𝑞 𝑉𝑐⁄  (42) 

∑ 𝛼𝑞

𝑛

𝑞=1

= 1 (43) 

where 𝑉𝑐 is the cell volume, 𝑉𝑞 is the volume of the primary phase, and 𝑉𝑝 is the volume 

of the secondary phase. The term 𝛼𝑞indicates the volume fraction, locally within the cell, 

of the primary phase. The volume fraction of the qth phase, represented by 𝛼𝑞, is required 

to be within the range of zero and one. In the current body of work, the primary phase 

was specified as air while the secondary phase was water. Due to air having a 

significantly smaller density than water, results are more accurate by allowing air to be 

the primary phase. 

Volume of Fluid Model 

 Noh and Woodward developed the Simple Line Interface Calculation (SLIC) as 

the first formulation for tracking an interface that exists between two fluids [33]. Hirt and 

Nichols expanded upon tracking the fluid interface by formulating the VOF model [34]. 

The equations for volume fraction, implicit formulation, and momentum of the VOF 

model are provided below. 
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1

𝜌𝑞

[
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞 𝑈𝑞,𝑖) = 𝑀𝛼𝑞
+ ∑(�̇�𝑝𝑞 − �̇� 𝑞𝑝)

𝑛

𝑝=1

] (44) 

𝛼𝑞
𝑛+1𝜌𝑞

𝑛+1 − 𝛼𝑞
𝑛 𝜌𝑞

𝑛

∆𝑡
𝑉𝑐 + ∑(𝜌𝑞 𝑈𝑓

𝑛𝛼𝑞,𝑓
𝑛 )

𝑓

= [∑ (�̇�𝑝𝑞 − �̇� 𝑞𝑝)
𝑛

𝑝=1

+ 𝑀𝛼𝑞
] 𝑉𝑐 

(45) 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑈𝑖) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝑈𝑗𝑈𝑖) = −
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝑃 +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜇 (
𝜕𝑈𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
𝜕𝑈𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

)) + 𝜌𝑔𝑖 + 𝐹𝑖 (46) 

where 𝑀 is the mass source term. The tensor velocity is provided as Ui and the pressure is 

specified by the term P. The terms �̇�𝑞𝑝 and �̇�𝑝𝑞 represent the mass transfer from phase q 

to phase p and vice versa. The volume flux through the face of each cell, based on the 

normal velocity, is provided by Uf. Steady-state solutions are only achievable for VOF, 

multiphase modeling when the solution is independent of the initial condition. In order to 

both obtain the final solution and to ensure the stability of the calculations for the present 

turbomachinery application, transient analysis are necessary for flow-modeling purposes. 

Interface Mapping and Stability 

 For open channel modeling, numerical reflection of waves is caused by the outlet 

and results in numerical instability. Numerical Beach Treatment is applied to the outlet of 

the river domain. The numerical beach acts as a damping sink and prevents the numerical 

reflections that may be generated near the pressure outlet boundary. Equations 

implementing the damping are listed below [35,36]: 

Φ(𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑐 (
1

2
𝜌|𝑈𝑦|𝑈𝑦)𝑔(𝑦)𝑔(𝑧) (47) 
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𝑟𝑧 =
𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠

𝑧𝑒 − 𝑧𝑠
 (48) 

𝑟𝑦 =
𝑦 − 𝑦𝑓𝑠

𝑦𝑏 − 𝑦𝑓𝑠
 (49) 

𝑔(𝑧) = (𝑟𝑧)2 (50) 

𝑔(𝑦) = 1 − 𝑟𝑦 (51) 

 

Here Φ is the momentum sink term, c is the damping resistance, and g(y) and g(z) are the 

damping functions in the y-direction and z-direction. Damping functions are comprised of 

two dimensionless scaling factors, 𝑟𝑧 and 𝑟𝑦. The points at which the damping zone begin 

and end are denoted by 𝑧𝑠 and 𝑧𝑒. The position of the free surface along the direction 

corresponding to the gravity normal vector is specified through 𝑦𝑓𝑠 while the channel 

bottom is 𝑦𝑏. A damping resistance, c, of 10 1/m was applied to each case investigated. 

The free surface level and channel depth were specified according to the orientation of 

the fluid geometry and corresponding depth-based Froude number. 

 The Courant-Friederichs-Lewy condition, provided below, was applied to ensure 

the stability and accuracy of the computational results. 

𝐶𝑢 =
𝑈∞∆𝑡

∆𝑧
< 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 (52) 

where Cu is the Courant number, ∆z is the cell size in the flow direction, ∆t is the time 

step increment, and 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum Courant number. The max Courant number is 

one but may be exceeded when an implicit model is used. The true representation of the 

Courant number is the amount of time required for a fluid particle to pass from one cell to 

the adjacent cell. Even when using implicit solvers, reducing the Courant number is 

essential to ensure accuracy in the solution. For multiphase simulations reported in this 
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manuscript, for the given flow conditions modeled and the grid sizing, the average 

Courant number of the computational domain was approximately 0.2. 

Boundary Conditions 

 Simulations were comprised of a rectilinear or semi-cylindrical channel 

comprised of two separate subdomains. The first region represented the river domain and 

the secondary domain was a smaller, cylindrical domain known as the turbine domain.  

 Figure 5 includes the isometric view of the two-domain setup, along with the cross 

sectional view and an example turbine geometry. The grids are non conformal connected 

between the turbine domain and the river domain when hexahedral elements were used. 

For tetrahedral meshing the grid interface is conformal. 

 

Figure 5. General boundary condition setup for RANS-CFD analysis [37]. 
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 The Generalized Grid Interface (GGI) method was used in cases where non-

conformal meshes that were either exclusively or predominantly comprised of hexahedral 

cells. The GGI couples the non-conformal grids using weight factors to balance mass 

fluxes at each interface region [38]. The river domain typically had a semi-circular cross 

section, as shown in Figure 5, but was changed to a rectangular channel for multiphase 

simulations.  

Single Phase, Steady State and Transient Simulations 

 For cases involving single phase, steady state analysis, the turbine domain from 

Figure 5 was held stationary with the fluid being converted from the absolute reference 

frame to the relative reference frame using equations (29) and (30). Velocity was 

specified at the inlet and a zero pressure gradient, constant gauge pressure condition was 

applied at the outlet. No slip boundary conditions were applied to the turbine rotor and 

the river bed. The turbulent boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet were specified 

using the following: 

𝐼 = 0.16(𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐻
)

−1 8⁄
 (53) 

𝑙 = 0.07𝐷𝐻 = 0.07 (
4𝐴

𝑃𝑤

) (54) 

Here I is the turbulent intensity, DH is the hydraulic diameter, 𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐻
 is the Reynolds number 

based on the hydraulic diameter, and 𝑃𝑤 is the wetted perimeter of the channel. Transient 

simulations were conducted using a similar procedure. However, for transient analysis, the 

turbine domain computational grid rotated and calculations were done exclusively in the absolute 

reference frame. 
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Multiphase, Transient Simulations 

  For multiphase simulations, a rectangular channel was used in lue of the 

semicylincrical computational domain depicted in Figure 5. The boundary conditions 

imposed on the velocity and the pressure fields were: a no-slip and no-penetration wall on 

the river bed, sides, and top of the domain, constant mass flow rate at the inlet, and a zero 

pressure condition at the outlet. The mass flow rate was specified at the inlet for each 

phase. A value of 52570.2 kg/s was specified for the water phase (yielding an 

approximate freestream velocity of 2.25 m/s) and a value of 0.01 kg/s was applied to the 

air region to ensure an air flow of approximately zero. The turbulence intensity was 

specified as 2.233% at both the inlet and outlet of the domain. Specific values of k and ω 

were applied for added stability. The outlet utilized a zero gradient condition for velocity 

at the outlet with constant pressure. Open channel boundary conditions were applied at 

both the inlet and outlet indicating both the free surface level within the channel as well 

as the depth of the channel from the origin. A sliding mesh with a three general grid 

interfaces (GGI) between the turbine domain and the river domain was incorporated to 

model the rotation of the turbine.  

TurboGrid 

 Due to the complex nature of the blade design and orientation, it was necessary to 

use hexahedral elements whenever possible in the numerical analysis to minimize error, 

improve stability, and more accurately model performance. TurboGrid was used to 

formulate the grid structure about the blade surface, the hub, and along the outer shroud 

of the turbine domain. TurboGrid allows for flexibility in cell placement and structure 

that allows for nodes to be positioned more efficiently within the volume where 
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phenomena such as turbulence and adverse pressure gradients are more likely to exist. 

Additionally, the control over the grid sizing and structure provides the means to capture 

the boundary layer and flow separation. 

 Figure 6 through Figure 8 shows an example of the mesh produced in an axial 

view, the inflation layer along the hub and outward away from the blade, and the mesh 

along the meridional section of the turbine blade specified during the design process. The 

grids along the blades are generated after a three curve (.curve) files detailing the points 

along the hub, shroud, and each meridional postion of the turbine blade(s) are inputed. 

An example input, for the two blade propeller design outlined in Table 2 are provided in 

Appendix A. 

 

Figure 6. Turbine domain axial grid structure. 
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Figure 7. Boundary layer inflation along the blade and hub. 
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Figure 8. Grid structure along the meridional plane of the turbine design. 
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Chapter 3: River Application and Analysis 
Motivation 

 Many hydrokinetic turbine units have been designed for a specific location where 

ample amounts of preliminary tests have been done to adequately determine expected 

flow conditions. The units are designed specifically for these conditions in a manner that 

allows for improved efficiency and power production. The same units would not allow 

for implementation within many other settings. 

 In design for a portable device, it is necessary to develop and understanding of 

reasonable flow predictions throughout the region where the device is intended to 

operate. Testing every location of every river within the United States is unreasonable 

and impractical. Therefore, data obtained by the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) 

from testing sites along each river is used to form base predictions and expectations of 

river flow. It is a base assumption that results from the sites collectively will adequately 

represent expected flow throughout the United States. Overarching goals of analysis are 

to determine the influence of various flow characteristics to determine how many rivers 

fall into various flow speeds, average water depth, and the percentage of sites from the 

data would be within an operable for a designed turbine with power goals in mind. 

River Data and Restricting Variables 

 Data provided by USGS yields average channel velocity, channel width, and 

channel area at site locations. From the channel width and the channel area, an 

approximate depth of the channel may be determined assuming a rectangular cross 

section. The two primary channel characteristics analyzed are the flow velocity and the 

average channel depth. Beyond turbulence parameters, which will vary greatly from site 
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to site, the velocity and depth are the most influential factors involved in successful 

hydrokinetic turbine deployment and operation. Understanding these parameters and how 

they change over periods of time become essential for guaranteeing successful 

deployment. Due to changes in rainfall from a year-to-year, decade-to-decade basis, two 

separate analyses were conducted. The first involves a three year span ranging from 

January 2010 to December 2013 and the second ranging from January 1980 to December 

1983. By using the three year span, anomalies such as years with little rainfall that might 

skew data are minimized. The three decade gap between the two sets of data allows for 

observations to be made on how changing climates affect flow conditions and predict 

future conditions. A gamma probability density function (PDF) was used to determine 

turbine design conditions that would yield the largest probability of potential operable 

sites. The gamma probability density function is provided below in equations (55) and 

(56). The gamma function is provided in equation (57). 

𝑔(𝑥; 𝛼,𝛽) =
𝛽𝛼 𝑥 𝛼−1 𝑒−𝛽𝑥

𝛤(𝛼)
 (55) 

∫ 𝑔(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽)
∞

0

= 1 (56) 

Γ(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑥 𝑡−1𝑒−𝑥 𝑑𝑥
∞

0

 (57) 

where g is the gamma distribution function, Γ is the gamma function, α is the shape 

parameter, β is the rate parameter, and x is the variable used for distribution. For the 

present analysis, free stream velocity is used in place of x. 

 Equations (55) through (57) were applied the river data detailing observed 

average river speeds after histograms of the data were formed using a bin size of 0.25 
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m/s. In addition to fitting gamma distributions for all river speeds, data was filtered based 

on average depth (assuming rectangular river cross section) ranging from zero meters in 

depth to 2.0 m in depth. This analysis provides insight into expected variability in 

installation conditions both in terms of potential power available and expected, 

approximate spatial restrictions. The code used to process the USGS data is included 

within Appendix B. 

River Results 

 Data analysis shows that the average flow velocity observed among the data 

recorded by USGS was approximately 1.2 m/s. Results obtained from analyzing both the 

1980-1983 data and the 2010-2013 data are included in Table 4. Table 4 includes the 

empirical results of the shape parameter, α, and the rate parameter, β, with each 

corresponding value of the coefficient of variance, R2, at each depth cutoff imposed. If 

the operable flow conditions turbine exist from 1.0 to 2.5 m/s, before any average depth 

considerations are included, only 48.4% and 42.7% of total river sites are available for 

1980-1983 and 2010-2013 data, respectively. As average depths are factored in to the 

acceptable flow range, the corresponding percentages drop to values of 14.1% and 15.6% 

at 2.0 m depth cutoff. Designs were optimized around the basis of provided the expected 

power output while maintaining the expected flow operation range and limiting the 

design spatially such that the design would fit within a river set to the average depth. 

 Figure 9 shows the generated gamma distributions that were obtained through 

fitting histogram results of the measured flow data for flows ranging from 0 to 8 m/s. 

Results and curve fitting for the data spanning from 2010 to 2013 are included in Figure 

9a and results from data obtained between 1980 and 1983 are presented in Figure 9b. The 
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low coefficient of variance values observed in Table 4 for the 2010-2013 data are due to 

the poor fit between the distribution curves and the averaged data at flow ranges from 0 

to approximately 1.2 m/s. The data used from 1980 to 1983 has a near perfect fit with the 

exception of a few minor discrepancies near flow speeds of 3 to 3.5 m/s. The curves 

provided will provide suitable probability values of potential installation sites over the 

primary working flow range of 1.0 to 2.5 m/s. The empirical curves can be used to alter 

turbine design to meet any possible site percentage goals. 

Table 4. River data analysis results 
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1.5 0.9817 2.2 0.975 49978 40.0 25733 20.6 
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Figure 9. Gamma distribution function and measured results as a function of river 

velocity for data obtained from a) 2010 to 2013 and b) 1980 to 1983. 
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Conclusions 

 Empirical relationships were determined between flow velocity in rivers obtained 

from USGS and the number of installation sites at each individual velocity value. Gamma 

distributions were used for two different three year spans, 1980-1983 and 2010-2013. In 

addition to the two sets of data used, average depth filters were applied to the data to 

account for potential depth restrictions limiting operable unit size. 

 Before any depth restrictions were considered, only a max of 48.4% of rivers 

were capable of meeting flow conditions ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 m/s. As depth was 

considered, substantial drops in potential installation sites were observed. At 1.0 m of 

average depth cutoff, the maximum river percentage meeting this range was 31.7%. The 

percentage dropped further to a value of 15.6% when a depth cutoff of 2.0 m was 

considered. The results suggest that both depth and river velocity are the primary design 

conditions that must be considered in the early stages of design and modeling. The depth 

greatly restricts the spatial limitations of component design. 

 The curve fits of Gamma distributions to both 1980-983 data and 2010-2013 data 

have acceptable coefficients of variance. The 1980-1983 data provides a more acceptable 

fit, however both sets provide an acceptable level of accuracy over the primary operating 

range of hydrokinetic turbine units. The plots and corresponding shape and rate 

parameters may be used to design hydrokinetic units for river applications around a 

specific operating range, ideally between 1.0 m/s and 2.5 m/s, to predict the probability of 

site implementation. 
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Chapter 4: Diffuser Simulation and Optimization 
Motivation 

 Due to the implication of results discussed in Chapter 3, river velocity and 

average depth are the primary restrictions in design for hydrokinetic technologies 

designed for portable use with varying locations and operating conditions. To meet power 

requirements at locations where the potential is minimal, diffuser technologies are useful 

in maximizing power output and improving the range of operable conditions. For diffuser 

implementation, designs must be characterized and optimized to enhance effectiveness 

while minimizing trade-offs, including additional downstream thrust generation. 

 Preliminary characterization of hydrokinetic turbines and diffuser-augmented 

hydrokinetic turbines can provide baseline expectations for power production, thrust 

generation of the unit, and flow field characteristics near the unit. Determining the 

response surface through a central composite design of experiments generated from 

simulation results may allow for global and local maxima to be determined within the 

design space. This chapter focuses on preliminary optimization methodology within the 

diffuser design process. 

 Predictions for an initial propeller turbine blade design were generated. A simple 

diffuser design consisting of a annular flat surface, an axial length, and a flange were 

implemented on the initial blade geometry. CFD simulations may be computationally 

intensive. Through the use of medium-fidelity computational results, where accuracy was 

sacrificed for the benefit of minimizing computational time, linear regression models 

could be applied to generate approximations of key performance results throughout the 

entire design space. 
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Optimization Methodology 

 A simple flow chart of the optimization process is provided in Figure 10. The 

process began with a preliminary design solution or, in the present case, a fully 

characterized turbine blade geometry. Initial optimization goals are selected that are 

targeted. Within the present study, the primary optimization goals were to produce a 

diffuser design that would result in turbine power production, excluding losses, of 500 

Watts while minimizing total thrust to a threshold of 125 lbf. Optimization goals are 

flexible and may be altered during each iteration. Influential design parameters that were 

expected to influence the optimization goals the most were selected and limitations on 

each parameter were applied to create a design space for optimized results. 

 

Figure 10. Optimization flow chart [37,39] 
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 An appropriate design of experiment (DoE) was selected and implemented based 

on factors such as the number of influential parameters and then implemented. 

Preliminary DoE results were obtained and a linear regression model was applied to the 

results to extrapolate performance results throughout the entire design space. Here, rapid 

CFD allowed for low-to-medium fidelity computational results to be obtained, 

maximizing accuracy and minimizing computational cost for the DoE. Once the 

extrapolated results were obtained, local and global minima and maxima were located. 

Due to the use of low-to-medium fidelity CFD results for the DoE solution, results near 

global and local maxima required validation through either experimental comparison or 

with refined CFD simulations ensuring that local maxima were appropriate. An additional 

step was included where structural results along the optimized, hydrokinetic structure 

were checked to ensure that the final design solution was capable of withstanding the 

expected loading. If structural results yield stresses exceeding what was expected for 

failure of prescribed design material, another iteration would be required. 

 The Central Composite Design used between two independent variables, x1 and 

x2, is mapped in Figure 11. The design includes one central point and four star points 

positioned at ±𝜕𝑥1̅̅  ̅and ±𝜕𝑥2̅̅ ̅. The central composite design observed in Figure 11 is 

rotatable, meaning that the variance in x is dependent only upon the distance the design 

variable is from the center point. Rotatablility of the Central Composite Design becomes 

increasingly desirable in the DoE as the number of independent variables increase and 

higher-order design models are used. 
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Figure 11. Example of a Central Composite Design for Two Independent Design 

Variables 

Diffuser Characterization 

 The initial diffuser design selected for optimization was based on the design 

incorporated by Matsushima et al. [40] for urban wind generation. The diffuser, included 

in Figure 12 with design parameters for inlet diameter (D), length (L), diffuser angle (θ), 

and flange length (T), was selected due to the shapes relative simplicity and its 

applicability to small-scale wind power generation. The independent parameters 

optimized were the length, diffuser angle, and flange length. Inlet diameter was set to the 

value of the tip diameter of the modeled turbine. The corresponding turbine design 
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variables and parameter values utilized with the initial diffuser design is included in 

Table 5. 

 
Figure 12. Diffuser design implemented [40]. 

Table 5. Input and Output Parameter Values [39] 

Input Design Variables 

𝑃 722.5 [ W ]  𝜎 0.83 [ - ] 

𝐶𝑃 0.81 [ - ]  𝑍𝐵  2 [ - ] 

𝑈 2.25 [ m s-1 ]  𝑡 0.0127 [ m ] 
𝜔 15.708 [ s-1 ]     

Output Design Variables 

𝐷𝑡 0.4572 [ m ]  𝜓 70.66 [ ° ] 
𝐷ℎ 0.0889 [ m ]  𝑠 0.4981 [ m ] 

𝐷𝑚 0.3171 [ m ]  𝑐 0.4134 [ m ] 

𝜉 1.1070 [ - ]  Δ𝜃 140.97 [ ° ] 

𝛽 47.91 [ ° ]  Δ𝑚 0.1369 [ m ] 
𝛽′ 70.66 [ ° ]     

 

 The second diffuser was designed such that the length of the diffuser (L), only 

slightly exceeded the meridional blade length. The diffuser length was fixed at a value of 

0.1524 m, nearly coinciding with the meridional length value The leading inlet annulus 
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was aligned with the front of the hub. It was positioned tangent to the horizontal axis and 

was parallel to the central axis of the diffuser. The ratio between the diffuser outlet area 

and inlet area, known as the area ratio, is defined as: 

AR = (
DO

DI

)
2

 (58) 

where AR is the area ratio, DI is the diffuser inlet diameter, and DO is the diffuser outlet 

diameter. In the current study, two area ratios, 1.36 and 2.01, were characterized for the 

bell-shaped diffuser selected. For the limited length, the bell-shaped diffuser provides 

sufficient pressure drop at the blade outlet while it causes more gradual changes near the 

inlet. All input and output design parameters for the propeller turbine used in the study 

were previously included in Table 2. 

 The computational domain used for preliminary diffuser augmented hydrokinetic 

turbine (DAHkT) characterization and optimization is included in Figure 13 along with a 

coordinate system and the origin of the fluid domain. The left side of the domain 

consisted of a singular inlet with an outlet to the right of the channel. A plane of 

symmetry was used along the top of the channel to imitate the free surface of the river. 

No slip walls were used on the cylindrical bottom. The domain cross section was 10 m 

wide, providing a blockage ratio less than 0.015 for the largest diffuser design. The unit is 

positioned such that it is a minimum of 10 Dt from both the inlet and the outlet. 
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Figure 13. Computational domain used for DAHkT and individual hydrokinetic turbine 

modeling and optimization with flow moving from left to right. 

Diffuser Optimization 

 A 2k factorial Central Composite Design experiment was used to map the 

response surface of three diffuser parameters. The total number of simulations required 

for the experiment following the design implemented in Figure 11 follows the following 

equation: 

𝑁 = 2𝑘 + 2𝑘 + 1 (59) 

where N is the total number of experiments or simulations required for analysis and k is 

the number of independent variables being analyzed. The three parameters that were 

varied were the length of the diffuser, the angle of the diffuser, and the length of the 

flange at the exit of the diffuser, corresponding to 15 total simulations required for the 
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DoE according to equation (59).  Length was varied over a range of 0.5 and 2 Dt. The 

diffuser angle was varied between values of 0° and 12°. Finally, the flange length ranged 

between 0.1 Dt and 0.3 Dt. Preliminary performance characteristics of a base diffuser 

geometry consisting of a 2 Dt diffuser length, a 4° diffuser angle, and a flange length of 

0.1 Dt for the blade design parameters from in Table 5. The area ratio resulting from the 

selected base diffuser design is 1.54. Optimized results can be compared to the baseline 

design to determine if an optimize diffuser has been determined or if future iterations are 

necessary. 

 A hybrid mesh was implemented to efficiently discretize the computational 

domain for the preliminary performance characterization. Hexahedral cells were used in 

the river domain while the turbine-diffuser domain used tetrahedral cells. Three separate 

meshes were used to validate the spatial convergence. Coarse, medium, and fine meshes 

consisted of 1.5, 5.6, and 8.0 million cells, respectively. Figure 14 shows the cross 

section of the turbine-diffuser region of the 5.6 million cell mesh. Several fine inflation 

layers were applied near the turbine and diffuser walls to capture flow separation and the 

boundary layer. 

 

Figure 14. Tetrahedral mesh near turbine and diffuser walls 
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 Simulations for the DoE were conducted using a coarse, unstructured grid 

consisting of approximately two to three million cells. Using a coarse mesh allowed for 

simulations to be conducted quickly, reducing computational time and resources required. 

The results of the regression models that implement the simulation results required a 

simulation at a significantly more refined mesh to check validity. The optimization 

process is crude and serves as a method of determining key optimization parameters and 

eliminating nonessential variables. Optimization based diffuser simulations were 

completed using a freestream velocity of 2.0 m/s and a tip speed ratio of 2.5. The ultimate 

goal of the optimization process was to locate any local maxima and observe any 

deviation from the preliminary design tested. 

Results 

Optimization Results 

 Figure 15 shows the power coefficient the propeller turbine characterized in Table 

5.  The diffuser results of the DAHkT with area ratio of 1.54, are also included. The base 

turbine design produced peak power coefficient of 0.33 at the tip speed ratio, 1.6, 

generated from design conditions. With the addition of the preliminary diffuser design a 

48% improvement in power production was achieved. Thrust coefficients generated by 

the unit in Figure 16 indicate that with the augmentation of the diffuser, that the value of 

thrust coefficient is increased by approximately 25% at low values of tip speed ratio. As 

the tip speed ratio increases, the coefficient of thrust increases by a factor of 

approximately five. This is due to the turbine resisting stall until larger tip speed ratios 

are achieved compared to the bare turbine. At 2.0 m/s flow, the preliminary turbine-

diffuser design could produce 321 Watts of mechanical power while generating 
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approximately 620 N of downstream thrust. Minimizing the thrust was desirable to avoid 

failure and increase operational reliability. 

 
Figure 15. Coefficient of performance as a function of tip speed ratio. 

 
Figure 16. Thrust coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio. 
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 Simulations conducted over the design space, fitted with linear regression models 

formed the response surface in Figure 17. The predicted power output was plotted as a 

function of diffuser angle and total axial thrust. Diffuser angle, along with diffuser length, 

are the primary factors in determining the diffuser outlet diameter, and thus, the area 

ratio. Therefore, as the diffuser angle approaches upper bound of 12°, AR>>1.  From 

Figure 17 two local maxima located where approximately 420 Watts of power are 

generated at the cost of 1100 Newtons of axial thrust and 425 Watts of power are 

generated at 1600 Newtons of axial thrust. Each point located along the surface has 

corresponding values of design parameters (diffuser length, diffuser angle, and flange 

length, in this case) as well as key output parameters of power output, axial thrust 

produced by the turbine, and axial thrust produced by the diffuser. Near localized 

maxima and minima, the sensitivies of the aforementioned design parameters were 

observed to determine which parameters had a greater impact on power and axial thrust 

production. Figure 18 highlights the sensitivities of each design variable near the local 

maxima producing 420 Watts and 1100 Newtons of thrust. Along the y-axis, sensitivities 

lie in the range of {0, 1} for positive response and {-1, 0} for negative response. From 

Figure 18, at the local maxima, diffuser angle and diffuser length result in positive 

responses to the power production and the diffuser thrust component to overall axial 

thrust. This result follows the intuitive expectation that a larger diffuser outlet diameter, 

resulting in a larger area ratio, plays a crucial role in enhanced power production and 

thrust generation. The graph suggests that the flange length plays a minimal role in power 

production but does result in unnecessary production of axial thrust for the current, 

hydrokinetic application. Figure 18 suggests that removal of the flange length and 
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designating a new design variable would be advantageous in future iterations within the 

optimization process. 

 

Figure 17. Performance response for diffuser optimization. 

 

Figure 18. Sensitivities for local maxima. 
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 From the response surface displayed in Figure 17, the three points generating the 

maximum possible power were selected and included in Table 6. Each three points 

include values for the three design variables and the corresponding regression outputs. 

The data point existing at 0.0247 m flange length, 9.6° diffuser angle, and 0.771 m 

diffuser length was selected for validation. The data point was selected due to the 

minimal value of flange length, minimal overall diffuser size, and because the power 

production was comparable to the other two points without the cost of additional axial 

thrust. A simulation of the same diffuser design was conducted with a refined 8.0 million 

cell mesh. 

In Table 7, the power coefficient, diffuser thrust coefficient, and turbine thrust 

coefficient are compared from the regression data point selected from Table 6 and 

compared to the refined CFD simulation. The regression model provided less than 8% 

error for both power coefficient and turbine thrust coefficient. The regression models 

implemented greatly over predicted the axial thrust produced by the diffuser. Despite the 

over prediction of axial diffuser thrust, the coarse mesh used for the optimization method 

provided reasonable approximations for the overall achievable power of the system 

within the allotted design space. 

Table 6. Optimization Output Yielding Maximum Power 

Parameters Maximum Power 

T (m) 0.0789 0.0846 0.0247 

θ (°) 10.4 10.8 9.6 

L (m) 0.912 0.839 0.771 

Power (W)  425.0 422.9 418.4 

Thrust Diffuser (N)  1221.0 1281.6 590.8 

Thrust Turbine (N)  344.2 341.6 334.5 
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Table 7. CFD Validation Results 

Result Type CP CT Diffuser CT Turbine 

Regression 0.64 1.80 1.02 

CFD 0.59 1.46 1.04 

 

 The power production resulting from the response surface was conducted at a 

flow rate near the upper range of river velocities expected in rivers and did not meet the 

desired 500 Watt goal. Therefore it was necessary to increase the size of the overall 

turbine unit to meet the desired goal. The turbine design highlighted in Table 2 was 

investigated, most notably at a greater tip diameter, than the previous blade geometry 

incorporated in the optimization process. 

Turbine and Diffuser Spatial Convergence 

 With the new turbine design and incorporating a larger diffuser design to meet 

power production goals, it was necessary to perform multiple mesh independence studies 

to ensure results were accurate, spatially. Mesh independence was verified for the 

computational domain consisting of turbine-only and turbine-diffuser arrangement 

through the use of the Richardson extrapolation based Grid Convergence Index (GCI) 

method outlined by Roache [41,42,43] and Celik et al. [44]. The method conservatively 

estimates discretization error on user-specified, monitored quantities. The study was 

conducted using the AR = 2.01 diffuser for the turbine-diffuser arrangement. Reasonable 

discretization error shown for the larger area ratio design guarantees the simulat ion 

robustness on the alternate design. 

 Three separate meshes were used for each arrangement. GCI analysis for the 

turbine-only arrangement incorporating the blade design characterized by parameter 
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values in Table 2 was conducted using mesh sizes consisting of N1=11,885,42 cells, 

N2=5,929,864 cells, and N3=14,607,868 cells. The turbine-diffuser arrangement analyses 

were conducted using meshes containing N1= 6,405,562 cells, N2= 8,423,969 cells, and 

N3 = 21,523,470 cells. Due to different peak operating points existing for turbine and 

turbine-diffuser arrangements, two separate operating conditions were designated for 

each convergence study. Operating conditions of 2.25 m s-1 for the freestream velocity 

and 15.708 rad s-1 for the rotation rate, yielding a tip speed ratio of 1.86 from equation 

(16), was applied for the turbine-only case. With the addition of the diffuser, operating 

conditions were set to 2.5 m s-1 for the freestream velocity and 27.78 rad s-1 for the 

rotation rate were used for each respective turbine-diffuser mesh. Solution quantities 

selected for monitoring were mechanical torque produced by the blade and generated 

thrust, either from the turbine or from the augmented diffuser. 

 The discretization error for the turbine-only analysis is listed in Table 8. The 

solution quantities for torque and thrust are represented by 𝜙1 , 𝜙2 , and 𝜙3  for each 

respective mesh. The refinement ratio between meshes are defined by r12 and r23. The 

parameter 𝑝 is the observed rate of convergence between the studied meshes, formulated 

for each unique solution quantity. The 𝑁2 mesh was selected for characterize 

arrangements where no diffuser was present through results obtained by varying the mesh 

size and weighing computation costs associated with obtaining converged solutions. 

Once the rate of convergence was determined, the extrapolated value for the solution 

quantities (𝜙𝑒𝑥𝑡
21 ), the relative error (𝑒𝑎

21 ), the extrapolated relative error (𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑡
21 ), and the 

Grid Convergence Index for the 𝑁2 mesh (𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
21 ) were calculated. From the 

calculations, there error band associated with torque production generated at the 𝑁2 mesh 
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size was 3.1%. Thrust production at the same mesh size yielded error band 

approximations corresponding to 2.0%. 

Table 8. Discretization error for turbine-only arrangement [9] 

 𝜙 = Torque [Nm] 𝜙 = Thrust [N] 

   
𝑁1,𝑁2, 𝑁3 1188542, 5929864, 14607868 1188542, 5929864, 14607868 

𝑟21  1.709 1.709 

𝑟32  1.351 1.351 
𝜙1  34.5242 644.4971 
𝜙2  35.3426 636.9606 
𝜙3  35.2616 636.3088 

𝑝 1.25 1.02 

𝜙𝑒𝑥𝑡
21  33.6621 654.8748 

𝑒𝑎
21  2.4% 1.2% 

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑡
21  2.6% 1.6% 

𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
21  3.1% 2.0% 

 

 Values determined through the GCI method used in the turbine-diffuser 

arrangement are provided in Table 9. Similar to the procedure used generating results 

from Table 8, solution quantities for torque and diffuser thrust are represented by ϕ
1
, ϕ

2
, 

and ϕ
3
 for each respective mesh. The extrapolated value for the solution quantities, the 

relative error, the extrapolated relative error, and the Grid Convergence Index were then 

calculated.  The GCI determined for the mesh 𝑁2 was 23.7% for torque and 7.5% for 

diffuser thrust.  When the mesh size was increased to a value of 21,523,470, the resulting 

GCI is less than 1% for torque. Relative error between the mesh used for characterization 

and the fine mesh was less than 0.5% for both performance quantities. Reducing the 

value of 𝑁1 was impractical to meet the refinement needs of the grid convergence index 

study. The minimum acceptable grid refinement factor value is 1.30.  The limitations of 

reducing N1 resulted in the grid refinement factor not meeting the minima and the large 
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GCI-error. Despite the large GCI error, the 8.4 million cell mesh produced accurate and 

acceptable results. 

Table 9. Discretization error for turbine-diffuser arrangement 

 𝜙 = Torque [Nm] 𝜙 =Diffuser Thrust [N] 

𝑁1,𝑁2, 𝑁3 6405562, 8423969, 21523470 6405562, 8423969, 21523470 

𝑟21  1.096 1.096 

𝑟32  1.367 1.367 
𝜙1  43.475 1323 
𝜙2  45.818 1327 

𝜙3  45.648 1318 

𝑝 2.74 0.67 

𝜙𝑒𝑥𝑡
21  35.241 503.0 

𝑒𝑎
21  5.4% 0.4% 

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑡
21  23.4% 163.0% 

𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
21  23.7% 7.5% 

𝜙𝑒𝑥𝑡
32  45.944 1365.7 

𝑒𝑎
32  0.4% 0.7% 

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑡
32  0.3% 2.8% 

𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
32  0.3% 3.6% 

 

Turbine-Diffuser Performance 

 The performance of the turbine-diffuser unit was characterized using the non-

dimensional parameters of power coefficient (CP), thrust coefficient (CT), and tip speed 

ratio (λ) defined previously in equations (12), (13), and (16). In the present case, tip 

speed ratio is defined according to the turbine tip diameter and the freestream velocity 

(𝑈∞). The predicted performance characteristics are presented in Figure 19 for a 

freestream velocity range of 0.5 m s-1 to 2.25 m s-1 for the arrangement involving an area 

ratio of 1.31 and a velocity range of 0.5 m s-1 to 2.50 m s-1 for the arrangement with an 

area ratio of 2.01. The diffuser-augmented turbine was mapped over a tip speed ratio 

range of 0.5 to 4.0.  Figure 19a shows the power coefficient as a function of tip speed 
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ratio, area ratio, and freestream velocity in comparison to power production generated by 

the turbine rotor without diffuser implementation, highlighted by Schleicher et al. [9]. 

The thrust coefficient predictions for the turbine-diffuser arrangement modeled are 

presented in Figure 19b. At the peak operating conditions for area ratios of 1.36 and 2.01, 

the maximum power coefficient values determined were 0.54 and 0.68, respectively. The 

peak performance values correspond to increases of 39.5% and 55.8% for each diffuser 

design with reference to the original peak power production prediction. In Figure 19b, for 

the diffuser with an area ratio of 1.36, the total thrust coefficient generated by the diffuser 

augmented turbine increases by an average of 0.59 with respect to the turbine without 

diffuser augmentation.  When the area ratio increased to 2.01, the average change in total 

thrust coefficient increased to approximately 2.0. Therefore, as area ratio greatly 

exceeded 1.3, a substantial increase in total axial thrust was observed. 

 As the velocity increases, the power coefficient improves while the tip speed 

ratios at the locations of peak performance remain relatively unchanged. For turbine 

operation without diffuser augmentation, the performance curve stretches over a greater 

range of tip speed ratios. As the diffuser is implemented and the area ratio is increased, 

the performance curve sharpens and the acceptable tip speed ratio operating condition 

range declines. The large reduction in required freestream velocity associated with 

diffuser implementation greatly enhances the number of potential installation sites. The 

negative effect of augmenting the turbine with a diffuser is that the thrust produced by the 

overall unit increases greatly and the range at which operation is feasible diminishes. 

Despite the higher power increase generated by diffuser with the large area ratio, due to 
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the high thrust that is generated it is significantly less practical than the smaller area ratio 

diffuser design. 

 

Figure 19. Predictions of (a) power coefficient and (b) thrust coefficient for turbine-

diffuser systems at area ratios of 1.31 and 2.01 for several freestream flows [45]. 
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 Figure 20 and Figure 21 depict the flow field in stand-alone turbine operation and 

diffuser-augmented turbine (AR=1.36) operation for a free-stream velocity of 2.25 m s-1 

at their corresponding peak operating points (tip speed ratios of 1.86 and 2.75, 

respectively). The results presented in Figure 20 and Figure 21 have been normalized 

using the equations displayed below: 

Ũ=
|Ui

|

U∞

 (60) 
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p-p
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p
max

-p
min
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|ϵijk

∂Uk
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|

ω
 

(62) 

where normalized velocity magnitude (𝑈) is depicted in Figure 20 a and Figure 21a. The 

normalized static pressure (𝑝) is depicted in Figure 20 b and Figure 21b and the 

normalized vorticity (ω̃) is depicted in Figure 20 c and Figure 21c. Here pmin and pmax are 

the minimum and maximum pressure in the flow domain. Comparisons of the velocity, 

the pressure and the vorticity field show a breakdown of tip vortices generated by the 

rotating blade as observed by the turbine within an infinite medium. Flow is accelerated 

axially near the blade tip. The larger velocity at the blade tip results in a greater region of 

velocity deficit that exists compared to Figure 20a. The pressure drop experienced during 

diffuser augmentation results in vortices driven away from the center of the wake and the 

distortion of the tip vortices, as shown in Figure 20e. The reduction in steady state wake 

pressure observed in Figure 21b reinforces the power production improvements observed 

in Figure 19. All results obtained yielded average y+ values of approximately 30.0. 
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Figure 20. Steady-state turbine analysis with normalized (a) velocity, (b) pressure, and (c) 

vorticity. 
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Figure 21. Steady-state turbine-diffuser analysis with normalized (a) velocity, (b) 

pressure, and (c) vorticity for AR=1.36. 
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Conclusions 

 A hydrokinetic turbine was augmented with a diffuser, negating the Betz 

efficiency limit.  The diffuser length was minimized such that the unit would maintain 

portability. Based on a preliminary design utilizing a DAHkT with a diffuser length of 

0.4572 m, a diffuser angle of 4°, and a flange length of 0.0457 m, a 48% increase in 

power was generated compared to that of a singular unit. A central composite design was 

then implemented to generate 4,000 points based on 15 rapidly produced CFD results 

based on varied diffuser length, diffuser angle, and flange length. Optimized results 

obtained from the regression curves were validated through the use of refined CFD 

processes. A relative error of approximately 8% exists between the CFD results and the 

optimization results. Taking into account the relative error, a power increase of between 

75 W and 100 W was proved to be attainable; however, to reach the desired power output 

a larger turbine design was required. 

 Two separate diffuser designs, consisting of area ratios equating to 1.36 and 2.01, 

were simulated with the new turbine design. Both designs were structured such that 

operation within a river would be practical according to provided river data generated 

from 2010 to 2013. When the diffuser was added to the turbine, the normalized flow field 

velocity completely changed such that the wake experienced a large stagnant velocity 

region located directly downstream of the turbine. Additionally, the diffuser, instead of 

the blades, dominates the velocity existing in the wake. The diffuser augmented turbine 

produces up to 55% more power compared to that of the stand-alone turbine. 
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 The tradeoff of implementing a large area ratio diffuser is a sizeable increase in 

total thrust and a decrease in the range of tip speed ratios acceptable for implementation.  

The performance curve peak became increasingly abrupt as the area ratio increased which 

would correspond to a much more narrow window of freestream velocities, reducing the 

probability that river conditions would be acceptable for operation. The change in total 

thrust coefficient observed increased by a factor of four between the bell-shaped diffuser 

with an area ratio of 1.36 and that of 2.01. Therefore, the diffuser should be optimized 

near an area ratio of 1.36 to maximize the power coefficient while maintaining thrust 

below an acceptable design threshold. 
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Chapter 5: Free Surface Dynamics 
Motivation 

 Results from the river data collected in Chapter 3, one of the two primary 

variables restricting portability in hydrokinetic turbine operation is averaged depth. As 

turbine design increases in size, or tip diameter, the possibility of interaction between the 

river free surface and the turbine blades and/or system becomes increasingly probable. In 

order to help design a more desirable, flexible system in terms of portability, 

characterizing performance for the propeller-blade design near the free surface is crucial. 

 Free surface interaction in flow over simple objects such as cylinders, blocks, and 

other objects has generated significant changes in measured flow field properties, 

including pressure distribution and wake formation. Similar observations have been made 

with traditional hydrokinetic turbine design where slight reduction in power was 

observed as the turbine was positioned in close proximity to the free surface [18,19] as 

well as wake effects present [46]. 

 Characterizing the power and thrust as a function of the depth allows for more 

efficient design practices pertaining to expected flow and river depth conditions as a 

whole throughout the United States. Such predictions would prevent the design of a 

system that becomes too large to install in a majority of rivers or impractical after 

installation due to poor performance within the flow conditions present at the site. Size 

becomes a persistent problem in design due to potential power being proportional to the 

square of the dip diameter along with the expected addition of a diffuser, outlined in 

Chapter 4. 
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Design and Characterization 

 The turbine design tested in close proximity to the free surface in the present 

analysis was the two-blade design specified in Table 2 and Figure 4. The same two-blade 

design was thoroughly investigated in both freestream conditions and with diffuser 

applications included previously in Chapter 4: Diffuser Simulation and Optimization. The 

river domain design that was implemented is shown in Figure 22. Turbine and free 

surface level is depicted in Figure 22a such that the free surface is set to a distance of 

6.86Dt from the channel bottom for each design. The turbine depth (d) is the distance 

between the blade tip and the initial, unperturbed free surface level. Within the channel, 

for each depth used the turbine position was always a minimum of 4Dt away from any 

walls ensuring that the boundary layer effect was negligible. The domain design was 

predicated on producing accurate turbine performance predictions and accurate time 

averaged free surface levels near the turbine domain. The side view, in Figure 22b, shows 

the flow direction as left to right. The outlet of the domain was positioned exactly 16Dt 

downstream of the leading edges of the runner blades, minimizing its effect on the 

computed flow field, resulting free surface level, and overall turbine performance. 

The flow field near the turbine within the river can be characterized using non-

dimensional Reynolds number and Froude number, described in equations (63) and (64). 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑈∞𝐷𝑡

𝜇
 (63) 

𝐹𝑟 =
𝑈∞

√𝑔𝑑
 

(64) 

Here Re is the Reynolds number, 𝐹𝑟 is the Froude number, d is the depth, and g is 

gravitational acceleration. Each transient free surface simulation was conducted at 
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Reynolds number of approximately 1.19 million. Free surface effects will vary depending 

on the turbulence experienced within the river, both turbulence generated during channel 

flow as well as turbulence produced by the turbine itself. Froude number will also play a 

critical role in the development of the transient free surface level. The present free 

surface analysis focuses only on a single Reynolds number. 

 

 

Figure 22. (a) Front view and (b) side view of the river domain with dimensions based on 

turbine diameter (Dt). 

 The entire computational domain, containing turbine and river subdomains, was 

discretized with structured, hexahedral cells. Key locations within the computational 

domain used are shown in Figure 23. The cross sectional volume discretization of the 

central, refined portion of the domain is shown in Figure 23a. The grid structure formed 

along the turbine blade, Figure 23b, is positioned such that the cells have an aspect ratio 
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value close to one. The VOF multiphase model and the interface tracking method are 

susceptible to numerical instabilities, particularly when non-orthogonal and/or high 

aspect ratio cells are incorporated in highly transient regions of the discretized volume. 

The cells located at the top of Figure 23b had an aspect ratio of 1.0±0.5 directly above the 

turbine where the free surface was located. 

 Three separate domains were used, each consisting of the same dimensions of 

11.43𝐷𝑡 in height, 12𝐷𝑡 in width, and 22𝐷𝑡 in length with 16𝐷𝑡 from the leading edge of 

the turbine blades to the outlet. Additionally, each domain mesh consisted of the same 

number of cells, which was approximately 11.6 million. From the spatial convergence 

analysis conduced on the present, two-blade design from the Richardson extrapolation 

[43] and the error of 3.1% determined by Schleicher et al. [9], included in Table 8, the 

current mesh was acceptable for determining the performance characteristics of the 

hydrokinetic turbine. The grid in the present design was refined further beyond that 

which was used in the previous studies to accurately capture the free surface as well as 

turbine performance. Domains differed in that the turbine region was oriented differently 

based upon depth. Depths of 0.3048 m, 0.4572 m, 0.6096 m, and 1.2192 m were used 

corresponding to the Froude number of 1.31, 1.04, 0.92, and 0.71, respectively. The 

present mesh structure employed wall functions to determine flow separation and 

provided average y+ values of approximately 30.0. 
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Figure 23. (a) Center of the computational domain for Fr = 0.70 and (b) grid along a 

singular turbine blade. 
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Validation 

 In order to verify the accuracy of the multiphase simulation, a validation test was 

conducted comparing numerical predictions using the present multiphase model to 

experimental results. Experimental data provided by Malavasi and Guadagnini [47] on 

interaction between a rectangular cylinder and the free surface was used. A three 

dimensional simulation was conducted to specifically focus on a single presented case. 

The geometry of the simulation setup was shown in Figure 24. The channel considered 

was 5 m long with a cross-sectional width, B, of 0.5m. The rectangular cylinder was fully 

submerged in water and the depth was represented as d=h-hB. Descriptions and the 

variable values used in the simulation were listed in Table 10. The simulations conducted 

had a Reynolds number of 2.02×104, h*=(h- hb)/s=4, and an elevation to cylindrical cross 

sectional width ratio of hb/s =2.33. 

 

Figure 24. Channel orientation in both (a) the longitudinal view and (b) the transverse 

view [48]. 
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Table 10. Parameter values used for the validation 

Parameter Values 

l cylinder cross-section length 0.18 [ m ] 
s cylinder cross-section width 0.06 [ m ] 

h water depth 0.3798 [ m ] 
hb cylinder elevation above channel floor 0.1398 [ m ] 
h* (h- hb)/ s, non-dimensional depth 4 [ - ] 

B channel width 0.5 [ m ] 
U∞ upstream velocity 0.334 [ m s-1] 

 
 Three terms were used in the quantitative validation of the VOF model 

implemented. The primary variables were drag and lift coefficient, as defined previously 

in equations (14) and (15). In addition to drag and lift coefficient, the Strouhal number 

was used to validate the rate at which shedding occurs from the rectangular cylinder. 

Strouhal number is defined in equation below: 

𝑆𝑡 = 𝑓𝑠 𝑈∞⁄  
(65) 

where St represents Strouhal number and f is the shedding frequency determined through 

transient analysis. Figure 25 shows the drag and lift coefficients as a function of time at 

near quasi-steady state. The averaged drag and lift coefficients over this period were 

directly compared to experimentally determined drag and lift values. The mean drag 

coefficient, mean lift coefficient, and Strouhal number observed in the validation 

simulation were 1.69, -0.67, and 0.17, respectively. The values determined all had 

relative errors of 6.1% or less when compared to results obtained by Malavasi and 

Guadagnini [47] with similar Strouhal numbers for both experimental and numerical 

results. The minimal relative errors of Strouhal number observed indicate that the 

simulation results match well with the experimental result and provide confidence in the 
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modeling and methods implemented to predict the turbine performance and free surface 

dynamics in unsteady flow. 

 

Figure 25. Values of coefficient of (a) drag and (b) lift with respect to flow time. 

Results 

Performance Characteristics 

 Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the power coefficient and the thrust coefficient as a 

function of the Froude number compared to turbine operation in a single phase, infinite 

medium. Figure 26 and Figure 27 also show the best efficiency point (BEP) of the 

traditional hydrokinetic turbine rotor characterized numerically and experimentally by 

Bahaj et al. [12] and corresponding results of the multiphase simulations conducted by 

Bai et al. [18]. The work conducted by Bai et al. [18] yields an approximate 4% drop in 

power at Fr = 0.82. Based on the definition of the Froude number, as the depth of the 

turbine approaches infinity, the performance of the unit should approach an asymptotic 

value corresponding to that in an infinite medium. The multiphase simulation results 
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presented in Figure 26 indicates that power produced at subcritical Froude numbers of 

0.92 and 0.71 has less than 5% deviation when compared against the single phase results 

produced by Schleicher et al. [9]. The plot of the power coefficient suggests that near the 

critical Froude number (Fr = 1.0), a substantial drop in power is experienced. Between 

Froude numbers of 0.92 and 1.04, the power coefficient drops from a value of 

approximately 0.45 to 0.30, representing a 33% reduction in power under the same 

freestream flow conditions. As indicated by Figure 27, the thrust coefficient experiences 

a similar reduction; however the drop experienced by the turbine thrust is significantly 

more gradual with the data suggesting a bulk of the diminished thrust observed occurs 

near the critical Froude number. The performance results obtained suggest that the 

turbine must be submerged to a depth that provides a subcritical Froude number in 

relation to the freestream velocity of turbine operation. 

  

Figure 26. Power coefficient as a function of Fr [49]. 
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Figure 27. Thrust coefficient as a function of Fr [49]. 

 A comparison of the power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio between 

both propeller-based and traditional, hydrofoil blade design is displayed in Figure 28. The 

BEM results produced for the traditional rotor design did not capture flow separation, and 

therefore the pressure distribution, to the same accuracy as the numerical and 

experimental studies did. This lack in accuracy is what yields the difference between the 

two plotted curves for the design and the slight shift in BEP to a tip speed ratio of 6.25 

for the BEM data. 

 Both designs produce curves that peak around a power coefficient of 

approximately 0.44 to 0.45. The primary disparity between the curves generated by 

numerical results from Shleicher et al. [9] and experimental results from Bahaj et al [12] 

is that the tip speed ratio existing for the propeller-based turbine design has a much 

smaller range, occurring at lower values, than the operating conditions of the traditional 
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rotor design. The point at which peak performance occurs for the propeller-based design 

is approximately a third of the traditional design. Multiphase results, shown in red below, 

indicate a sufficient drop in peak power production, at a Froude number of one. The 

numerical results presented by Bai et al. [18] show only a small decrease in performance 

at the peak operating conditions prior to reaching a critical Froude number. 

 

Figure 28. Power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio for the traditional and 

propeller-based hydrokinetic turbine designs studied [9,12,18]. 
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Flow-field Characteristics 

 The flow-field results for single and multiphase simulations along the vertical 

plane, located in the center of each respective computational domains, for a free-stream 

velocity of 2.25 m/s and tip speed ratio of 1.86 are included in Figure 29 through Figure 

31. Trailing tip vortices can be observed based on the normalized velocity gradients 

within Figure 29a and the regions of intense normalized vorticity (values exceeding one) 

in Figure 29b. Figure 29 represents a base, single phase analysis of the propeller-based 

turbine operating in what may be considered an infinite medium, with no effects from 

boundary layers, and in which the flow is subcritical. 

 Multiphase results representing operation at a Froude number of 0.92 are 

displayed in Figure 30. The velocity field in Figure 30a shows little interaction to no 

interaction with the free surface. The velocity and vorticity fields observed in Figure 30 

very much mimic the corresponding flow-field from single phase results in Figure 29. 

Any differences between the two flow-fields observed resulted primarily from minor grid 

interpolation errors existing at domain interfaces; specifically, the downstream, circular 

grid-to-grid interface of the cylindrical turbine domain experiences the greatest error. 

Figure 31 shows the flow-field under more extreme conditions where the resulting 

Froude number is 1.31. The velocity field in Figure 31a and the vorticity field in Figure 

31b both indicate significant interaction between the wake of the unit and the free 

surface. The far wake becomes elevated relative to the turbine location, deviating greatly 

from the predicted far-field operation produced in Figure 29. The interaction between the 

turbine wake occurring downstream of the tested rotor and the free surface is the primary 

dynamic resulting in the reduction in power observed in Figure 26. 
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Figure 29. Normalized (a) velocity and (b) vorticity contours along the vertical 

meridional for single phase turbine operation in an infinite medium at a tip speed ratio of 

1.86. 

 Transition from supercritical flow to subcritical flow occurs at flow conditions 

between those of Figure 30 and Figure 31. In super critical flow observed in Figure 31, 

the normalized velocity and normalized vorticity at the exit of the turbine in the 

downstream direction indicate that a sufficient amount of interaction between the wake 

and the free surface is occurring. The dissipation of energy that is occurring is affecting 
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the pressure distribution about the turbine blades and, thus, decreasing the torque being 

applied on the turbine blades. As the wake region interacts with the free surface, it shifted 

in an vertically upward fashion and deviating from the typically axisymmetric structure 

generally produced in the downstream region. 

 

Figure 30. Normalized (a) velocity and (b) vorticity contours along the vertical 

meridional at a Froude number of 0.92 and a tip speed ratio of 1.86. 
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Figure 31. Normalized (a) velocity and (b) vorticity contours along the vertical 

meridional at a Froude number of 1.31 and a tip speed ratio of 1.86. 
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Free Surface Dynamics 
 

 In Figure 32 through Figure 34 the isosurfaces of the free surface with the 

corresponding contours of deviation from initial free surface level shown for decending 

values Froude numbers of 1.31, 1.04, and 0.92, from supercritical to subcritical. 

Comparing Figure 34 to Figure 32, less interaction between the free surface and the 

turbine is observed at lower values of Froude number. For each isosurface, similar 

profiles near the turbine locations exist: primarily a rise in free surface elevation above 

the turbine operating position, a relative drop in free surface level immediately following 

the turbine, and diagonally oriented free surface levels downstream from the turbine. The 

diagonal free surface elevations observed in Figure 32 through Figure 34 were also 

observed in the results obtained by Kolekar et al. [19]. The ripples observed in the 

downstream directions are a numerical artifact, resulting from an increase in cell aspect 

ratio. A significantly larger mesh would be needed to minimize the artificial ripples; 

however, such a mesh would not be economical given the primary outcome of the present 

simulation is the turbine performance coefficients. 
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Figure 32. Isosurface of the free surface for cases of Fr=1.31. 
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Figure 33. Isosurface of the free surface for cases of Fr=1.04. 
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Figure 34. Isosurface of the free surface for cases of Fr=0.92. 

Wake Characteristics 

 The linear lines positioned in the fluid geometry within Figure 35 are used to 

analyze wake data for each individual Froude number investigated as well as the single 
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phase simulation results. The profiles of streamwise component of the velocity in the 

three wake positions downstream from the turbine are depicted in Figure 36, Figure 37, 

and Figure 38. Wake profiles are plotted at downstream locations of 1Dt, 3Dt, and 5Dt, as 

illustrated in Figure 35. In each case, the turbine was positioned at the origin and the 

spanwise direction is normalized based on the turbine diameter. In Figure 36, the 

transition from super critical flow conditions to subcritical flow conditions may be 

observed based on the averaged velocity magnitude profiles downstream of the turbine. 

The flow transition occurs from Figure 36b where the Froude number is 1.04 to Figure 

36c when the Froude number drops to a value of 0.92. Despite only a small change in the 

Froude number, wake profiles observed between both cases exhibit vastly different 

characteristics. This proves that flow transition occurs for a value of Fr 0.92 ≤ Fr ≤ 1.04. 

At approximately ±0.5 Y/Dt, where tip vortices exist, the normalized velocity exhibits a 

local minimum at one diameter downstream. At this local minimum the value of the 

normalized velocity is approximately 0.55 for a Froude number of 0.92 and a value of 

approximately 0.40 at a Froude number of 1.04. 

 Figure 37 compares the single phase wake profiles to the multiphase wake 

profiles at a Froude number of 0.71. Between Figure 37a and Figure 37b, only marginal 

changes within the wake at each downstream distance are experienced. Therefore, as 

Froude number approaches zero, the wake profile slowly trends toward the profile 

observed during turbine operation in a single phase, infinite domain. In Figure 38, the 

normalized stream-wise component of the velocity is displayed as a function the flow 

direction along the centreline. The axial coordinate was normalized in the same manner 
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as vertical coordinates from Figure 36and Figure 37. Positive values of Z/Dt denote the 

upstream of the turbine while the negative values denote the downstream of the turbine. 

 

Figure 35. Linear geometric positioning for wake data acquisition and analysis. 

 Each wake modeled had a normalized velocity of one at the domain inlet and 

recovered, at a minimum, 80% of that value at the exit. Each profile yields a sudden drop 

in velocity at the upstream side of the turbine, located at a normalized distance of zero. 

The single phase wake serves as the base case. As Froude number exceeded 1.0, an 

increase in normalized velocity magnitude from a minima of 0 to 0.25 along the central 

wake was experienced within 4Dt downstream of the turbine. The surge in the velocity 

minima resulted from free surface interaction with the turbine wake as the Froude 

number increased in value. The slow transition of this amplified velocity can be observed 
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from the peak values at corresponding Froude numbers of 0.92, 1.04, and 1.31. At a 

Froude number of 0.92, a local normalized velocity maxima of 0.28 occurs three 

diameters downstream. When the Froude number was increased to a value of 1.31, the 

local normalized velocity maxima increased to a value of 0.75 located approximately 3.5 

diameters downstream. 

 

Figure 36. The profiles of the normalized streamwise component of the velocity for Fr of 

(a) 1.31, (b) 1.04, (c) 0.92, and (d) 0.71 at various locations downstream of the turbine. 
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Figure 37. Profiles of the normalized streamwise component of the velocity for (a) single 

phase and (b) multiphase simulations at Fr = 0.71. 

 

Figure 38. Profiles of the normalized streamwise component of the velocity along the 

flow direction for multiphase simulations at various values of Fr  
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Conclusions 

The VOF multiphase model was used to capture transient effects resulting from 

hydrokinetic turbine operation at various distances away from the free surface. Source 

dampening was applied at the inlet of the domain to provide additional numerical 

stability. The method applied was validated by simulating flow over a rectangular 

cylinder positioned near the free surface and compared to corresponding results provided 

by Malavasi and Guadagnini [47]. Based on the coefficient of drag, coefficient of lift, and 

Strouhal number, the maximum error between numerical and experimental results was 

approximately 6.1%. The agreement between numerical predictions of the flow 

characteristics to the experimental results ensures that the present model is acceptable for 

free surface modeling and adequately capturing pressure distribution about the turbine 

blades. 

Performance characteristics of the turbine were mapped as a function of both the 

Froude number and the tip speed ratio. Single phase results of the propeller-based turbine 

resulted in power coefficient and thrust coefficient values of approximately 0.44 and 

1.20, respectively [9]. Predicted power coefficient and thrust coefficient values 

determined from multiphase simulations were within 5% of those predicted by the single 

phase simulations. Results obtained by Bai et al. [18] show similar trends in performance 

at subcritical flow conditions. Multiphase results show that when the flow becomes 

critical, meaning Froude number is equal to or greater than a value of 1.0, a sharp 

decrease in mechanical power is experienced by the unit. The rotor modeled at Froude 

numbers of 1.04 and 1.31 experienced an average 32.2% drop in power compared to 

results obtained in subcritical conditions.  
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Wake profiles of the normalized streamwise component of the velocity manifest 

the presence of the flow transition as Fr exceeds unity. A significant shift in velocity 

distributions occurs between Froude numbers of 0.92 and 1.04, highlighting the shift 

from subcritical to supercritical flow. During supercritical flow, the wake within four to 

five diameters downstream interacted with the free surface and shifted upwards. 
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Chapter 6: Hydrokinetic Turbine System Prototype, Simulations 

and Testing 

Motivation 

 In order to develop a successful final design, previous aspects investigated must 

be incorporated. River data analyzed in Chapter 3 provides an expected acceptable flow 

range for design of approximately 1.0 to 2.5 m/s that provides the highest possibility of 

unit deployment while also providing economic levels of power output. Depth 

considerations indicate that the unit be confined to 1 m in diameter to meet spatial 

restrictions expected. Results on the preliminary diffuser design and simulations with the 

presence of the free surface offer additional expectation for the diffuser size and how it is 

affected by the river conditions. 

 The optimization process incorporated in the diffuser design was applied to both 

blade-diffuser design to produce a final design. Optimization goals were applied not only 

meet the power and thrust requirements, but also to additional constraints developed 

based on expected operation depth, feasible diffuser size, and weight limitations. Final 

specifications were made for mechanical-to-electric power conversion based on the 

optimized power and thrust output. 

 Once a final design was produced, it was necessary to generate numerical 

predictions for the overall system configuration. Full-scale CFD simulations were applied 

to produce curves of the power and thrust coefficient. To complement numerical 

predictions, experimental results were obtained at the Circulating Water Channel (CWC) 

at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division. Tests were conducted over a 
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working flow range of 1.0 m/s to 1.7 m/s. Experimental results were compared to the 

numerical results to validate the solver and turbulence model implemented. 

Final Optimized Design 

Optimized Blade and Diffuser Geometries 

 The final blade and diffuser geometries were optimized by Scheicher et al. 

[37,50,51] using the rapid CFD processes highlighted in Chapter 4. For the optimization 

of the final design, a full factorial experiment was conducted. A free stream velocity of 

1.5 m/s was used such that the resulting blade geometry would be ideal for operating near 

the middle of the expected operating range determined through river data analyses. 

Instead of directly applying equations (1) through (10), an aspect of curvature was 

applied to the blade during a second iteration of the optimization loop shown in Figure 10 

[37]. This added curvature results in equation (6) no longer being valid as the relative 

blade angle become variable as a function of meridional length along the blade. 

 The final propeller based turbine design, shown in Figure 39, was augmented with 

a simple curved diffuser. The final design is similar to the two blade design observed in 

Figure 4. The B-spline used to produce the curvature in the blade is shown in Figure 40. 

This curvature leads to corresponding blade angle from the leading edge (LE) to the 

trailing edge (TE). The diffuser incorporated in the design consisted of an area ratio (AR) 

of 1.31 and has a length of approximately 0.381 m. The diffuser angle (θ) is 12°. The list 

of turbine and diffuser design parameters is provided in Table 11. 
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Figure 39. Propeller turbine blade (a) front view and (b) top view. 

 

Figure 40. Blade curvature along the turbine mean line from the leading edge (LE) to 

trailing edge (TE) and relative blade angle (teal line). 
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Table 11. Geometric Parameters for Blade Curvature and Diffuser 

Variable Value Variable Value 

Dt 0.6826 m DI 0.6985 m 

Dh 0.1651 m DO 0.8001 m 

Δθ 90.0° L 0.381 m 

Δm 0.1524 m ZB 3 

σ 0.83 θ 24.0° 

AR 1.31   

 

 The prototype design, including the hub, nacelle, elliptical supports, turbine blade, 

and diffuser are included in Figure 41. In Figure 41a, the front view of the overall system 

can be observed. The leading cone, along with the staggered elliptical supports, allow for 

streamlined inflow to minimize perturbation before interaction with the blades. The 

nacelle has a slightly larger diameter and allows for the back end elliptical supports to be 

fixed perpendicular to the diffuser. The supports, nacelle, and front cones observed in the 

preliminary design were produced with the goal of using the diffuser as the primary 

structural support for the entire system. The diffuser is the primary component of the 

entire unit design. 

 

Figure 41. Prototype design (a) front view and (b) side view with diffuser implemented 

from Schleicher et al. [37,52]. 
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Runner Fabrication 

 The optimized blade geometry was produced using a 5-axis computer numerical 

control (CNC) machine. Each blade was roughed down from a solid block of aluminum. 

A piece of solid aluminum bar-stock was turned down to the pre-dimensioned diameter 

of the hub specified in Table 11. Once the solid hub was finished with the lathe process it 

was then moved to the 5-axis mill to prepare it for the runner blades. In order to optimize 

rigidity and mechanical strength curved slits were milled into the side of the hub for each 

blade. The three blades were placed in the slits and were subsequently affixed using gas 

tungsten arc welding (GTAW). The surface was polished to remove and residual 

roughness caused by the initial manufacturing processes employed. 

 

Figure 42. Final optimized blade design. 
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Initial Numerical Analysis 

 It was necessary to have an approximation for the mechanical power produced by 

the turbine under the given loading conditions so that the expected torque could be 

obtained. The torque produced is vital in the generator selection process. The results from 

characterizing the performance of these geometries are presented in Figure 43 and Figure 

44. A structured, hexahedral mesh of approximately 5.0 million cells were used to 

conduct the optimization simulations. The power coefficient is presented in Figure 43 and 

thrust coefficient in Figure 44 as a function of tip-speed ratio. The preliminary results 

observed were produced using the rapid CFD optimization process. Therefore, it was 

assumed that there was roughly a 10% error in the final mechanical power and axial 

thrust.  

 From Figure 43, the best efficiency point of the prototype yields a power 

coefficient of approximately 0.68 at a tip speed ratio of 2.75. Preliminary results of 

Schleicher’s benchmark design [9] are included along with the results of the same design 

operating with a diffuser that has an area ratio of 1.36 [45]. The results are obtained at a 

flow speed of 2.25 m/s. When the diffuser is applied to the two-blade design, the 

performance increases from 0.43 to 0.59, representing a 37.2% increase in power. 

Preliminary power predictions of the prototype indicated a 62.8% increase from the same 

initial benchmark. The results in Figure 43 only take into consideration the blade and 

diffuser geometries. The leading cone, nacelle, and supports were not included in the 

initial performance analyses. 
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Figure 43. Power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio from rapid CFD results. 

 

Figure 44. Coefficient of thrust as a function of tip speed ratio. 
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Mechanical to Electrical Power Conversion 

 Based on the optimization work done by Schleicher [37,51], the prototype was 

known to produce approximately 431.4 W of mechanical power at a free stream velocity 

of 1.5 m/s. A 20 Ampere, continuous DC permanent magnet generator produced by 

Windstream LLC was selected for mechanical-to-electrical power conversion. The 

generator output specs along with the anticipated primary operating point are included in 

Figure 45. Additional details and dimensions are provided in Appendix C. 

 The prototype, under the designed conditions, would result in 48 V DC output 

with a current of approximately 8 A. The selected generator may only operate 

continuously at currents less than 10 A. Therefore, a majority of future testing will be 

conducted primarily at flow rates of approximately 1.5 m/s and less. At the design point 

indicated, the turbine system would be able to operate continuously without any time 

limitations. 

 The rotation rate of the optimized turbine blade under ideal loading is 115 RPM. 

The generator shaft rotation rate under the preselected operating conditions of the DC 

generator is approximately 1150 RPM. Therefore, an in-line gearbox with a 10:1 ratio 

was selected to couple the turbine shaft and the generator shaft. A PE-W Series gearbox 

was selected from GAM was purchased which came with a custom mount to attach onto 

the generator. Torque produced by the turbine was determined to be 35.83 Nm. After the 

10:1 step-down in torque, the resulting torque still exceeds the required 0.153 Nm of 

startup torque for the generator. The current design will be capable of operating at flow 

rates as low as 1.0 m/s, approximately. The gear box has a male input and a female 

output. A male-male elastomer coupling was selected to dampen possible shaft vibration 
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and any slight misalignment between the turbine runner shaft and the gear box. The gear 

box dimensions and supporting documents provided by GAM are included in Appendix 

D. 

 

Figure 45. Shaft RPM vs DC output for chosen generator. 

 The prototype was designed such that it can interface with the Ground Renewable 

Expeditionary Energy System (GREENS). The input voltage range of GREENS is 18 to 

32 V DC at a maximum power of 1.0 kW. Due to the input voltage limitations of the 

system, a DC/DC converter was selected to convert the 48 V during generator operation 

to a 24 V input. The converter will be used only for initial experimentation. Efficiencies 
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of each component are contained in Table 12. The generator assembly is shown in Figure 

46. Stainless steel rods and rings were added to the upstream faceplate (to the left) and 

the gear box to help resist torsion and to house an arduino board for shaft RPM data 

acquisition. 

Table 12. Prototype Component Efficiencies 

Efficiency Generator Gear Box DC/DC Converter 

η 0.96 >0.85 0.94 

 

 

Figure 46. Generator assembly. 

Materials and Mooring 

 The prototype is comprised of components fabricated from both 316 stainless 

steel and 6061* aluminum.  The diffuser supports shown in Figure 47 have an elliptical 

cross section with major and minor axes of 1” and 2”, respectively, to minimize influence 

on wake flow-field and production of structural forces. The force produced in the current 

geometry can be estimated using worst-case assumptions i.e. |𝑈| is calculated using the 

tip speed of the blade.  𝐶𝐷 = 0.4 from the Moody Diagram for an elliptical pipe: 
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|𝑈| = √𝑈∞
2 + (

𝜔𝐷

2
)

2

 (66) 

 Using equations (14) and (66), the distributed load on each support is estimated to 

be 𝐹𝐷 = 67.88 N. The magnified force exerted on the beam is negligible when 

considering the structural integrity of the supports. The velocity magnitude used far 

exceeds the flow speed of the oncoming flow that will be experienced by the supports 

and acts as factor of safety due to the drag force having a proportionally square 

relationship with velocity. The analysis provides an estimate of thrust that would be 

generated by the ellipsoid supports and ensures that the tubing will be able to withstand 

the anticipated dynamic loading and remain structurally sound. 

 The nacelle is shown in Figure 47. The side view, Figure 47a, highlights two key 

characteristics of the design. In order to enable testing in the circulating water channel at 

the naval surface warfare center or in other similar scenarios stainless-steel box tubing is 

joined with the nacelle tube core. The box tube is 4 inches by 2 inches by 1/8 inch thick. 

This section was drilled and arc welded onto the nacelle. The tube was welded onto to 

core of the nacelle using 0.899 mm diameter stainless steel filler wire, an argon, helium, 

and C02 shielding gas mixture, and constant voltage welding parameters. This tube allows 

for the device to be rigidly secured via a beam inserted and bolted. Other features that 

used a gas metal arc welding (GMAW) procedure are the ellipsoidal supports. These 

supports bolt into the diffuser and provide crucial stability to the system. The supports 

and the mounting box tube were welded with a GMAW process. However to more 

precisely ensure a watertight fit the end of the nacelle, from Figure 47b, was welded with 

a GTAW process. A certified welder applied a TIG welded the back cap of the nacelle 
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into place. A watertight pass through gasket is mounted on the back cap of the nacelle 

taking advantage of the flat surface. Using the pass through gasket and clear tubing it is 

possible to feed through multiple electrical wires for the generator. These wires are used 

for the power monitoring system, the generator output, and various process monitoring. 

One process-monitoring device implemented was an arduino-based system that measures 

the RPMs of the turbine blade. 

 

Figure 47. Nacelle (a) side view and (b) top view. 
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 For mooring the nacelle to a rigid bridge over the Navy’s circulating water 

channel a strong beam was created. The beam is comprised of two square 38.1 mm,  6.31 

mm thick steel beams. The beams were welded together using a GMAW system. The 

filler metal used was ER70S-6, Argon (75%)/C02 (25%) shielding gas, and a constant 

voltage weld setting. After the two beams were welded together they were transferred to 

a Bridgeport Knee Mill. The beam constructed to hold the turbine in place is shown in 

Figure 48. The beam is over 1.8288 m long. This distance accounts for the length from 

the mount to a fixed depth of 1.3716 m in the channel. 

 

Figure 48. Welded support beam. 
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Full Scale Prototype Performance and Predictions 

Numerical Predictions 

 Due to the error involved with the rapid-CFD method, it was necessary to conduct 

more refined simulations. A full scale model was analyzed without the presence of the 

support beam or the support fixture welded onto the nacelle. Due to the complex 

geometry involving the nacelle, diffuser, and supports, an unstructured mesh was used to 

resolve the boundary layer. A hexahedral mesh was still used for modeling the turbine 

blades. A mesh containing approximately 19 million cells was used to conduct the full-

scale unit performance predictions. The final overall system efficiency is generated 

through augmenting equation 10 with the efficiencies listed in Table 12, as follows:  

𝐶𝑃,𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝐶𝑃𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝜂𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝜂𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟  
(67) 

where 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛  is the efficiency of the DC/DC converter, 𝜂𝑔𝑒𝑛  is the efficiency of the 

generator, and 𝜂𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟  is the efficiency of the gear box. 

 After applying equation (67) with and without the efficiency of the DC/DC 

converter, power and thrust coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio are displayed in 

Figure 49 and Figure 50. When including the DC/DC conversion losses, the overall 

system still generates 44% of the maximum power acting on the swept area of the turbine 

blades. Figure 49 indicates that the thrust of the current prototype is less than that 

predicted by Riglin et al. [45] despite a larger overall system. This suggests that the 

overall device will be easier to moor as it will experience less axial loading. 
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Figure 49. Prototype power coefficient predictions as a function of tip speed ratio. 

 

Figure 50. Prototype thrust coefficient predictions as a function of tip speed ratio. 
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 In Figure 51 the velocity contours are displayed along the streamlines within the 

turbine domain. The turbine blades, nacelle, and supports are shown with the diffuser 

geometry omitted, allowing for the chaotic nature of the flow to be observed following 

the trailing edge of the blades, downstream supports, and the diffuser outlet. Within the 

near wake of the prototype, the highest reduction in flow velocity is observed. The 

substantial drop in velocity observed corresponds to enhanced thrust generation observed 

in Figure 50.  

 

Figure 51. Normalized velocity along streamlines within the turbine domain. 

 Velocity contours along the vorticity ropes generated at a normalized vorticity 

value of 1.0 are highlighted in Figure 52. The high flow velocity observed on the 

upstream supports between the front cone and the diffuser, along with the reduction in 

power observed between Figure 43 and Figure 49, indicate that the supports have a 
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substantially larger impact on turbine performance than previously expected and will 

require additional analysis and redesign for future turbine design iterations. Results 

obtained for the prototype had the boundary layer resolved with y+ values ranging 

between 30 and 50 for solid boundaries, especially boundaries critical for accurate 

performance results. 

 

Figure 52. Normalized velocity contours along vorticity ropes at a normalized vorticity of 
1.0. 

Experimental Results 

 Experiments on the preliminary prototype were conducted at the Circulating 

Water Channel (CWC) at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division [53]. . 

Two, 14-gage copper wires were led from the generator to electrical monitoring and data 

acquisition equipment. Two different experimental setups were used. The first setup 

incorporated an active load allowing for the generator loading to be adjusted through 

varying the current. The second setup used a capacitor in conjunction with a Solar 
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Charging Converter (SCC) and a battery bank. The channel was operated at flow speeds 

ranging from 1.0 m/s to 1.7 m/s to determine the power production of the prototype. 

 At 1.6 m/s, a peak power output of 288.0 W was observed. When the flow rate 

was increased to a value of 1.7 m/s, peak power increased to 336.3 W. Power production 

roughly matched the expected power output based upon generator and gear box 

selections. Due to the 14-gage copper wire running 50 feet to the data acquisition system, 

it was assumed that there would be roughly 3% transmission losses. Based on the 

assumed losses from the wires and the efficiencies provided by Table 12, the overall 

efficiency predictions of the prototype were determined based on the expected 

mechanical power shown in Figure 49. Figure 53 shows the power coefficient of the 

prototype unit for flow speeds covering the entire testing range of flow speeds and the 

overall efficiency predictions. The experimental data show agreement with the numerical 

predictions up to a tip speed ratio of roughly 2.5. Both numerical and experimental results 

yield approximately the same performance under peak conditions. At tip speed ratios 

exceeding 2.5, the experimental results show a steep drop from predictions. It should be 

noted that the prototype was designed to operate around a tip speed ratio of 2.5, so the 

design was successful in operation near the peak design point. The drop-off in power 

production itself is a resultant of the generator selection. The generator has a very 

specific operating range of acceptable shaft rotation rates. From equation (16), the 

relationship between turbine rotation rate and tip speed ratio may be assessed. As the tip 

speed ratio increases, the rotation rate of the generator shaft increases proportionally with 

a factor of 10 (due to the gear ratio implemented). Due to the increase in shaft rotation 

rate, the significant drop in power production is observed. 
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Figure 53. Power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio at various flow speeds. 

 Figure 54 shows the comparison between numerical predictions and the 

experimental results obtained closest to the design point of the turbine. Therefore, only 

data obtained between flow rates of 1.5 m/s and 1.7 m/s were used. Figure 54 further 

emphasizes the positive agreement observed between the experimental data and the 

numerical results. All results shown were time averaged over a period of approximately 

30 seconds. The values of standard deviation, σP, are plotted as a function of the 

corresponding power values in Figure 55. Outside of a few outliers, it can be observed 

that we have a confidence of approximately 0.02 for power coefficient values that we 

obtained, especially near peak performance when CP is greater than 0.25. During testing, 

it was determined that the startup speed for the turbine was approximately 0.8 m/s and the 

stall speed occurred at roughly 1.0 m/s. 
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Figure 54. Power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio for flow speeds ranging from 

1.5 m/s to 1.7 m/s compared to numerical predictions. 

 

Figure 55. Stardard deviation of the experimental data as a function of power coefficient 

for various flow speeds. 
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Conclusions 

 Based on a preliminary design of a DAHkT and subsequent numerical 

predictions, efforts were made to generate a prototype for testing. The prototype was 

designed for operation at 1.50 m/s of flow, corresponding to results observed from river 

data analysis indicating the prime operation range for river units. In addition to the 

prototype design, numerical predictions of the mechanical power of the unit were 

determined using CFD at a predetermined fluid flow speed. A gearbox with a constant 

ratio of 10:1 and an efficiency of 0.94 was selected for transferring the loading between 

the turbine blade and the generator. A DC generator was selected with an efficiency of 

0.96 for mechanical-electrical power conversion. An elastomer coupling was selected to 

reduce vibration occurring in the shaft between the turbine and the gearbox. Finally, a 

DC/DC converter was selected with a minimum efficiency of 0.85 to allow for GREENS 

interfacing. The nacelle, supports, and turbine blades were constructed using stainless 

steel and aluminum to ensure a rigid, structurally sound unit. 

 Under optimum loading conditions, the maximum mechanical power coefficient 

produced from the prototype system was approximately 0.51 for refined CFD analysis. 

Overall system analysis yielded a maximum efficiency of 0.44 when the DC/DC 

converter was applied. Numerical results indicate that the leading and trailing supports 

result in substantial losses in turbine output and generate additional axial thrust. Future 

design iterations must account for the losses and possibly alter support designs to 

enhance unit performance. 

 Experimental results were obtained for free stream velocities ranging from 1.0 

m/s to 1.7 m/s. Both numerically predicted peak efficiency points and experimental data 
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resulted in a peak turbine efficiency of approximately 0.36 at a tip speed ratio of 2.50. 

Based on the agreement between the experimental results and the numerical predictions, 

the numerical methods applied for turbine modeling and optimization were validated 

[9,37,39,45,49]. 
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Chapter 7: Concluding Remarks 

 This dissertation highlights the design, modeling, and fabrication of a preliminary 

portable hydrokinetic turbine designed for river applications. Basic terminology and 

theory pertaining to hydrokinetic turbine systems and turbomachinery in general were 

outlined. The Betz and Glauert limits, both of which are based on linear conservation of 

momentum, were derived to highlight fundamental limitations imposed on hydrokinetic 

technologies. Key performance parameters of turbine units were introduced, including tip 

speed ratio, power coefficient, and thrust coefficient. Two different design 

methodologies, top down and bottom up, were described and detailed specifically as to 

how they pertain to hydrokinetic turbines. A literature review was included detailing key 

contributions to the hydrokinetic research field. 

 The numerical modeling techniques implemented were presented and described in 

detail. The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations were derived in the absolute 

reference frame as well as described in the relative reference frame. The rotating 

reference frame allows for the RANS equations to be described in non-inertial frame in 

contrast to the absolute, inertial frame. Turbulence modeling was briefly described and 

equations for the k-ω Shear Stress Transport model implemented to determine turbine 

performance. The finite volume method used to solve linear partial differential equations 

was introduced and defined. The numerical methods implemented were presented along 

with details regarding stability, accuracy, and efficiency. Specific boundary conditions 

were listed for each subset of numerical analyses conducted for the present manuscript. 

 River data obtained by United States Geological Survey were used to determine 

key characteristics of potential installation sites. These characteristics determined would 
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impact design restrictions in order to allow for the highest possible range of unit 

applicability. Gamma probability density functions were fit the data acquired by the 

United States Geological Survey. Two separate sets of data were analyzed, one set taken 

from January 1980 to December 1983 and the other taken from January 2010 to 

December 2013. Results showed similar characteristics. When looking at an operable 

range from 1.0 m/s to 2.5 m/s, the 1980-1983 data and the 2010-2013 data result in 

48.4% and 42.7% of sites falling within that range, respectively. Due to water level of a 

river being a function of space and time, average depth was considered to determine 

possible spatial restrictions. The percentages of sites meeting the operable range drop to 

values of 14.1% and 15.6% when an average depth of 2.0 m is required. This indicates 

that the overall unit design is greatly limited and should not exceed roughly 1 m in 

diameter. 

 Optimization and characterization of diffuser designs were presented. It is shown 

here that the diffuser enhances the power production of the turbine unit significantly. The 

optimization methodology implemented was a central composite design. Rapid-

computational fluid dynamics was utilized to product predictions that could be applied to 

regression models. The regression models were used to generate a response surface to the 

diffuser parameters modeled. Grid studies were conducted for both a baseline case and 

for the diffuser cases. Two specific diffusers were characterized, one with an area ratio of 

1.36 and the other with an area ratio of 2.01. A 39.5% increase in power was observed for 

the diffuser with an area ratio of 1.36. When the area ratio was increased to 2.01, a 55.8% 

increase in mechanical power output was observed. Despite the added power produced by 

the larger diffuser, a substantially larger axial thrust was observed, indicating that the 
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diffuser must be optimized such that power production is enhanced while limiting the 

axial thrust produced to a design specific threshold. 

 The effects of free surface on hydrokinetic turbine performance were investigated. 

Multiphase simulations were conducted to numerically map the free surface level during 

turbine operation at various depths of submergence from free surface to turbine blade tip. 

Open channel boundary conditions and a numerical beach were implemented to apply 

stability to the implicit Volume of Fluid scheme applied. The two primary results 

obtained were the free surface deformation captured and the performance results of the 

turbine unit. Simulations were conducted at the same operating conditions/best efficiency 

point used for baseline model predictions. It was determined that at a Froude number of 

1.0, a 33% drop in mechanical power production is observed. At this point and for Froude 

numbers exceeding 1.0, significant interaction between the downstream wake of the 

turbine and the free surface. This interaction was also observed in the validation study. 

The free surface interaction absorbs energy within the wake of the flow and would 

otherwise potentially be harnessed by the turbine unit. The decline in turbine 

performance suggests further spatial restrictions are necessary in the prototype design 

when considering expected river conditions. 

 Prototype design, modeling, and fabrication is described in detail. The final 

optimized blade was characterized and fabricated using a 5-axis CNC milling machine. 

Blades were individually welded onto the central hub. Preliminary mechanical power 

predictions were determined and used to select a 10 ampere continuous, DC generator 

suitable for mechanical-to-electrical power conversion. During ideal turbine operation, 

the turbine shaft rotates at 115 RPM and the generator shaft rotates at 1150 RPM. 
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Therefore, a gear box was selected with a 10:1 ratio. The torque produced by the blades is 

great enough to exceed the startup torque of the generator by an order of magnitude after 

the gear ratio was applied. Supports, nacelle, and diffuser materials were either aluminum 

alloy or stainless steel. 

 Numerical predictions with the full hydrokinetic turbine system prototype were 

conducted to obtain more accurate power and thrust results. Efficiencies of each 

component were applied to the mechanical power determined, resulting in a final curve of 

expected unit efficiency. The full scale, refined model of the prototype unit yielded a 

mechanical power coefficient value of 0.51 at a tip speed ratio of 2.5. At the same 

position, the overall efficiency was determined to be 0.44. The final efficiency yields an 

expected electrical output of approximately 274 Watts, indicating that two units operating 

in tandem will produce the desired power. 

 Two setups were used in determining power output of the turbine. An active load 

was applied in one scenario, allowing for the current being drawn from the generator to 

be altered. The second incorporated and electronic load and a series of batteries coupled 

with a SCC. Testing was conducted over flows ranging from 1.0 m/s to 1.7 m/s. At a flow 

rate of 1.7 m/s, the turbine was actively production 388.0 W of electric power 

corresponding to an overall efficiency of 0.36. Even at a slightly reduced flow speed of 

1.5 m/s, 221.4 W of power was still achieved. Power production observed during testing 

exceeded goal and targets originally prescribed. 

 Both numerical predictions obtained through steady state simulations and the 

experimental results showed good agreement. For each performance curve of the overall 

efficiency yielded a best efficiency point of 0.36 at a tip speed ratio of approximately 2.5. 
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At tip speed ratios exceeding 2.5, a significant drop in turbine performance was observed. 

This steep reduction of power is resultant upon the generator selected for the turbine, as it 

cannot handle the excessive rotation rates experienced at high values of tip speed ratio. It 

becomes abundantly clear that it is necessary to implement a control system to allow for 

the generator loading to vary based upon the incoming flow experienced by the turbine 

inlet. Based on the good agreement between numerical and experimental values, CFD 

simulations and analyses conducted in the formulation of the turbine prototype were 

validated [9,39,51]. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Turbogrid Input Curve for Two-Blade Propeller Design 

Hub.curve: 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    42.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    40.600000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    39.200000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    37.800000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    36.400000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    35.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    33.600000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    32.200000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    30.800000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    29.400000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    28.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    26.600000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    25.200000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    23.800000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    22.400000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    21.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    19.600000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    18.200000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    16.800000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    15.400000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    14.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    12.600000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    11.200000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000     9.800000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000     8.400000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000     7.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000     5.600000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000     4.200000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000     2.800000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000     1.400000000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000     0.000000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -0.195280000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -0.390560000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -0.585840000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -0.781120000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -0.976400000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -1.171680000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -1.366960000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -1.562240000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -1.757520000 
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     1.250000000     0.000000000    -1.952800000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -2.148080000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -2.343360000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -2.538640000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -2.733920000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -2.929200000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -3.124480000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -3.319760000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -3.515040000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -3.710320000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -3.905600000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -4.100880000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -4.296160000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -4.491440000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -4.686720000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -4.882000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -5.077280000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -5.272560000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -5.467840000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -5.663120000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -5.858400000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000    -7.763120000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000    -9.667840000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -11.572560000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -13.477280000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -15.382000000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -17.286720000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -19.191440000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -21.096160000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -23.000880000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -24.905600000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -26.810320000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -28.715040000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -30.619760000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -32.524480000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -34.429200000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -36.333920000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -38.238640000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -40.143360000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -42.048080000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -43.952800000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -45.857520000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -47.762240000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -49.666960000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -51.571680000 
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     1.250000000     0.000000000   -53.476400000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -55.381120000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -57.285840000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -59.190560000 

     1.250000000     0.000000000   -61.095280000 
     1.250000000     0.000000000   -63.000000000 
 

Shroud.curve 

    21.000000000     0.000000000    42.000000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000    38.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000    35.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000    31.500000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000    28.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000    24.500000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000    21.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000    17.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000    14.000000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000    10.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000     7.000000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000     3.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000     0.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000    -3.500000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000    -7.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -10.500000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000   -14.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -17.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -21.000000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000   -24.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -28.000000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000   -31.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -35.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -38.500000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000   -42.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -45.500000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000   -49.000000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -52.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -56.000000000 

    21.000000000     0.000000000   -59.500000000 
    21.000000000     0.000000000   -63.000000000 

 
Profile.curve: 
# Profile 1 at    0.5000% 

     0.911866635     0.993793635    -5.705770908 
     0.862107372     1.037254756    -5.590348357 

     0.810286904     1.078221537    -5.474939370 
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     0.756502405     1.116615718    -5.359489896 
     0.700852935     1.152359194    -5.243941152 

     0.643439977     1.185374011    -5.128234794 
     0.584365184     1.215583761    -5.012313617 

     0.540735429     1.235609868    -4.928446519 
     0.479574496     1.260608921    -4.813012302 
     0.417274962     1.282578713    -4.697599416 

     0.353955678     1.301476826    -4.582150946 
     0.289734582     1.317262473    -4.466611159 

     0.224733346     1.329895286    -4.350921590 
     0.159073792     1.339336432    -4.235024062 
     0.103807630     1.344749243    -4.138006682 

     0.037830392     1.348219348    -4.022574061 
    -0.028226851     1.348454595    -3.907157770 

    -0.094239278     1.345453644    -3.791702070 
    -0.160080253     1.339216511    -3.676149740 
    -0.225622018     1.329744808    -3.560442570 

    -0.290738389     1.317041282    -3.444523692 
    -0.344731339     1.303950480    -3.347456175 

    -0.408172329     1.285504531    -3.232019050 
    -0.470623734     1.263977789    -3.116598035 
    -0.531966862     1.239410266    -3.001136956 

    -0.592082591     1.211843536    -2.885578952 
    -0.650851427     1.181320858    -2.769866457 

    -0.708153323     1.147887373    -2.653941081 
    -0.754852920     1.117731461    -2.556805252 
    -0.808683049     1.079424975    -2.441356683 

    -0.860565208     1.038534579    -2.325925430 
    -0.910398686     0.995138574    -2.210453420 

    -0.958084771     0.949315606    -2.094883299 
    -1.003525737     0.901145185    -1.979158201 
    -1.046624135     0.850708216    -1.863221101 

    -1.080839153     0.806791965    -1.765933930 
    -1.119050414     0.752896221    -1.650471813 

    -1.154571059     0.697203140    -1.535025378 
    -1.187332757     0.639818312    -1.419538123 
    -1.217267765     0.580849152    -1.303952396 

    -1.244309435     0.520404248    -1.188210172 
    -1.268392542     0.458592313    -1.072254101 

    -1.286778681     0.404137569    -0.971787890 
    -1.305024669     0.340642281    -0.856295229 
    -1.320137108     0.276341396    -0.740814237 

    -1.332086156     0.211359934    -0.625285383 
    -1.340843931     0.145822159    -0.509650022 

    -1.346383600     0.079860832    -0.393842719 
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    -1.348681072     0.013635060    -0.277776460 
    -1.348749179     0.001483735    -0.254478739 

    -1.348672294    -0.014477368    -0.219138711 
    -1.348463115    -0.027816831    -0.180262436 

    -1.348267837    -0.036060893    -0.146148904 
    -1.348142913    -0.040462787    -0.113485121 
    -1.348128638    -0.040935606    -0.105751274 

    -1.348138710    -0.040602558    -0.079699251 
    -1.348239233    -0.037114974    -0.056192394 

    -1.348354762    -0.032649424    -0.041068590 
    -1.348519281    -0.024945911    -0.024876435 
    -1.348576231    -0.021649449    -0.019828607 

    -1.348699569    -0.011662912    -0.008474105 
    -1.348742373    -0.004534456    -0.002820848 

    -1.348725725     0.008091319     0.003808571 
    -1.348654315     0.016065128     0.006323551 
    -1.348398556     0.030787737     0.008363008 

    -1.348125676     0.041033039     0.008127896 
    -1.347502441     0.057997606     0.005285077 

    -1.347134441     0.065995057     0.002997350 
    -1.346040984     0.085441324    -0.004806505 
    -1.344681142     0.104686079    -0.015432068 

    -1.342492954     0.129766015    -0.033353161 
    -1.340199319     0.151632233    -0.052725204 

    -1.338446614     0.166394743    -0.067885764 
    -1.335407528     0.189243981    -0.094888474 
    -1.332287222     0.210088809    -0.124195465 

    -1.329129983     0.229216138    -0.155726017 
    -1.321458557     0.269951535    -0.228357393 

    -1.306660009     0.334314480    -0.343925999 
    -1.288750290     0.397805531    -0.459310691 
    -1.267773077     0.460302047    -0.574585240 

    -1.243774684     0.521681020    -0.689811413 
    -1.216800359     0.581827669    -0.805050253 

    -1.186898060     0.640624340    -0.920359657 
    -1.154116193     0.697955846    -1.035798678 
    -1.118505997     0.753704773    -1.151425446 

    -1.080119088     0.807755721    -1.267296816 
    -1.039009781     0.859991409    -1.383472589 

    -0.995234865     0.910293421    -1.500013035 
    -0.948853419     0.958542508    -1.616978212 
    -0.899926442     1.004618807    -1.734429242 

    -0.857878650     1.040754904    -1.831313500 
    -0.805883186     1.081516916    -1.946770802 

    -0.751962143     1.119678296    -2.062209245 
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    -0.696217513     1.155165669    -2.177684556 
    -0.638752316     1.187906574    -2.293253776 

    -0.579671498     1.217829012    -2.408976257 
    -0.519082082     1.244861575    -2.524910183 

    -0.467450440     1.265154787    -2.621845674 
    -0.404934187     1.286528217    -2.737290029 
    -0.341455672     1.304812084    -2.852715570 

    -0.277135884     1.319970550    -2.968179686 
    -0.212096455     1.331969085    -3.083739437 

    -0.146459192     1.340774498    -3.199451151 
    -0.080347314     1.346354656    -3.315373237 
    -0.024892747     1.348520263    -3.412336050 

     0.041174313     1.348121369    -3.527773416 
     0.107133261     1.344488384    -3.643191771 

     0.172858059     1.337627243    -3.758649146 
     0.238221613     1.327545484    -3.874203187 
     0.303098398     1.314251845    -3.989909512 

     0.367361623     1.297756521    -4.105826652 
     0.420454619     1.281539879    -4.202816312 

     0.482707698     1.259412493    -4.318246829 
     0.543794104     1.234266795    -4.433658384 
     0.603595653     1.206150421    -4.549110325 

     0.661996202     1.175111730    -4.664657840 
     0.718880033     1.141200266    -4.780358361 

     0.774129707     1.104468083    -4.896270680 
     0.819972424     1.070874303    -4.995562375 
     0.871429294     1.029435542    -5.110988535 

     0.920788504     0.985532892    -5.226396532 
     0.967954968     0.939249556    -5.341845589 

     1.012833817     0.890670651    -5.457392507 
     1.055333299     0.839879859    -5.573093458 
     1.095357180     0.786968359    -5.689006085 

     1.096732814     0.785050116    -5.693771475 
     1.101323530     0.778596835    -5.712635857 

     1.103871801     0.774979740    -5.732225331 
     1.104575743     0.773976083    -5.753983960 
     1.103272370     0.775832860    -5.773989332 

     1.099792657     0.780757748    -5.794859738 
     1.094698132     0.787884858    -5.813003159 

     1.087313444     0.798045127    -5.830664046 
     1.078816297     0.809494872    -5.844889655 
     1.068132745     0.823540521    -5.857385201 

     1.056959796     0.837832047    -5.866105218 
     1.043928761     0.854013637    -5.872081182 

     1.031159433     0.869388736    -5.874331428 
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     1.016939418     0.885980119    -5.873086081 
     1.003961258     0.900659948    -5.868579666 

     0.999685329     0.905403663    -5.866363377 
     0.987495089     0.918683840    -5.857841179 

     0.976123378     0.930757594    -5.846407154 
     0.972098635     0.934960316    -5.841389771 
     0.963250145     0.944073994    -5.827676955 

     0.955342457     0.952075280    -5.811041300 
 

# Profile 2 at   12.5000% 
     2.804365315     2.442260581    -5.868708650 
     2.731114152     2.523909082    -5.799124924 

     2.655589504     2.603256797    -5.729634626 
     2.577828424     2.680280243    -5.660204707 

     2.497866017     2.754953162    -5.590801683 
     2.415734955     2.827247105    -5.521393026 
     2.331465773     2.897131152    -5.451946322 

     2.245087025     2.964571776    -5.382428850 
     2.156625487     3.029532649    -5.312807334 

     2.066105941     3.091974742    -5.243048936 
     1.973551017     3.151856270    -5.173120722 
     1.878982082     3.209131954    -5.102987056 

     1.782419391     3.263752851    -5.032610851 
     1.729901640     3.291890320    -4.994815821 

     1.632089702     3.341464465    -4.925252939 
     1.533003163     3.388067718    -4.855792198 
     1.432685755     3.431692453    -4.786399500 

     1.331179995     3.472327949    -4.717041188 
     1.228526942     3.509960558    -4.647684684 

     1.124766519     3.544573577    -4.578297741 
     1.019937715     3.576147175    -4.508848097 
     0.914078732     3.604658324    -4.439303256 

     0.807227065     3.630080719    -4.369630217 
     0.699419819     3.652384629    -4.299794944 

     0.590693682     3.671536809    -4.229762673 
     0.481084825     3.687500367    -4.159498239 
     0.370628984     3.700234549    -4.088965757 

     0.311297766     3.705697676    -4.051170465 
     0.201901588     3.713265047    -3.981608848 

     0.092488736     3.717599682    -3.912148222 
    -0.016897723     3.718711609    -3.842755316 
    -0.126214724     3.716607513    -3.773397078 

    -0.235418928     3.711290812    -3.704040583 
    -0.344466846     3.702761693    -3.634653155 

    -0.453315040     3.691017074    -3.565202723 
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    -0.561919635     3.676050583    -3.495657299 
    -0.670235903     3.657852566    -3.425984410 

    -0.778217991     3.636410087    -3.356149645 
    -0.885818946     3.611706848    -3.286117561 

    -0.992990639     3.583723086    -3.215852577 
    -1.099684539     3.552435147    -3.145319108 
    -1.156460792     3.534359914    -3.107521929 

    -1.260167021     3.498725574    -3.037959504 
    -1.362629739     3.460107189    -2.968498566 

    -1.463813062     3.418530808    -2.899105357 
    -1.563679841     3.374019401    -2.829746705 
    -1.662191709     3.326592894    -2.760390167 

    -1.759308861     3.276268288    -2.691003543 
    -1.854989920     3.223059720    -2.621554531 

    -1.949191629     3.166978617    -2.552010113 
    -2.041868807     3.108033677    -2.482336783 
    -2.132974314     3.046230808    -2.412500741 

    -2.222458935     2.981573048    -2.342467795 
    -2.310271096     2.914060574    -2.272203001 

    -2.396356643     2.843690631    -2.201670291 
    -2.441855463     2.804718072    -2.163667872 
    -2.523489184     2.731502133    -2.094105636 

    -2.602815140     2.656022385    -2.024643825 
    -2.679810633     2.578316609    -1.955249517 

    -2.754450604     2.498420187    -1.885890290 
    -2.826707417     2.416366434    -1.816533711 
    -2.896550848     2.332186687    -1.747146851 

    -2.963948119     2.245910308    -1.677696847 
    -3.028863829     2.157564707    -1.608150798 

    -3.091259849     2.067175394    -1.538475546 
    -3.151095190     1.974765978    -1.468637684 
    -3.208325837     1.880358179    -1.398603445 

    -3.262904394     1.783972107    -1.328338322 
    -3.314779752     1.685626519    -1.257805714 

    -3.344756350     1.625332743    -1.215092945 
    -3.391214341     1.526029768    -1.145546540 
    -3.434658279     1.425560966    -1.076109594 

    -3.475083323     1.323970340    -1.006748996 
    -3.512481581     1.221300417    -0.937432581 

    -3.546841998     1.117592683    -0.868128415 
    -3.578150209     1.012888269    -0.798803575 
    -3.606388708     0.907227672    -0.729424650 

    -3.631536793     0.800651038    -0.659957500 
    -3.653570983     0.693195958    -0.590371064 

    -3.672464407     0.584898916    -0.520635020 
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    -3.688185975     0.475800146    -0.450711533 
    -3.700701502     0.365937090    -0.380566078 

    -3.709972990     0.255346769    -0.310163653 
    -3.715958337     0.144066653    -0.239467339 

    -3.716736666     0.122352444    -0.224691274 
    -3.717623797     0.091514297    -0.201071037 
    -3.718248916     0.061045541    -0.172837047 

    -3.718559993     0.037591777    -0.146626682 
    -3.718705466     0.018199416    -0.119866974 

    -3.718723610     0.014009705    -0.113095040 
    -3.718749491     0.001945216    -0.089918502 
    -3.718744942    -0.006133588    -0.067489406 

    -3.718738150    -0.009388058    -0.051906317 
    -3.718735826    -0.010267294    -0.033940812 

    -3.718737229    -0.009745953    -0.027859170 
    -3.718744642    -0.006312747    -0.013087697 
    -3.718749034    -0.002681032    -0.004667076 

    -3.718746190     0.005323491     0.007182371 
    -3.718733119     0.011204845     0.013222390 

    -3.718677361     0.023243275     0.022014447 
    -3.718606868     0.032627078     0.026770751 
    -3.718427230     0.048994911     0.032291441 

    -3.718319534     0.056580992     0.033952522 
    -3.717942168     0.077508702     0.036362375 

    -3.717415500     0.099617076     0.036179383 
    -3.717307082     0.103583881     0.035902064 
    -3.716420143     0.131616412     0.032118010 

    -3.715295369     0.160255690     0.025356332 
    -3.714397530     0.179868150     0.019212674 

    -3.712637917     0.213122648     0.006246912 
    -3.710625421     0.245683841    -0.009692244 
    -3.708361551     0.277769996    -0.028398393 

    -3.704765550     0.322201458    -0.056677428 
    -3.693650945     0.431328482    -0.126263758 

    -3.679343919     0.539935076    -0.195756948 
    -3.661860669     0.647979941    -0.265189989 
    -3.641213914     0.755422262    -0.334593705 

    -3.617413346     0.862219371    -0.404003824 
    -3.590465815     0.968326801    -0.473454423 

    -3.560374267     1.073702306    -0.542973945 
    -3.527138759     1.178301209    -0.612595349 
    -3.490756517     1.282076637    -0.682353597 

    -3.451221487     1.384980797    -0.752283426 
    -3.408524331     1.486964507    -0.822419556 

    -3.362652136     1.587977386    -0.892796608 
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    -3.336781546     1.641642615    -0.930587998 
    -3.286927728     1.739312414    -1.000149829 

    -3.234294235     1.835331677    -1.069610321 
    -3.178911882     1.929668574    -1.139003228 

    -3.120808695     2.022289458    -1.208362128 
    -3.060009918     2.113158977    -1.277719607 
    -2.996537839     2.202240346    -1.347107560 

    -2.930412195     2.289494688    -1.416558079 
    -2.861650347     2.374880808    -1.486103741 

    -2.790267189     2.458355259    -1.555777726 
    -2.716275158     2.539872207    -1.625613853 
    -2.639684275     2.619383227    -1.695646823 

    -2.560502168     2.696837075    -1.765912093 
    -2.478733700     2.772179794    -1.836445515 

    -2.434006084     2.811532668    -1.874236965 
    -2.350051080     2.882075899    -1.943799518 
    -2.264178682     2.950016349    -2.013260846 

    -2.176429632     3.015336734    -2.082654409 
    -2.086842714     3.078017065    -2.152013191 

    -1.995454744     3.138034724    -2.221369576 
    -1.902300818     3.195364324    -2.290755897 
    -1.807414439     3.249977632    -2.360204679 

    -1.710827690     3.301843451    -2.429748961 
    -1.612571297     3.350927539    -2.499422274 

    -1.512674593     3.397192537    -2.569258304 
    -1.411165447     3.440597862    -2.639291021 
    -1.308070527     3.481099404    -2.709555296 

    -1.203415395     3.518649308    -2.780087323 
    -1.146894515     3.537475729    -2.817877164 

    -1.042095158     3.569753387    -2.887439202 
    -0.936543783     3.598886954    -2.956901121 
    -0.830284263     3.624876495    -3.026295421 

    -0.723359709     3.647718779    -3.095654109 
    -0.615812889     3.667407265    -3.165009367 

    -0.507686334     3.683932159    -3.234394593 
    -0.399022369     3.697280448    -3.303843445 
    -0.289862956     3.707435910    -3.373388957 

    -0.180249160     3.714379060    -3.443063584 
    -0.070222045     3.718086931    -3.512900244 

     0.040176955     3.718532960    -3.582932917 
     0.150905778     3.715686882    -3.653196980 
     0.261922041     3.709514578    -3.723728953 

     0.321635299     3.704814745    -3.761724279 
     0.430729664     3.693720823    -3.831285407 

     0.539292237     3.679438197    -3.900745975 
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     0.647282355     3.661984041    -3.970139057 
     0.754658873     3.641372207    -4.039497197 

     0.861379861     3.617613343    -4.108852725 
     0.967402559     3.590714950    -4.178238369 

     1.072683174     3.560681447    -4.247687186 
     1.177176848     3.527514171    -4.317232133 
     1.280837875     3.491211237    -4.386906134 

     1.383619219     3.451767579    -4.456742594 
     1.485472363     3.409174889    -4.526775542 

     1.586347036     3.363421568    -4.597039859 
     1.686191016     3.314492634    -4.667571965 
     1.745930325     3.283417254    -4.710287312 

     1.841959861     3.230524018    -4.779834516 
     1.936240274     3.174913410    -4.849271957 

     2.028742191     3.116617828    -4.918631248 
     2.119433731     3.055667230    -4.987945605 
     2.208280659     2.992089252    -5.057249321 

     2.295247388     2.925908575    -5.126574810 
     2.380296778     2.857146970    -5.195953610 

     2.463389063     2.785824095    -5.265418321 
     2.544482088     2.711957313    -5.335002098 
     2.623531426     2.635561499    -5.404738221 

     2.700490088     2.556649145    -5.474660497 
     2.775308181     2.475230507    -5.544803768 

     2.847932563     2.391313798    -5.615204523 
     2.918307368     2.304904264    -5.685898299 
     2.920686276     2.301889059    -5.688626425 

     2.930615285     2.289234722    -5.701540544 
     2.938755790     2.278775103    -5.716655693 

     2.945818829     2.269637194    -5.735336686 
     2.950433692     2.263634819    -5.754045821 
     2.953290905     2.259905838    -5.775455624 

     2.953871224     2.259147263    -5.795635026 
     2.952258385     2.261254517    -5.817388733 

     2.948741503     2.265838721    -5.836745983 
     2.942820528     2.273523455    -5.856389818 
     2.935556462     2.282895052    -5.872742441 

     2.925922804     2.295229250    -5.888064855 
     2.915649040     2.308266067    -5.899571722 

     2.903170596     2.323941060    -5.908924291 
     2.890958345     2.339115519    -5.914257193 
     2.886672771     2.344402242    -5.915348236 

     2.874027788     2.359886827    -5.916371503 
     2.861229859     2.375387390    -5.914140432 

     2.856322312     2.381286293    -5.912433148 
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     2.844939343     2.394874046    -5.906333615 
     2.833422072     2.408489345    -5.896968883 

 
# Profile 3 at   25.0000% 

     4.765696417     3.946301296    -5.913165786 
     4.674185018     4.054275603    -5.859203955 
     4.580313138     4.160034592    -5.805289876 

     4.484102360     4.263564504    -5.751405832 
     4.385572373     4.364849507    -5.697533242 

     4.284741040     4.463871691    -5.643653132 
     4.181624275     4.560611217    -5.589746860 
     4.076236094     4.655046246    -5.535795895 

     3.968588636     4.747152882    -5.481781746 
     3.858692187     4.836905090    -5.427685629 

     3.746555269     4.924274552    -5.373488118 
     3.632184565     5.009230633    -5.319169569 
     3.542482620     5.073063487    -5.277195100 

     3.425618761     5.152697581    -5.223279533 
     3.307114769     5.229545693    -5.169432037 

     3.186996768     5.303603289    -5.115632814 
     3.065289595     5.374863342    -5.061862426 
     2.942016517     5.443316550    -5.008102778 

     2.817199337     5.508951274    -4.954336339 
     2.690858802     5.571753329    -4.900545415 

     2.563014670     5.631705963    -4.846711283 
     2.433685631     5.688789898    -4.792814859 
     2.302889260     5.742983311    -4.738837049 

     2.170641946     5.794261799    -4.684758989 
     2.036958970     5.842598258    -4.630561583 

     1.901854518     5.887962775    -4.576225388 
     1.765341714     5.930322494    -4.521730594 
     1.627432644     5.969641466    -4.467056865 

     1.520947062     5.997655899    -4.425078219 
     1.383480761     6.030848799    -4.371163642 

     1.245464894     6.060855835    -4.317316573 
     1.106925429     6.087682017    -4.263517641 
     0.967887967     6.111329572    -4.209747964 

     0.828377521     6.131798018    -4.155989411 
     0.688418753     6.149084149    -4.102224028 

     0.548036140     6.163182022    -4.048433900 
     0.407254001     6.174082963    -3.994600643 
     0.266096589     6.181775542    -3.940705346 

     0.124588034     6.186245555    -3.886728899 
    -0.017247629     6.187475961    -3.832652051 

    -0.159386429     6.185446808    -3.778455566 
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    -0.301804474     6.180135137    -3.724119862 
    -0.444477829     6.171514863    -3.669624908 

    -0.587382527     6.159556641    -3.614950301 
    -0.696890175     6.148129824    -3.572973016 

    -0.837216092     6.130597480    -3.519056889 
    -0.976930246     6.109890633    -3.465209205 
    -1.116010260     6.086023114    -3.411411099 

    -1.254432949     6.059006043    -3.357643126 
    -1.392174477     6.028847856    -3.303885892 

    -1.529210302     5.995554362    -3.250120172 
    -1.665515270     5.959128723    -3.196327773 
    -1.801063902     5.919571359    -3.142491218 

    -1.935829887     5.876880031    -3.088592953 
    -2.069785811     5.831049901    -3.034615251 

    -2.202903220     5.782073473    -2.980538865 
    -2.335152450     5.729940601    -2.926343489 
    -2.466502779     5.674638340    -2.872008404 

    -2.596922244     5.616150916    -2.817512854 
    -2.726378241     5.554459284    -2.762837092 

    -2.824783342     5.505066332    -2.720857837 
    -2.949857056     5.439071575    -2.666941925 
    -3.073236788     5.370323258    -2.613096127 

    -3.194906329     5.298842308    -2.559300491 
    -3.314847772     5.224647404    -2.505534638 

    -3.433041689     5.147754949    -2.451778352 
    -3.549467137     5.068179090    -2.398012399 
    -3.664101940     4.985931530    -2.344219505 

    -3.776922471     4.901021618    -2.290382542 
    -3.887903286     4.813456584    -2.236484317 

    -3.997017043     4.723241578    -2.182506566 
    -4.104234372     4.630379733    -2.128429770 
    -4.209524006     4.534871982    -2.074234034 

    -4.312852706     4.436717005    -2.019899174 
    -4.414185206     4.335911117    -1.965404875 

    -4.513484047     4.232448228    -1.910730371 
    -4.588640427     4.150847537    -1.868433928 
    -4.682303511     4.044896795    -1.814516254 

    -4.773408425     3.936969425    -1.760665701 
    -4.861947596     3.827090517    -1.706864015 

    -4.947911108     3.715283558    -1.653093122 
    -5.031286695     3.601570552    -1.599334287 
    -5.112059791     3.485972022    -1.545568416 

    -5.190213543     3.368507033    -1.491776489 
    -5.265728886     3.249193061    -1.437940136 

    -5.338584565     3.128045891    -1.384041537 
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    -5.408756837     3.005079986    -1.330062798 
    -5.476219462     2.880308429    -1.275985373 

    -5.540943551     2.753743056    -1.221789749 
    -5.602897553     2.625394306    -1.167455984 

    -5.662047141     2.495271213    -1.112963506 
    -5.718355044     2.363381443    -1.058290931 
    -5.759811237     2.260471358    -1.015993035 

    -5.809966630     2.128249047    -0.962077507 
    -5.857030256     1.995082161    -0.908229195 

    -5.901003925     1.860996758    -0.854430166 
    -5.941886610     1.726018471    -0.800661625 
    -5.979674584     1.590172356    -0.746904481 

    -6.014361487     1.453482767    -0.693139863 
    -6.045938327     1.315973403    -0.639349079 

    -6.074393464     1.177667310    -0.585513685 
    -6.099712583     1.038586856    -0.531615611 
    -6.121878592     0.898754004    -0.477636443 

    -6.140871568     0.758190371    -0.423557274 
    -6.156668749     0.616916664    -0.369360538 

    -6.169244316     0.474953493    -0.315027191 
    -6.178569261     0.332322334    -0.260534135 
    -6.184611449     0.189043579    -0.205860335 

    -6.185302088     0.164907038    -0.195766517 
    -6.186135548     0.129935486    -0.178780981 

    -6.186779780     0.094404464    -0.157193066 
    -6.187146132     0.066173975    -0.136194969 
    -6.187358698     0.041816144    -0.113847733 

    -6.187393235     0.036348368    -0.108041151 
    -6.187468030     0.019890468    -0.087741073 

    -6.187495470     0.007487350    -0.067376636 
    -6.187499888     0.001179425    -0.052752388 
    -6.187499133    -0.003275505    -0.035322881 

    -6.187498719    -0.003981128    -0.029258818 
    -6.187498969    -0.003571781    -0.014097647 

    -6.187499767    -0.001698393    -0.005122469 
    -6.187498849     0.003773515     0.008089444 
    -6.187494397     0.008326665     0.015183048 

    -6.187472753     0.018362561     0.026206303 
    -6.187442768     0.026612909     0.032749318 

    -6.187360510     0.041547228     0.041431769 
    -6.187309095     0.048604659     0.044558444 
    -6.187119369     0.068630637     0.051111512 

    -6.186840524     0.090335949     0.055359270 
    -6.186780835     0.094335279     0.055888653 

    -6.186285574     0.122584865     0.057787387 
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    -6.185631916     0.152033042     0.056888490 
    -6.185099716     0.172330350     0.054812328 

    -6.184016887     0.207584648     0.048765265 
    -6.182735802     0.242763779     0.039661820 

    -6.181249958     0.278038137     0.027747079 
    -6.179014559     0.323937239     0.010227413 
    -6.169988485     0.465186350    -0.043733271 

    -6.157746355     0.606066062    -0.097644143 
    -6.142297291     0.746552236    -0.151525785 

    -6.123647751     0.886619691    -0.205399021 
    -6.101801349     1.026243900    -0.259280656 
    -6.076758975     1.165399765    -0.313188296 

    -6.048518843     1.304061371    -0.367140395 
    -6.017076427     1.442202318    -0.421155203 

    -5.982424428     1.579795623    -0.475251220 
    -5.944552776     1.716813486    -0.529447754 
    -5.903448542     1.853227336    -0.583764614 

    -5.869538119     1.957978170    -0.625740605 
    -5.823257986     2.091607677    -0.679655969 

    -5.773999611     2.223979483    -0.733504718 
    -5.721781103     2.355074789    -0.787304758 
    -5.666618001     2.484873575    -0.841073765 

    -5.608523461     2.613354326    -0.894830248 
    -5.547508219     2.740494263    -0.948593324 

    -5.483580595     2.866269372    -1.002382057 
    -5.416746501     2.990654375    -1.056215242 
    -5.347009464     3.113622656    -1.110111706 

    -5.274370550     3.235146295    -1.164090326 
    -5.198828253     3.355196126    -1.218169490 

    -5.120378535     3.473741486    -1.272367685 
    -5.039014836     3.590750024    -1.326703893 
    -4.954728172     3.706187393    -1.381198429 

    -4.867506974     3.820017291    -1.435872592 
    -4.798778070     3.906006309    -1.477842108 

    -4.708257890     4.014656136    -1.531760135 
    -4.615396074     4.121076963    -1.585611119 
    -4.520216282     4.225257509    -1.639413316 

    -4.422740190     4.327184473    -1.693184848 
    -4.322987701     4.426842394    -1.746944098 

    -4.220976830     4.524213838    -1.800709576 
    -4.116723749     4.619279362    -1.854499791 
    -4.010242846     4.712017462    -1.908333477 

    -3.901546796     4.802404486    -1.962229764 
    -3.790646558     4.890414596    -2.016207999 

    -3.677551412     4.976019681    -2.070287551 
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    -3.562268415     5.059189657    -2.124486909 
    -3.444802661     5.139892108    -2.178824385 

    -3.325157642     5.218091883    -2.233318618 
    -3.203334925     5.293751185    -2.287989526 

    -3.108631170     5.349912943    -2.329963399 
    -2.985553573     5.419559587    -2.383874840 
    -2.861073583     5.486293303    -2.437720577 

    -2.735217699     5.550111746    -2.491520336 
    -2.608010713     5.611010281    -2.545291707 

    -2.479476259     5.668981719    -2.599051864 
    -2.349636936     5.724016293    -2.652817909 
    -2.218514616     5.776101553    -2.706607766 

    -2.086130636     5.825222332    -2.760440718 
    -1.952505451     5.871360891    -2.814336315 

    -1.817658601     5.914496890    -2.868314225 
    -1.681608398     5.954607413    -2.922393313 
    -1.544372011     5.991666825    -2.976591861 

    -1.405965781     6.025646561    -3.030928509 
    -1.266405275     6.056514999    -3.085422445 

    -1.125705658     6.084237259    -3.140094510 
    -1.017262702     6.103305075    -3.182071108 
    -0.877513564     6.124959281    -3.235985099 

    -0.737481824     6.143392940    -3.289832734 
    -0.597192822     6.158613235    -3.343632778 

    -0.456671617     6.170624546    -3.397403429 
    -0.315943154     6.179428467    -3.451162749 
    -0.175032309     6.185023843    -3.504928746 

    -0.033964005     6.187406783    -3.558719637 
     0.107236791     6.186570659    -3.612553783 

     0.248545057     6.182506094    -3.666449659 
     0.389935627     6.175200924    -3.720426032 
     0.531383086     6.164640157    -3.774502183 

     0.672861804     6.150805902    -3.828697759 
     0.814345928     6.133677279    -3.883032725 

     0.955809496     6.113230280    -3.937526967 
     1.097226278     6.089437638    -3.992200647 
     1.206234188     6.068785326    -4.034499088 

     1.344612533     6.039633547    -4.088413432 
     1.482117154     6.007369224    -4.142260098 

     1.618726759     5.972008032    -4.196058454 
     1.754419219     5.933562965    -4.249827609 
     1.889171561     5.892044387    -4.303586041 

     2.022960090     5.847460023    -4.357351894 
     2.155760166     5.799815028    -4.411143294 

     2.287546164     5.749112001    -4.464978418 
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     2.418291406     5.695350992    -4.518875621 
     2.547968100     5.638529490    -4.572853446 

     2.676547267     5.578642396    -4.626930854 
     2.803998625     5.515682003    -4.681127581 

     2.930290493     5.449637958    -4.735463787 
     3.055390010     5.380497016    -4.789959625 
     3.179263110     5.308242867    -4.844634905 

     3.273928451     5.250385581    -4.886933350 
     3.393063439     5.174193343    -4.940847922 

     3.510280694     5.095398483    -4.994695009 
     3.625565757     5.014023254    -5.048494357 
     3.738902595     4.930087589    -5.102264464 

     3.850273565     4.843609163    -5.156023143 
     3.959659228     4.754603563    -5.209788498 

     4.067038234     4.663084414    -5.263579199 
     4.172387416     4.569063307    -5.317413849 
     4.275681828     4.472549737    -5.371310791 

     4.376894607     4.373551172    -5.425288579 
     4.475996858     4.272073077    -5.479366161 

     4.572957596     4.168118890    -5.533563018 
     4.667743590     4.061690045    -5.587899265 
     4.760319415     3.952785766    -5.642394496 

     4.850647376     3.841402906    -5.697068601 
     4.853254140     3.838108975    -5.698925934 

     4.864627224     3.823683855    -5.708362882 
     4.874508151     3.811079445    -5.720509232 
     4.883772646     3.799200047    -5.736495607 

     4.890624512     3.790375724    -5.753306103 
     4.896071060     3.783337735    -5.773340697 

     4.899117531     3.779391970    -5.792919191 
     4.900195705     3.777993952    -5.814768206 
     4.899110682     3.779400849    -5.834892022 

     4.895708782     3.783806518    -5.856093578 
     4.890606113     3.790399464    -5.874493343 

     4.883080044     3.800090201    -5.892657191 
     4.874496015     3.811094967    -5.907259839 
     4.863532507     3.825076183    -5.920447431 

     4.852372687     3.839223301    -5.929576939 
     4.848353554     3.844297603    -5.932017768 

     4.836284158     3.859470403    -5.937023108 
     4.823692121     3.875196842    -5.938860456 
     4.818748528     3.881342406    -5.938721948 

     4.807064507     3.895803778    -5.936288506 
     4.794857877     3.910817586    -5.930676010 
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# Profile 4 at   37.5000% 
     6.677288410     5.508582717    -5.913273509 

     6.569578402     5.636603914    -5.867679719 
     6.459541328     5.762377105    -5.822137322 

     6.347196067     5.885895526    -5.776635042 
     6.232560054     6.007150675    -5.731161033 
     6.115649280     6.126132381    -5.685703072 

     5.996478239     6.242828910    -5.640249076 
     5.875059949     6.357226963    -5.594787123 

     5.751405977     6.469311660    -5.549305386 
     5.625526437     6.579066527    -5.503792202 
     5.497430034     6.686473441    -5.458235823 

     5.367124124     6.791512549    -5.412624125 
     5.234614666     6.894162267    -5.366944770 

     5.099906144     6.994399287    -5.321185512 
     4.963001520     7.092198529    -5.275334267 
     4.823902311     7.187532995    -5.229378742 

     4.682608610     7.280373663    -5.183305856 
     4.539119042     7.370689410    -5.137101714 

     4.385487015     7.463120507    -5.088240413 
     4.240498020     7.546445561    -5.042666878 
     4.094085198     7.626868981    -4.997142256 

     3.946268437     7.704390273    -4.951655006 
     3.797066769     7.779006878    -4.906193422 

     3.646498478     7.850714166    -4.860745276 
     3.494581009     7.919505517    -4.815298318 
     3.341330971     7.985372340    -4.769840376 

     3.186764072     8.048304095    -4.724359707 
     3.030895186     8.108288255    -4.678844769 

     2.873738422     8.165310254    -4.633283955 
     2.715307153     8.219353450    -4.587665506 
     2.555614095     8.270399063    -4.541977217 

     2.394671244     8.318426155    -4.496206609 
     2.232489838     8.363411576    -4.450340996 

     2.069080375     8.405329884    -4.404367512 
     1.904452586     8.444153268    -4.358273107 
     1.738615459     8.479851434    -4.312044416 

     1.562607388     8.514042648    -4.263182246 
     1.397843564     8.542639957    -4.217609658 

     1.232736383     8.568023405    -4.172086208 
     1.067304801     8.590199330    -4.126599949 
     0.901567615     8.609171847    -4.081139064 

     0.735543472     8.624942890    -4.035691781 
     0.569250948     8.637512224    -3.990246095 

     0.402708547     8.646877465    -3.944789919 
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     0.235934707     8.653034085    -3.899311162 
     0.068947815     8.655975408    -3.853797731 

    -0.098233773     8.655692589    -3.808237696 
    -0.265591745     8.652174587    -3.762619148 

    -0.433107780     8.645408129    -3.716930033 
    -0.600763513     8.635377656    -3.671158146 
    -0.768540524     8.622065270    -3.625291130 

    -0.936420308     8.605450660    -3.579316432 
    -1.104384241     8.585511022    -3.533221212 

    -1.272413540     8.562220965    -3.486992325 
    -1.449482400     8.534029812    -3.438130658 
    -1.614070322     8.504436551    -3.392559262 

    -1.777879520     8.471706350    -3.347036958 
    -1.940894292     8.435851671    -3.301551226 

    -2.103098252     8.396882862    -3.256089720 
    -2.264474529     8.354808147    -3.210640500 
    -2.425005709     8.309633649    -3.165192093 

    -2.584673720     8.261363436    -3.119733065 
    -2.743459816     8.209999531    -3.074251989 

    -2.901344539     8.155541915    -3.028737359 
    -3.058307603     8.097988557    -2.983177171 
    -3.214327923     8.037335383    -2.937559104 

    -3.369383632     7.973576237    -2.891870695 
    -3.523452046     7.906702836    -2.846099329 

    -3.676509686     7.836704702    -2.800232451 
    -3.828532253     7.763569079    -2.754257673 
    -3.979494488     7.687280903    -2.708162359 

    -4.129370086     7.607822734    -2.661933575 
    -4.286065753     7.520658510    -2.613070178 

    -4.430548289     7.436457888    -2.567499635 
    -4.573224333     7.349577081    -2.521978345 
    -4.714083389     7.260033186    -2.476493644 

    -4.853113632     7.167841526    -2.431033037 
    -4.990301978     7.073015639    -2.385584575 

    -5.125634181     6.975567239    -2.340136846 
    -5.259094673     6.875506329    -2.294678479 
    -5.390666547     6.772841224    -2.249198109 

    -5.520331513     6.667578575    -2.203684222 
    -5.648069786     6.559723451    -2.158124706 

    -5.773860168     6.449279248    -2.112507194 
    -5.897680001     6.336247680    -2.066819185 
    -6.019505135     6.220628746    -2.021048062 

    -6.139309927     6.102420642    -1.975181296 
    -6.257067137     5.981619756    -1.929206264 

    -6.372747830     5.858220647    -1.883110064 
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    -6.486321301     5.732215980    -1.836879500 
    -6.604160226     5.596046084    -1.787802690 

    -6.711030308     5.467425013    -1.742228727 
    -6.815284801     5.336905202    -1.696704057 

    -6.916919753     5.204506239    -1.651216695 
    -7.015929352     5.070246483    -1.605754514 
    -7.112305935     4.934143122    -1.560305246 

    -7.206040015     4.796212189    -1.514856674 
    -7.297120273     4.656468596    -1.469396708 

    -7.385533692     4.514925929    -1.423914010 
    -7.471265451     4.371596576    -1.378397671 
    -7.554298765     4.226491954    -1.332836770 

    -7.634614980     4.079622307    -1.287219962 
    -7.712193366     3.930997016    -1.241534313 

    -7.787011157     3.780624459    -1.195766291 
    -7.859043540     3.628511912    -1.149902187 
    -7.928263620     3.474665457    -1.103928826 

    -7.994642371     3.319089849    -1.057833633 
    -8.058148452     3.161788668    -1.011603777 

    -8.122178343     2.993473405    -0.962527063 
    -8.178489580     2.836013443    -0.916954596 
    -8.231692880     2.677666222    -0.871431881 

    -8.281791245     2.518451475    -0.825946846 
    -8.328785485     2.358388521    -0.780486831 

    -8.372674278     2.197496188    -0.735039174 
    -8.413454212     2.035792790    -0.689591831 
    -8.451119817     1.873295998    -0.644133633 

    -8.485663514     1.710023039    -0.598653389 
    -8.517075568     1.545990888    -0.553138854 

    -8.545344081     1.381216348    -0.507577238 
    -8.570455054     1.215715522    -0.461956756 
    -8.592392319     1.049503832    -0.416266851 

    -8.611137393     0.882596657    -0.370496075 
    -8.626669459     0.715009170    -0.324631484 

    -8.638965300     0.546756446    -0.278658708 
    -8.647999251     0.377853180    -0.232564176 
    -8.653743093     0.208313572    -0.186334421 

    -8.654307984     0.183350426    -0.178671690 
    -8.655004063     0.146862975    -0.165194252 

    -8.655559000     0.109372995    -0.147189915 
    -8.655887551     0.079213413    -0.129057913 
    -8.656089099     0.052778553    -0.109204163 

    -8.656123667     0.046766727    -0.103960655 
    -8.656203421     0.028397238    -0.085371176 

    -8.656238586     0.014056948    -0.066320323 
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    -8.656247674     0.006345362    -0.052384506 
    -8.656249998     0.000202967    -0.035475529 

    -8.656249931    -0.001093710    -0.029510422 
    -8.656249727    -0.002172946    -0.014382211 

    -8.656249918    -0.001188875    -0.005267966 
    -8.656249494     0.002960823     0.008416619 
    -8.656247332     0.006795771     0.015921503 

    -8.656235759     0.015701924     0.027875540 
    -8.656218720     0.023270703     0.035195884 

    -8.656169717     0.037281311     0.045300497 
    -8.656138218     0.043991101     0.049100277 
    -8.656018713     0.063277937     0.057586009 

    -8.655837918     0.084463016     0.063942015 
    -8.655798674     0.088393278     0.064861472 

    -8.655468337     0.116326833     0.069521509 
    -8.655023207     0.145730379     0.071514202 
    -8.654656544     0.166084843     0.071439395 

    -8.653897767     0.201785782     0.068880332 
    -8.652985329     0.237716137     0.063270222 

    -8.651911741     0.274020613     0.054869018 
    -8.647254676     0.394525829     0.022004539 
    -8.638014664     0.561575225    -0.023589124 

    -8.625563896     0.728224926    -0.069129515 
    -8.609913417     0.894457944    -0.114629530 

    -8.591072090     1.060256763    -0.160102610 
    -8.569046610     1.225603632    -0.205561395 
    -8.543841526     1.390480510    -0.251017499 

    -8.515459223     1.554869216    -0.296481167 
    -8.483899966     1.718751124    -0.341963299 

    -8.449161970     1.882106817    -0.387476493 
    -8.411241353     2.044916369    -0.433033366 
    -8.370132062     2.207159562    -0.478645517 

    -8.325825850     2.368815734    -0.524324336 
    -8.278312277     2.529863614    -0.570081956 

    -8.227578708     2.690281150    -0.615931560 
    -8.173610211     2.850045645    -0.661886606 
    -8.116389458     3.009133801    -0.707960249 

    -8.055896613     3.167521718    -0.754165455 
    -7.988562672     3.333696222    -0.803028350 

    -7.922672406     3.487395304    -0.848601190 
    -7.853901047     3.639629432    -0.894124096 
    -7.782264223     3.790386211    -0.939608690 

    -7.707775615     3.939652159    -0.985067000 
    -7.630447088     4.087412543    -1.030512004 

    -7.550288653     4.233651534    -1.075956757 
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    -7.467308499     4.378352184    -1.121414136 
    -7.381512922     4.521496548    -1.166895702 

    -7.292906217     4.663065835    -1.212412375 
    -7.201490832     4.803040065    -1.257975129 

    -7.107267395     4.941398004    -1.303595221 
    -7.010234799     5.078116987    -1.349284908 
    -6.910390087     5.213173017    -1.395056868 

    -6.807728389     5.346540774    -1.440923988 
    -6.702242844     5.478193582    -1.486899263 

    -6.593924516     5.608103382    -1.532995624 
    -6.482762368     5.736240594    -1.579226272 
    -6.362565576     5.869277925    -1.628089156 

    -6.247996955     5.991093232    -1.673663307 
    -6.131223690     6.110544994    -1.719188044 

    -6.012264744     6.227626892    -1.764675356 
    -5.891137618     6.342330930    -1.810137109 
    -5.767858385     6.454647451    -1.855585126 

    -5.642441763     6.564565105    -1.901031485 
    -5.514901124     6.672070867    -1.946488354 

    -5.385248501     6.777150038    -1.991967912 
    -5.253494599     6.879786229    -2.037482320 
    -5.119648751     6.979961370    -2.083043331 

    -4.983718912     7.077655676    -2.128662502 
    -4.845711718     7.172847552    -2.174351521 

    -4.705632468     7.265513549    -2.220122233 
    -4.563485121     7.355628295    -2.265986970 
    -4.419272377     7.443164362    -2.311958927 

    -4.272995553     7.528092259    -2.358051677 
    -4.124654530     7.610380350    -2.404279119 

    -3.966145779     7.694176481    -2.453140044 
    -3.816771571     7.769357685    -2.498712911 
    -3.666136184     7.841562953    -2.544237083 

    -3.514259542     7.910792877    -2.589724297 
    -3.361160766     7.977045967    -2.635186163 

    -3.206858264     8.040318659    -2.680634444 
    -3.051369791     8.100605314    -2.726081241 
    -2.894712403     8.157898269    -2.771538675 

    -2.736902460     8.212187832    -2.817018878 
    -2.577955636     8.263462277    -2.862533929 

    -2.417886840     8.311707844    -2.908095519 
    -2.256710305     8.356908679    -2.953715270 
    -2.094439642     8.399046770    -2.999404948 

    -1.931087841     8.438101908    -3.045176467 
    -1.766667342     8.474051603    -3.091042181 

    -1.601190103     8.506871006    -3.137015153 
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    -1.434667464     8.536532863    -3.183108803 
    -1.267110171     8.563007408    -3.229336867 

    -1.089480202     8.587415033    -3.278199050 
    -0.923387380     8.606858882    -3.323771889 

    -0.757129487     8.623074800    -3.369295981 
    -0.590725083     8.636070168    -3.414783267 
    -0.424192681     8.645850139    -3.460245551 

    -0.257550780     8.652417677    -3.505694558 
    -0.090817896     8.655773574    -3.551142006 

     0.075987421     8.655916472    -3.596599609 
     0.242846562     8.652842863    -3.642079079 
     0.409740815     8.646547087    -3.687592198 

     0.576651364     8.637021319    -3.733151070 
     0.743559255     8.624255544    -3.778767984 

     0.910445391     8.608237523    -3.824455367 
     1.077290490     8.588952745    -3.870225763 
     1.244075114     8.566384370    -3.916091632 

     1.410779665     8.540513146    -3.962065550 
     1.577384287     8.511317341    -4.008160375 

     1.743868840     8.478772643    -4.054389268 
     1.919873876     8.440660422    -4.103465477 
     2.082569314     8.401997924    -4.149037371 

     2.244313651     8.360246426    -4.194560087 
     2.405091941     8.315419221    -4.240045761 

     2.564888512     8.267527501    -4.285506469 
     2.723686944     8.216580402    -4.330954273 
     2.881470044     8.162585035    -4.376401182 

     3.038219868     8.105546502    -4.421859139 
     3.193917766     8.045467878    -4.467339807 

     3.348544314     7.982350220    -4.512854722 
     3.502079249     7.916192582    -4.558415492 
     3.654501411     7.846992003    -4.604033908 

     3.805788633     7.774743529    -4.649722371 
     3.955917785     7.699440145    -4.695493611 

     4.104864744     7.621072726    -4.741360540 
     4.252604471     7.539629916    -4.787335862 
     4.399110955     7.455098045    -4.833432040 

     4.544357033     7.367461110    -4.879661820 
     4.696637494     7.271331399    -4.928737771 

     4.836226119     7.179246547    -4.974309256 
     4.973862465     7.084585820    -5.019831982 
     5.109536965     6.987366891    -5.065318397 

     5.243238799     6.887605604    -5.110780173 
     5.374955769     6.785316097    -5.156228801 

     5.504674228     6.680510887    -5.201675932 
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     5.632379050     6.573200918    -5.247133557 
     5.758053692     6.463395527    -5.292613682 

     5.881680225     6.351102407    -5.338128081 
     6.003239270     6.236327632    -5.383688466 

     6.122709904     6.119075706    -5.429306779 
     6.240069647     5.999349537    -5.474995257 
     6.355294420     5.877150407    -5.520766384 

     6.468358442     5.752477998    -5.566632988 
     6.579234272     5.625330253    -5.612607897 

     6.687892834     5.495703186    -5.658703242 
     6.794302988     5.363591238    -5.704932406 
     6.796994748     5.360179704    -5.706363495 

     6.808873172     5.345082805    -5.713954048 
     6.819437203     5.331598288    -5.724470062 

     6.829624407     5.318542519    -5.738900625 
     6.837461510     5.308463446    -5.754533677 
     6.844092592     5.299911382    -5.773597815 

     6.848303872     5.294468636    -5.792592501 
     6.850688864     5.291382253    -5.814162332 

     6.850814937     5.291219025    -5.834363107 
     6.848699832     5.293956429    -5.856008561 
     6.844727846     5.299090939    -5.875137254 

     6.838338168     5.307334092    -5.894418369 
     6.830693396     5.317169529    -5.910319518 

     6.820613592     5.330093272    -5.925187498 
     6.810109773     5.343507177    -5.936040057 
     6.806278791     5.348386026    -5.939104090 

     6.794644304     5.363158849    -5.945986351 
     6.782315606     5.378741403    -5.949789932 

     6.777426837     5.384900142    -5.950425235 
     6.765752314     5.399561065    -5.949825765 
     6.753379236     5.415028436    -5.946136486 

 
# Profile 5 at   50.0000% 

   -11.122851788     0.218616322    -0.174139492 
   -11.123320940     0.193277685    -0.167920478 
   -11.123905215     0.156069733    -0.156547185 

   -11.124378371     0.117604685    -0.140710463 
   -11.124664063     0.086455132    -0.124328308 

   -11.124843932     0.058927741    -0.106014796 
   -11.124875528     0.052625916    -0.101122690 
   -11.124950387     0.033224780    -0.083611832 

   -11.124985728     0.017820135    -0.065410447 
   -11.124996091     0.009325461    -0.051937400 

   -11.124999777     0.002227768    -0.035406566 
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   -11.124999984     0.000592696    -0.029525310 
   -11.124999918    -0.001348442    -0.014483376 

   -11.124999965    -0.000886347    -0.005328168 
   -11.124999725     0.002475244     0.008570968 

   -11.124998449     0.005875311     0.016282282 
   -11.124991085     0.014084357     0.028725259 
   -11.124979756     0.021223260     0.036466182 

   -11.124946089     0.034634165     0.047354074 
   -11.124924035     0.041112206     0.051528318 

   -11.124838831     0.059883159     0.061101790 
   -11.124707509     0.080671241     0.068657304 
   -11.124678735     0.084546130     0.069800681 

   -11.124434489     0.112170833     0.076048136 
   -11.124101147     0.141416622     0.079716281 

   -11.123824531     0.161718312     0.080802782 
   -11.123246457     0.197517752     0.080287572 
   -11.122544616     0.233722622     0.076738428 

   -11.121711882     0.270462230     0.070422763 
   -11.120133791     0.329012880     0.058002746 

   -11.112903897     0.518644373     0.017763053 
   -11.102456453     0.707874076    -0.022422775 
   -11.088804005     0.896688758    -0.062563193 

   -11.071957262     1.085074830    -0.102667093 
   -11.051925141     1.273018338    -0.142743734 

   -11.028714802     1.460504986    -0.182802525 
   -11.002331675     1.647520168    -0.222852237 
   -10.972779434     1.834049206    -0.262899852 

   -10.940060026     2.020077136    -0.302952206 
   -10.904173728     2.205588427    -0.343017817 

   -10.865119155     2.390567035    -0.383106001 
   -10.822893224     2.574996557    -0.423225657 
   -10.777491102     2.758860370    -0.463384615 

   -10.728906216     2.942141465    -0.503590598 
   -10.677130240     3.124822370    -0.543851814 

   -10.622153100     3.306885018    -0.584177406 
   -10.563962914     3.488310844    -0.624576756 
   -10.502545942     3.669080776    -0.665059252 

   -10.437886500     3.849175290    -0.705633906 
   -10.369966921     4.028574321    -0.746309789 

   -10.298767491     4.207257202    -0.787096177 
   -10.224266367     4.385202647    -0.828002441 
   -10.208923768     4.420803150    -0.836222440 

   -10.132017377     4.594327901    -0.876468826 
   -10.052259142     4.766310012    -0.916665906 

    -9.969664632     4.936741043    -0.956822135 
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    -9.884247870     5.105611525    -0.996946756 
    -9.796021348     5.272911032    -1.037049160 

    -9.704996035     5.438628225    -1.077138677 
    -9.611181431     5.602750798    -1.117224304 

    -9.514585468     5.765265682    -1.157313920 
    -9.415214544     5.926158966    -1.197415129 
    -9.313073595     6.085415779    -1.237535545 

    -9.208166100     6.243020269    -1.277682866 
    -9.100494141     6.398955492    -1.317865440 

    -8.990058371     6.553203452    -1.358092026 
    -8.876857966     6.705745123    -1.398371476 
    -8.760890597     6.856560431    -1.438712739 

    -8.642152395     7.005628236    -1.479124723 
    -8.520637898     7.152926311    -1.519616229 

    -8.396340051     7.298431252    -1.560196209 
    -8.269250158     7.442118436    -1.600873796 
    -8.139357833     7.583961964    -1.641658313 

    -8.112883573     7.612275950    -1.649877993 
    -7.981834473     7.749576985    -1.690126157 

    -7.848623124     7.884461939    -1.730325825 
    -7.713267063     8.016928104    -1.770485543 
    -7.575782643     8.146971360    -1.810613748 

    -7.436185065     8.274586194    -1.850718880 
    -7.294488429     8.399765685    -1.890809541 

    -7.150705739     8.522501536    -1.930894338 
    -7.004848921     8.642784077    -1.970981858 
    -6.856928832     8.760602262    -2.011080665 

    -6.706955270     8.875943668    -2.051199147 
    -6.554936942     8.988794507    -2.091345400 

    -6.400881508     9.099139570    -2.131527545 
    -6.244795588     9.206962206    -2.171753766 
    -6.086684751     9.312244291    -2.212032320 

    -5.926553518     9.414966192    -2.252371737 
    -5.764405391     9.515106699    -2.292781030 

    -5.600242801     9.612643007    -2.333269417 
    -5.434067074     9.707550671    -2.373846281 
    -5.265878412     9.799803547    -2.414521183 

    -5.095675845     9.889373725    -2.455303713 
    -5.061190025     9.907067201    -2.463522412 

    -4.891435057     9.991971181    -2.503769314 
    -4.720462159    10.073870259    -2.543968238 
    -4.548288732    10.152767830    -2.584127628 

    -4.374931535    10.228665556    -2.624255821 
    -4.200406742    10.301563386    -2.664361187 

    -4.024729968    10.371459574    -2.704452279 
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    -3.847916254    10.438350708    -2.744537641 
    -3.669980107    10.502231716    -2.784625796 

    -3.490935488    10.563095873    -2.824725249 
    -3.310795810    10.620934804    -2.864844394 

    -3.129573921    10.675738479    -2.904991370 
    -2.947282159    10.727495182    -2.945174326 
    -2.763932372    10.776191481    -2.985401479 

    -2.579535915    10.821812208    -3.025681118 
    -2.394103692    10.864340409    -3.066021677 

    -2.207646174    10.903757305    -3.106432030 
    -2.020173349    10.940042259    -3.146921305 
    -1.831694722    10.973172716    -3.187498804 

    -1.642219310    11.003124135    -3.228174008 
    -1.451755639    11.029869925    -3.268956554 

    -1.413314558    11.034861438    -3.277176058 
    -1.224849894    11.057367125    -3.317422821 
    -1.036255056    11.076633083    -3.357621613 

    -0.847545289    11.092668389    -3.397780997 
    -0.658735822    11.105480274    -3.437909426 

    -0.469841882    11.115074161    -3.478015262 
    -0.280878715    11.121453689    -3.518106820 
    -0.091861594    11.124620733    -3.558192394 

     0.097194147    11.124575421    -3.598280255 
     0.286273131    11.121316140    -3.638378659 

     0.475359917    11.114839538    -3.678495893 
     0.664438967    11.105140515    -3.718640412 
     0.853494633    11.092212219    -3.758820776 

     1.042511157    11.076046022    -3.799045610 
     1.231472657    11.056631499    -3.839323620 

     1.420363108    11.033956391    -3.879663538 
     1.609166355    11.008006570    -3.920074043 
     1.797866071    10.978765987    -3.960563939 

     1.986445730    10.946216623    -4.001142190 
     2.174888595    10.910338427    -4.041817937 

     2.363177693    10.871109244    -4.082600545 
     2.401704100    10.862662768    -4.090963691 
     2.586674902    10.820108038    -4.131209809 

     2.770672743    10.774460430    -4.171407666 
     2.953686327    10.725733638    -4.211565923 

     3.135703751    10.673939619    -4.251693144 
     3.316712492    10.619088626    -4.291797885 
     3.496699405    10.561189245    -4.331888675 

     3.675650707    10.500248420    -4.371973999 
     3.853552000    10.436271460    -4.412062302 

     4.030388283    10.369262042    -4.452161835 
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     4.206143928    10.299222216    -4.492280701 
     4.380802637    10.226152417    -4.532427030 

     4.554347423    10.150051455    -4.572608994 
     4.726760564    10.070916521    -4.612834984 

     4.898023549     9.988743180    -4.653113796 
     5.068117110     9.903525330    -4.693454372 
     5.237021199     9.815255166    -4.733865774 

     5.404715001     9.723923116    -4.774356954 
     5.571176932     9.629517776    -4.814936590 

     5.736384520     9.532025894    -4.855613495 
     5.900314359     9.431432313    -4.896396701 
     5.933714431     9.410454721    -4.904759837 

     6.093396080     9.307854168    -4.945005721 
     6.251116162     9.202671989    -4.985203295 

     6.406868639     9.094924917    -5.025361647 
     6.560646305     8.984628265    -5.065489524 
     6.712440889     8.871795890    -5.105595176 

     6.862242977     8.756440277    -5.145686746 
     7.010041999     8.638572578    -5.185772392 

     7.155826198     8.518202652    -5.225860511 
     7.299582662     8.395339062    -5.265959554 
     7.441297333     8.269989057    -5.306077916 

     7.580955008     8.142158569    -5.346223804 
     7.718539294     8.011852231    -5.386405443 

     7.854032553     7.879073400    -5.426631261 
     7.987415891     7.743824144    -5.466909930 
     8.118669142     7.606105203    -5.507250240 

     8.247770801     7.465916006    -5.547661176 
     8.374698024     7.323254605    -5.588151827 

     8.499426619     7.178117591    -5.628731017 
     8.621931008     7.030500031    -5.669407186 
     8.742183918     6.880395726    -5.710190156 

     8.744912272     6.876927682    -5.711368829 
     8.757022822     6.861499565    -5.717850231 

     8.767930030     6.847556352    -5.727370436 
     8.778602905     6.833868307    -5.740831403 
     8.786974896     6.823100261    -5.755709599 

     8.794264050     6.813702725    -5.774124443 
     8.799134333     6.807412136    -5.792694990 

     8.802270211     6.803356829    -5.814006898 
     8.803101751     6.802280835    -5.834162903 
     8.801745848     6.804035202    -5.855970935 

     8.798449367     6.808297419    -5.875439226 
     8.792747726     6.815659353    -5.895285350 

     8.785680114     6.824767391    -5.911872098 
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     8.776153807     6.837013189    -5.927652777 
     8.766071766     6.849935094    -5.939460648 

     8.762364452     6.854676812    -5.942874377 
     8.751027084     6.869144778    -5.950819186 

     8.738898666     6.884567895    -5.955751058 
     8.734060337     6.890704974    -5.956834321 
     8.722437215     6.905411938    -5.957305647 

     8.710017540     6.921070687    -5.954752887 
     8.673457246     6.966833169    -5.942332996 

     8.553360103     7.113765244    -5.902093632 
     8.430938221     7.258436864    -5.861907290 
     8.306209629     7.400844992    -5.821765207 

     8.179190974     7.540985347    -5.781659482 
     8.049897736     7.678852221    -5.741581718 

     7.918344200     7.814438567    -5.701523262 
     7.784543450     7.947736047    -5.661475540 
     7.648507389     8.078735033    -5.621430090 

     7.510246777     8.207424587    -5.581378498 
     7.369771198     8.333792503    -5.541312551 

     7.227089090     8.457825269    -5.501224119 
     7.082207775     8.579508029    -5.461104967 
     6.935133484     8.698824550    -5.420946610 

     6.785871326     8.815757219    -5.380740462 
     6.634425255     8.930287035    -5.340477971 

     6.480798041     9.042393585    -5.300150733 
     6.324991295     9.152054967    -5.259750248 
     6.167005471     9.259247729    -5.219267767 

     6.006839858     9.363946813    -5.178693895 
     5.844492532     9.466125503    -5.138018923 

     5.679960344     9.565755354    -5.097232963 
     5.513238738     9.662806198    -5.056326327 
     5.479541182     9.681955042    -5.048107753 

     5.313565807     9.774029027    -5.007859963 
     5.146245293     9.863152862    -4.967660650 

     4.977597157     9.949329200    -4.927501464 
     4.807638259    10.032558964    -4.887373675 
     4.636384791    10.112841394    -4.847268506 

     4.463852285    10.190174080    -4.807177246 
     4.290055631    10.264552971    -4.767091330 

     4.115009048    10.335972404    -4.727002570 
     3.938726136    10.404425089    -4.686902873 
     3.761219904    10.469902093    -4.646784139 

     3.582502773    10.532392837    -4.606638229 
     3.402586613    10.591885070    -4.566456753 

     3.221482750    10.648364846    -4.526231127 
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     3.039201945    10.701816507    -4.485952685 
     2.855754399    10.752222645    -4.445612666 

     2.671149751    10.799564066    -4.405202246 
     2.485397063    10.843819735    -4.364712529 

     2.298504836    10.884966721    -4.324134452 
     2.110481001    10.922980131    -4.283458772 
     1.921332907    10.957833037    -4.242676062 

     1.883141044    10.964460990    -4.234456797 
     1.695809043    10.994992346    -4.194210286 

     1.508208634    11.022292489    -4.154012080 
     1.320355445    11.046369834    -4.113853611 
     1.132265006    11.067230952    -4.073726422 

     0.943952772    11.084880611    -4.033622086 
     0.755434156    11.099321792    -3.993532071 

     0.566724526    11.110555716    -3.953447854 
     0.377839219    11.118581858    -3.913360935 
     0.188793546    11.123397952    -3.873262837 

    -0.000397192    11.124999993    -3.833145163 
    -0.189717699    11.123382228    -3.792999620 

    -0.379152662    11.118537146    -3.752817871 
    -0.568686737    11.110455454    -3.712591516 
    -0.758304536    11.099126057    -3.672312081 

    -0.947990608    11.084536021    -3.631971027 
    -1.137729426    11.066670536    -3.591559706 

    -1.327505365    11.045512867    -3.551069320 
    -1.517302689    11.021044304    -3.510490913 
    -1.707105510    10.993244097    -3.469815362 

    -1.896897816    10.962089385    -3.429033253 
    -1.935083327    10.955413161    -3.420813715 

    -2.121705270    10.920805453    -3.380567988 
    -2.307487252    10.883066093    -3.340370343 
    -2.492417365    10.842208293    -3.300211886 

    -2.676483169    10.798243507    -3.260083841 
    -2.859671723    10.751181453    -3.219977695 

    -3.041969590    10.701030138    -3.179885277 
    -3.223362782    10.647795893    -3.139798471 
    -3.403836746    10.591483390    -3.099709188 

    -3.583376365    10.532095652    -3.059609359 
    -3.761965916    10.469634065    -3.019490825 

    -3.939589027    10.404098389    -2.979345114 
    -4.116228703    10.335486745    -2.939163644 
    -4.291867313    10.263795593    -2.898937763 

    -4.466486573    10.189019712    -2.858658749 
    -4.640067537    10.111152172    -2.818317854 

    -4.812590595    10.030184284    -2.777906480 
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    -4.984035411     9.946105570    -2.737415947 
    -5.154380873     9.858903733    -2.696837417 

    -5.323605057     9.768564592    -2.656161876 
    -5.491685156     9.675072049    -2.615380076 

    -5.525369801     9.655874562    -2.607159299 
    -5.689298577     9.560204323    -2.566914293 
    -5.851378013     9.461870869    -2.526717597 

    -6.011601377     9.360890657    -2.486560232 
    -6.169960803     9.257278687    -2.446433339 

    -6.326447375     9.151048498    -2.406328252 
    -6.481051153     9.042212172    -2.366236760 
    -6.633761118     8.930780393    -2.326150777 

    -6.784565164     8.816762475    -2.286062240 
    -6.933450087     8.700166372    -2.245963104 

    -7.080401567     8.580998698    -2.205845253 
    -7.225404112     8.459264768    -2.165700196 
    -7.368441083     8.334968566    -2.125519292 

    -7.509494683     8.208112731    -2.085293831 
    -7.648545934     8.078698540    -2.045015030 

    -7.785574654     7.946725886    -2.004674098 
    -7.920559445     7.812193231    -1.964262354 
    -8.053477612     7.675097612    -1.923771014 

    -8.184305117     7.535434609    -1.883191131 
    -8.313016526     7.393198309    -1.842513590 

    -8.439584951     7.248381258    -1.801729084 
    -8.465227260     7.218417585    -1.793366272 
    -8.587143659     7.072947673    -1.753118209 

    -8.706419118     6.925596808    -1.712918550 
    -8.823052889     6.776382717    -1.672758748 

    -8.937042689     6.625322104    -1.632630308 
    -9.048384701     6.472430711    -1.592524534 
    -9.157073603     6.317723327    -1.552432705 

    -9.263102585     6.161213801    -1.512346143 
    -9.366463331     6.002915098    -1.472256246 

    -9.467146103     5.842839179    -1.432154920 
    -9.565139720     5.680997019    -1.392034537 
    -9.660431452     5.517398768    -1.351887473 

    -9.753007037     5.352053694    -1.311706069 
    -9.842850660     5.184970192    -1.271482061 

    -9.929944849     5.016155929    -1.231206100 
   -10.014270520     4.845617707    -1.190868620 
   -10.095806944     4.673361440    -1.150459939 

   -10.174531713     4.499392117    -1.109970692 
   -10.250420721     4.323713686    -1.069392167 

   -10.323448050     4.146329143    -1.028715559 
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   -10.393585886     3.967240531    -0.987931868 
   -10.407585495     3.930367560    -0.979568603 

   -10.473124068     3.752238967    -0.939321758 
   -10.535541206     3.573233339    -0.899123526 

   -10.594842203     3.393367605    -0.858965445 
   -10.651030558     3.212658253    -0.818838903 
   -10.704107992     3.031121425    -0.778734877 

   -10.754074490     2.848772868    -0.738644357 
   -10.800928321     2.665627955    -0.698558623 

   -10.844666078     2.481701564    -0.658469858 
   -10.885282654     2.297008170    -0.618370464 
   -10.922771220     2.111561952    -0.578252484 

   -10.957123194     1.925376926    -0.538106774 
   -10.988328250     1.738466929    -0.497923982 

   -11.016374362     1.550845227    -0.457695882 
   -11.041247752     1.362524522    -0.417415520 
   -11.062932785     1.173517444    -0.377075293 

   -11.081411945     0.983836527    -0.336665758 
   -11.096665811     0.793494092    -0.296176993 

   -11.108673012     0.602502201    -0.255599123 
   -11.117410167     0.410872447    -0.214923244 
 

# Profile 6 at   99.5000% 
    16.428036208    12.922148158    -5.964413481 

    16.265884283    13.125673131    -5.935043264 
    16.101237807    13.327131264    -5.905678550 
    15.934104169    13.526515108    -5.876315446 

    15.764490007    13.723816578    -5.846950439 
    15.592401192    13.919026967    -5.817580070 

    15.417842883    14.112136886    -5.788200379 
    15.240819496    14.303136290    -5.758807747 
    15.193866077    14.353003876    -5.751077064 

    15.014037596    14.541009653    -5.721713277 
    14.832052235    14.726592041    -5.692377245 

    14.647922545    14.909750225    -5.663065541 
    14.461660428    15.090482574    -5.633774538 
    14.273277141    15.268786668    -5.604500627 

    14.082783306    15.444659304    -5.575240167 
    13.890188923    15.618096502    -5.545989497 

    13.695503377    15.789093511    -5.516744974 
    13.498735447    15.957644813    -5.487503105 
    13.299893281    16.123744148    -5.458260845 

    13.098984429    16.287384491    -5.429015242 
    12.896015851    16.448558047    -5.399763346 

    12.690993919    16.607256245    -5.370502087 
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    12.483924449    16.763469718    -5.341227927 
    12.274812682    16.917188308    -5.311937204 

    12.063663276    17.068401068    -5.282626238 
    11.850480300    17.217096251    -5.253291348 

    11.635267227    17.363261307    -5.223929085 
    11.418026916    17.506882875    -5.194536193 
    11.198761631    17.647946752    -5.165109390 

    10.977473031    17.786437881    -5.135645359 
    10.754162162    17.922340328    -5.106140736 

    10.528829457    18.055637261    -5.076591976 
    10.301474727    18.186310926    -5.046995414 
    10.072097136    18.314342629    -5.017347326 

     9.840695195    18.439712707    -4.987643927 
     9.607266742    18.562400502    -4.957881372 

     9.546385491    18.593784195    -4.950151005 
     9.314209611    18.711167413    -4.920788524 
     9.080807082    18.825547253    -4.891453154 

     8.846190025    18.936927119    -4.862141364 
     8.610370200    19.045309440    -4.832849655 

     8.373359023    19.150695687    -4.803574562 
     8.135167564    19.253086385    -4.774312693 
     7.895806557    19.352481119    -4.745060745 

     7.655286411    19.448878544    -4.715815434 
     7.413617220    19.542276386    -4.686573486 

     7.170808766    19.632671450    -4.657331639 
     6.926870526    19.720059619    -4.628086635 
     6.681811682    19.804435849    -4.598835164 

     6.435641129    19.885794173    -4.569573842 
     6.188367464    19.964127699    -4.540299270 

     5.939998995    20.039428599    -4.511008037 
     5.690543739    20.111688109    -4.481696718 
     5.440009431    20.180896512    -4.452361874 

     5.188403520    20.247043131    -4.423000079 
     4.935733166    20.310116316    -4.393607921 

     4.682005241    20.370103426    -4.364181957 
     4.427226336    20.426990812    -4.334718708 
     4.171402755    20.480763797    -4.305214653 

     3.914540516    20.531406654    -4.275666231 
     3.656645345    20.578902582    -4.246069832 

     3.397722680    20.623233675    -4.216421767 
     3.137777662    20.664380900    -4.186718274 
     2.876815132    20.702324056    -4.156955526 

     2.808957947    20.711640251    -4.149225155 
     2.550943094    20.744998818    -4.119862392 

     2.292771861    20.775116939    -4.090526720 
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     2.034454538    20.802001860    -4.061214656 
     1.776001401    20.825659790    -4.031922773 

     1.517422715    20.846095916    -4.002647676 
     1.258728744    20.863314420    -3.973385992 

     0.999929752    20.877318485    -3.944134365 
     0.741036012    20.888110309    -3.914889461 
     0.482057803    20.895691109    -3.885647957 

     0.223005418    20.900061130    -3.856406540 
    -0.036110827    20.901219645    -3.827161862 

    -0.295280594    20.899164960    -3.797910557 
    -0.554493514    20.893894409    -3.768649256 
    -0.813739188    20.885404358    -3.739374579 

    -1.073007178    20.873690192    -3.710083136 
    -1.332287007    20.858746318    -3.680771530 

    -1.591568146    20.840566151    -3.651436361 
    -1.850840022    20.819142102    -3.622074254 
    -2.110092007    20.794465571    -3.592681809 

    -2.369313411    20.766526927    -3.563255593 
    -2.628493474    20.735315496    -3.533792134 

    -2.887621365    20.700819537    -3.504287924 
    -3.146686175    20.663026225    -3.474739415 
    -3.405676907    20.621921624    -3.445143002 

    -3.664582468    20.577490663    -3.415494986 
    -3.923391670    20.529717106    -3.385791593 

    -4.182093220    20.478583519    -3.356028980 
    -4.249179455    20.464768765    -3.348298631 
    -4.503574736    20.410294002    -3.318936027 

    -4.757038274    20.352711699    -3.289600514 
    -5.009562779    20.292032116    -3.260288592 

    -5.261140630    20.228264531    -3.230996816 
    -5.511763872    20.161417253    -3.201721786 
    -5.761424221    20.091497644    -3.172460126 

    -6.010113058    20.018512124    -3.143208476 
    -6.257821432    19.942466186    -3.113963493 

    -6.504540055    19.863364401    -3.084721846 
    -6.750259303    19.781210428    -3.055480223 
    -6.994969211    19.696007016    -3.026235309 

    -7.238659465    19.607756011    -2.996983766 
    -7.481319404    19.516458352    -2.967722243 

    -7.722938010    19.422114075    -2.938447380 
    -7.963503906    19.324722306    -2.909155803 
    -8.203005348    19.224281259    -2.879844126 

    -8.441430218    19.120788229    -2.850508950 
    -8.678766019    19.014239586    -2.821146864 

    -8.914999863    18.904630758    -2.791754463 
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    -9.150118463    18.791956225    -2.762328306 
    -9.384108116    18.676209506    -2.732864917 

    -9.616954701    18.557383138    -2.703360777 
    -9.848643655    18.435468662    -2.673812324 

   -10.079159972    18.310456600    -2.644215952 
   -10.308488177    18.182336433    -2.614567999 
   -10.536612310    18.051096578    -2.584864700 

   -10.763515919    17.916724358    -2.555102210 
   -10.822172365    17.881355428    -2.547371791 

   -11.043902779    17.745266920    -2.518009337 
   -11.263719710    17.606558578    -2.488673986 
   -11.481619699    17.465242504    -2.459362228 

   -11.697598647    17.321329987    -2.430070590 
   -11.911651823    17.174831513    -2.400795649 

   -12.123773864    17.025756780    -2.371534031 
   -12.333958783    16.874114714    -2.342282376 
   -12.542199969    16.719913474    -2.313037340 

   -12.748490187    16.563160465    -2.283795592 
   -12.952821580    16.403862342    -2.254553810 

   -13.155185669    16.242025017    -2.225308685 
   -13.355573346    16.077653661    -2.196056905 
   -13.553974871    15.910752711    -2.166795145 

   -13.750379871    15.741325867    -2.137520067 
   -13.944777327    15.569376093    -2.108228319 

   -14.137155574    15.394905615    -2.078916535 
   -14.327502286    15.217915918    -2.049581335 
   -14.515804469    15.038407737    -2.020219319 

   -14.702048447    14.856381057    -1.990827060 
   -14.886219849    14.671835101    -1.961401093 

   -15.068303598    14.484768322    -1.931937913 
   -15.248283886    14.295178389    -1.902433972 
   -15.426144167    14.103062178    -1.872885682 

   -15.601867129    13.908415752    -1.843289406 
   -15.775434679    13.711234347    -1.813641458 

   -15.946827913    13.511512357    -1.783938082 
   -16.116027095    13.309243304    -1.754175450 
   -16.159786351    13.256077539    -1.746403957 

   -16.323532338    13.053910474    -1.717041350 
   -16.484601561    12.849910429    -1.687705823 

   -16.642994792    12.644089964    -1.658393889 
   -16.798711924    12.436461085    -1.629102100 
   -16.951751989    12.227035256    -1.599827051 

   -17.102113160    12.015823406    -1.570565359 
   -17.249792761    11.802835945    -1.541313659 

   -17.394787276    11.588082769    -1.512068603 
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   -17.537092349    11.371573268    -1.482826862 
   -17.676702786    11.153316334    -1.453585116 

   -17.813612560    10.933320365    -1.424340049 
   -17.947814804    10.711593271    -1.395088342 

   -18.079301811    10.488142479    -1.365826666 
   -18.208065032    10.262974931    -1.336551691 
   -18.334095065    10.036097089    -1.307260077 

   -18.457381650     9.807514938    -1.277948468 
   -18.577913657     9.577233984    -1.248613460 

   -18.695679078     9.345259251    -1.219251616 
   -18.810665009     9.111595281    -1.189859471 
   -18.922857640     8.876246131    -1.160433532 

   -19.032242236     8.639215364    -1.130970274 
   -19.138803118     8.400506048    -1.101466155 

   -19.242523641     8.160120744    -1.071917608 
   -19.343386174     7.918061503    -1.042321016 
   -19.441372068     7.674329857    -1.012672709 

   -19.536461632     7.428926811    -0.982968962 
   -19.628634100     7.181852827    -0.953205987 

   -19.652187912     7.117148089    -0.945434413 
   -19.739252364     6.871986812    -0.916071597 
   -19.823182395     6.625988711    -0.886735971 

   -19.903982914     6.379165369    -0.857424078 
   -19.981657821     6.131528142    -0.828132492 

   -20.056210019     5.883088162    -0.798857767 
   -20.127641424     5.633856348    -0.769596459 
   -20.195952981     5.383843409    -0.740345143 

   -20.261144667     5.133059852    -0.711100419 
   -20.323215502     4.881515983    -0.681858921 

   -20.382163553     4.629221917    -0.652617327 
   -20.437985931     4.376187580    -0.623372322 
   -20.490678798     4.122422717    -0.594120600 

   -20.540237361     3.867936893    -0.564858875 
   -20.586655871     3.612739499    -0.535583897 

   -20.629927618     3.356839755    -0.506292408 
   -20.670044919     3.100246711    -0.476981121 
   -20.706999115     2.842969273    -0.447646466 

   -20.740780552     2.585016201    -0.418284689 
   -20.771378571     2.326396117    -0.388892043 

   -20.798781508     2.067117424    -0.359465255 
   -20.822976662     1.807188313    -0.330001497 
   -20.843950271     1.546616868    -0.300497784 

   -20.861687493     1.285411064    -0.270950199 
   -20.876172378     1.023578759    -0.241354551 

   -20.887387854     0.761127625    -0.211706992 
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   -20.895315688     0.498065220    -0.182003238 
   -20.899936454     0.234398981    -0.152238901 

   -20.900209749     0.208612280    -0.148499001 
   -20.900555682     0.170466481    -0.140768411 

   -20.900842557     0.130640963    -0.128714532 
   -20.901020855     0.098050384    -0.115412240 
   -20.901137338     0.068881312    -0.099838218 

   -20.901158478     0.062136345    -0.095576494 
   -20.901210359     0.041135873    -0.080018434 

   -20.901237006     0.024046988    -0.063387670 
   -20.901245953     0.014292106    -0.050796692 
   -20.901250080     0.005632825    -0.035027536 

   -20.901250556     0.003438080    -0.029331551 
   -20.901250839     0.000054930    -0.014547015 

   -20.901250836    -0.000368326    -0.005390391 
   -20.901250775     0.001636647     0.008768149 
   -20.901250402     0.004276776     0.016771153 

   -20.901247813     0.011247013     0.029947953 
   -20.901243424     0.017605866     0.038341507 

   -20.901229447     0.029903750     0.050472182 
   -20.901219929     0.035946352     0.055249947 
   -20.901181840     0.053706064     0.066589771 

   -20.901121013     0.073668515     0.076115592 
   -20.901107471     0.077415266     0.077627526 

   -20.900990548     0.104310804     0.086511257 
   -20.900827233     0.133070007     0.092983875 
   -20.900689765     0.153147000     0.096020292 

   -20.900397750     0.188839950     0.098963251 
   -20.900037255     0.225231850     0.098924577 

   -20.899603336     0.262425312     0.096182388 
   -20.899105176     0.299482009     0.091999455 
   -20.893756944     0.559649359     0.062628520 

   -20.885171727     0.819688090     0.033263679 
   -20.873350877     1.079587789     0.003900822 

   -20.858294763     1.339337986    -0.025463831 
   -20.840002766     1.598928186    -0.054833853 
   -20.818473289     1.858347802    -0.084213190 

   -20.793703745     2.117586179    -0.113605473 
   -20.786652722     2.185716185    -0.121336079 

   -20.757836899     2.444277790    -0.150699547 
   -20.725836064     2.702222437    -0.180035329 
   -20.690659696     2.959541856    -0.209346968 

   -20.652316267     3.216227519    -0.238638251 
   -20.610813257     3.472270659    -0.267912923 

   -20.566157164     3.727662293    -0.297174447 
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   -20.518353515     3.982393210    -0.326426098 
   -20.467406882     4.236453962    -0.355671139 

   -20.413320886     4.489834858    -0.384912838 
   -20.356098207     4.742525956    -0.414154493 

   -20.295740586     4.994517066    -0.443399414 
   -20.232248829     5.245797744    -0.472650916 
   -20.165622807     5.496357290    -0.501912326 

   -20.095861454     5.746184739    -0.531187018 
   -20.022962767     5.995268856    -0.560478390 

   -19.946923798     6.243598133    -0.589789861 
   -19.867740646     6.491160781    -0.619124865 
   -19.785408450     6.737944725    -0.648486818 

   -19.699921378     6.983937597    -0.677879130 
   -19.611272611     7.229126726    -0.707305247 

   -19.519454334     7.473499125    -0.736768651 
   -19.424457711     7.717041484    -0.766272862 
   -19.326272875     7.959740160    -0.795821443 

   -19.224888896     8.201581164    -0.825418002 
   -19.120293765     8.442550148    -0.855066210 

   -19.012474362     8.682632393    -0.884769798 
   -18.901416430     8.921812798    -0.914532560 
   -18.872077770     8.983705655    -0.922262995 

   -18.758795862     9.217909984    -0.951625654 
   -18.642716242     9.450471827    -0.980961148 

   -18.523850609     9.681386537    -1.010272986 
   -18.402209782     9.910648908    -1.039564645 
   -18.277803725    10.138253185    -1.068839571 

   -18.150641554    10.364193062    -1.098101165 
   -18.020731553    10.588461690    -1.127352787 

   -17.888081180    10.811051675    -1.156597782 
   -17.752697083    11.031955082    -1.185839488 
   -17.614585099    11.251163426    -1.215081232 

   -17.473750264    11.468667680    -1.244326335 
   -17.330196816    11.684458266    -1.273578111 

   -17.183928196    11.898525052    -1.302839875 
   -17.034947050    12.110857346    -1.332114958 
   -16.883255228    12.321443890    -1.361406701 

   -16.728853780    12.530272856    -1.390718461 
   -16.571742951    12.737331832    -1.420053614 

   -16.411922179    12.942607814    -1.449415558 
   -16.249390085    13.146087195    -1.478807731 
   -16.084144460    13.347755753    -1.508233610 

   -15.916182262    13.547598638    -1.537696712 
   -15.745499595    13.745600356    -1.567200592 

   -15.572091698    13.941744754    -1.596748851 
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   -15.395952929    14.136014999    -1.626345130 
   -15.217076742    14.328393562    -1.655993115 

   -15.035455669    14.518862196    -1.685696556 
   -14.851081297    14.707401911    -1.715459270 

   -14.802804647    14.755990689    -1.723189729 
   -14.617990489    14.939097721    -1.752552466 
   -14.431085347    15.119724281    -1.781888114 

   -14.242101798    15.297869885    -1.811200149 
   -14.051051777    15.473533230    -1.840492008 

   -13.857946592    15.646712207    -1.869767102 
   -13.662796940    15.817403909    -1.899028821 
   -13.465612911    15.985604636    -1.928280539 

   -13.266404002    16.151309900    -1.957525612 
   -13.065179124    16.314514430    -1.986767380 

   -12.861946607    16.475212173    -2.016009169 
   -12.656714204    16.633396292    -2.045254287 
   -12.449489101    16.789059169    -2.074506046 

   -12.240277918    16.942192395    -2.103767765 
   -12.029086710    17.092786770    -2.133042772 

   -11.815920970    17.240832296    -2.162334407 
   -11.600785630    17.386318167    -2.191646019 
   -11.383685055    17.529232762    -2.220980981 

   -11.164623045    17.669563631    -2.250342714 
   -10.943602832    17.807297485    -2.279734680 

   -10.720627072    17.942420177    -2.309160378 
   -10.495697843    18.074916692    -2.338623344 
   -10.268816632    18.204771122    -2.368127152 

   -10.039984333    18.331966650    -2.397675422 
    -9.809201232    18.456485522    -2.427271800 

    -9.576466994    18.578309034    -2.456919950 
    -9.341780653    18.697417492    -2.486623591 
    -9.105140597    18.813790191    -2.516386514 

    -9.043438325    18.843527003    -2.524116979 
    -8.808192865    18.954630704    -2.553479894 

    -8.571801880    19.062699158    -2.582815663 
    -8.334277390    19.167736096    -2.612127738 
    -8.095631079    19.269744266    -2.641419544 

    -7.855874317    19.368725445    -2.670694508 
    -7.615018156    19.464680453    -2.699956040 

    -7.373073345    19.557609161    -2.729207533 
    -7.130050334    19.647510501    -2.758452366 
    -6.885959282    19.734382468    -2.787693902 

    -6.640810061    19.818222130    -2.816935494 
    -6.394612262    19.899025621    -2.846180471 

    -6.147375197    19.976788151    -2.875432143 
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    -5.899107907    20.051503997    -2.904693824 
    -5.649819168    20.123166501    -2.933968839 

    -5.399517487    20.191768064    -2.963260529 
    -5.148211112    20.257300141    -2.992572244 

    -4.895908030    20.319753227    -3.021907353 
    -4.642615966    20.379116851    -3.051269248 
    -4.388342394    20.435379558    -3.080661372 

    -4.133094529    20.488528894    -3.110087212 
    -3.876879329    20.538551393    -3.139550296 

    -3.619703495    20.585432550    -3.169054195 
    -3.361573469    20.629156804    -3.198602523 
    -3.102495432    20.669707515    -3.228198941 

    -2.842475303    20.707066929    -3.257847149 
    -2.581518729    20.741216158    -3.287550862 

    -2.319631086    20.772135140    -3.317313857 
    -2.251546681    20.779625218    -3.325044454 
    -1.992728802    20.806040435    -3.354407425 

    -1.733841648    20.829212174    -3.383743231 
    -1.474895308    20.849147956    -3.413055318 

    -1.215899887    20.865854263    -3.442347097 
    -0.956865507    20.879336557    -3.471621967 
    -0.697802321    20.889599292    -3.500883343 

    -0.438720507    20.896645926    -3.530134635 
    -0.179630274    20.900478933    -3.559379237 

     0.079458129    20.901099805    -3.588620531 
     0.338534416    20.898509064    -3.617861891 
     0.597588255    20.892706261    -3.647106679 

     0.856609268    20.883689981    -3.676358229 
     1.115587023    20.871457837    -3.705619850 

     1.374511032    20.856006475    -3.734894857 
     1.633370741    20.837331563    -3.764186584 
     1.892155528    20.815427791    -3.793498379 

     2.150854698    20.790288856    -3.822833606 
     2.409457478    20.761907458    -3.852195649 

     2.667953008    20.730275285    -3.881587931 
     2.926330340    20.695382997    -3.911013924 
     3.184578428    20.657220212    -3.940477141 

     3.442686123    20.615775486    -3.969981137 
     3.700642170    20.571036293    -3.999529512 

     3.958435199    20.522988998    -4.029125914 
     4.216053721    20.471618834    -4.058774030 
     4.473486118    20.416909869    -4.088477583 

     4.730720638    20.358844979    -4.118240362 
     4.797766827    20.343149218    -4.126011948 

     5.050605464    20.281855711    -4.155374609 
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     5.302429194    20.217480834    -4.184710078 
     5.553231009    20.150035037    -4.214021810 

     5.803003539    20.079527798    -4.243313236 
     6.051739054    20.005967636    -4.272587811 

     6.299429463    19.929362134    -4.301848984 
     6.546066321    19.849717942    -4.331100188 
     6.791640821    19.767040790    -4.360344838 

     7.036143799    19.681335501    -4.389586335 
     7.279565719    19.592605993    -4.418828053 

     7.521896699    19.500855281    -4.448073275 
     7.763126487    19.406085484    -4.477325255 
     8.003244459    19.308297822    -4.506587255 

     8.242239611    19.207492622    -4.535862545 
     8.480100555    19.103669313    -4.565154403 

     8.716815508    18.996826420    -4.594466138 
     8.952372279    18.886961567    -4.623801161 
     9.186758272    18.774071457    -4.653162928 

     9.419960476    18.658151872    -4.682554927 
     9.651965451    18.539197652    -4.711980677 

     9.882759322    18.417202688    -4.741443730 
    10.112327764    18.292159901    -4.770947665 
    10.340655988    18.164061231    -4.800496099 

    10.567728728    18.032897609    -4.830092703 
    10.793530229    17.898658940    -4.859741203 

    11.018044228    17.761334073    -4.889445381 
    11.241253942    17.620910772    -4.919208998 
    11.299244512    17.583781166    -4.926980780 

    11.517233766    17.441777806    -4.956344268 
    11.733239793    17.297207017    -4.985680401 

    11.947259472    17.150080984    -5.014992475 
    12.159289018    17.000411090    -5.044283792 
    12.369323976    16.848207947    -5.073557934 

    12.577359229    16.693481407    -5.102818605 
    12.783389016    16.536240561    -5.132069490 

    12.987406932    16.376493759    -5.161314253 
    13.189405936    16.214248601    -5.190556286 
    13.389378372    16.049511938    -5.219798578 

    13.587315941    15.882289890    -5.249044082 
    13.783209696    15.712587856    -5.278295748 

    13.977050030    15.540410519    -5.307556754 
    14.168826659    15.365761867    -5.336830680 
    14.358528632    15.188645172    -5.366121165 

    14.546144330    15.009062988    -5.395431857 
    14.731661461    14.827017139    -5.424766367 

    14.915067046    14.642508721    -5.454128287 
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    15.096347401    14.455538101    -5.483521213 
    15.275488149    14.266104880    -5.512948330 

    15.452474220    14.074207868    -5.542412439 
    15.627289780    13.879845128    -5.571916509 

    15.799918192    13.683013987    -5.601464441 
    15.970342011    13.483711014    -5.631060441 
    16.138543015    13.281931938    -5.660708220 

    16.304502158    13.077671659    -5.690411783 
    16.468199499    12.870924283    -5.720175330 

    16.470968482    12.867380616    -5.720921479 
    16.483365234    12.851496302    -5.725480409 
    16.494757451    12.836871241    -5.733247806 

    16.506158897    12.822207497    -5.744970751 
    16.515363766    12.810349188    -5.758463250 

    16.523704516    12.799588888    -5.775644446 
    16.529649152    12.791910942    -5.793360559 
    16.534029506    12.786248666    -5.814078528 

    16.536047029    12.783639360    -5.834009182 
    16.535984207    12.783720623    -5.855929489 

    16.533852670    12.786477331    -5.875826844 
    16.529353186    12.792293380    -5.896478965 
    16.523307879    12.800100913    -5.914100694 

    16.514779379    12.811102556    -5.931305052 
    16.505474304    12.823088732    -5.944639135 

    16.501999918    12.827559602    -5.948618035 
    16.491236255    12.841394528    -5.958299041 
    16.479523206    12.856422579    -5.965100641 

    16.474801572    12.862472538    -5.966932755 
    16.463340796    12.877138520    -5.969210019 

    16.450925371    12.892995815    -5.968596774 
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Appendix B: Matlab Code for USGS River Data Processing 
% Jacob Riglin 

% River Data (Jan. 1 to Dec. 31,2012) 

  

clear 

clc 

  

% Data 

% Initially inputed in English units. Conversions to 

standard units shown 

% below. 

  

%% 2010-2013 or 1980-1983 Data 

% Columns (left to right): Nothing, Channel width, Channel 

area,  

% Channel velocity, Depth 

% M=xlsread('usgs_waterdata_2010to2013.xlsx'); 

% % Shift Rows Over 1 Column 

% M(:,5)=M(:,4); 

% M(:,4)=M(:,3); 

% M(:,3)=M(:,2); 

% M(:,2)=M(:,1); 

% M(:,1)=0; 

  

  

% Columns (left to right): Site Number, Channel 

width,Channel area, Channel 

% velocity, Depth 

M=csvread('measurements_river_80to83.csv'); 

M(:,5)=M(:,3)./M(:,2); 

  

% Initial count and total terms for depth 

count=1; 

tot=0; 

for i=1:length(M(:,5)) 

    if (M(i,5)>1e5) 

        M(i,5)=0; 

    elseif (M(i,5)<0) 

        M(i,5)=0; 

    % Include cutoff velocity, current setup for cuttoff of 

0 m/s 

    elseif (M(i,5)>0)&&(M(i,5)<40)&&(M(i,4)<20) 

        M(i,5)=M(i,5); 

        tot=tot+M(i,5); 

        count=count+1; 

    else 
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        M(i,5)=0; 

    end 

end 

  

% Neglect data with depth less that specified depth 

count=1; 

depth_cutoff=2.0; 

for i=1:length(M(:,5)) 

    if (M(i,5)>=depth_cutoff)&&(M(i,4)>=0.01) % Velocity 

cutoff of 0.75 m/s 

        N(count,:)=M(i,:); 

    count=count+1; 

    end 

end 

         

%% Data Analysis 

  

% Velocity range, depth, width data 

delta_vel=.25; % Velocity step 

velBin=[0:delta_vel:8];  

  

  

RangeStats=zeros(1,3); 

for z=1:length(velBin)-1 % Loop for length of velocity 

range 

RangeStats=zeros(1,3); 

count2=1; 

tot2=0; 

for j=1:length(N(:,4)) 

    % Adjust bounds for different velocitiess 

    if (N(j,4)>=velBin(z))&&(N(j,4)<=velBin(z+1)) 

        % Create 2xN matrix of velocity, depth data within 

range 

        RangeStats(count2,1)=N(j,4); % Velocity 

        RangeStats(count2,2)=N(j,5); % Depth 

        RangeStats(count2,3)=N(j,2); % Width 

        count2=count2+1; 

        tot2=tot2+1; 

    end 

  

% Ave and Std of velocity, depth and width data 

end 

% Results: data- Row1&2 velocity, Row3&4 depth, Row5&6 

width 

data(1,z)=nanmean(RangeStats(:,1)); 

data(2,z)=nanstd(RangeStats(:,1)); 
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data(3,z)=nanmean(RangeStats(:,2)); 

data(4,z)=nanstd(RangeStats(:,2)); 

data(5,z)=round(nanmean(RangeStats(:,3))*10)/10; 

data(6,z)=round(nanstd(RangeStats(:,3))*10)/10; 

sites(z)=tot2; % Total number of sites per bin 

end 

data_prime=data'; 

data_prime(:,7)=round(sites'/sum(sites)*1000)/10; 

% Histograms of Velocity and River Depth 

% Analysis 

vel=-0.05:.05:4.05; 

depth=(depth_cutoff-0.1):.05:5.1; 

% Velocity 

figure(1) 

hist(N(:,4),vel) 

xlabel('Velocity (m/s)') 

axis([0.75 4.0 0 3500]) 

set(gca,'XTick',[0.75:0.25:4.0]) 

% Average River Depth 

figure(2) 

hist(N(:,5),depth) 

xlabel('River Depth (m)') 

axis([(depth_cutoff) 5 0 3500]) 

set(gca,'XTick',[depth_cutoff:0.25:5.0]) 
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Appendix C: Generator Specs and Dimensions 
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Appendix D: GAM PE-W Series Gearbox 
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